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Poultry

FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD

RKiTIJUCAN .lOl'RNAL

i For this department bri< f suggestions, facts
uni exp. Hence- are — diritod from housekeeper-, farmers ami gardeners.
Address Agrieiilllira editor.dounial f llliee, Iielfa-1 Maim ..

Among the other indispensable duties

j is that of looking to the cleaning of the
i pens and roosts before the windows,

doors and woodwork are tilted up and
made snug for the fowls before cold
On Uuderdrainirg.
weather sets in. Whitewash the walls,
A few weeks since a f irmer somewhat nest boxes, roosts and feed trough thorbrush nor whiteoughly. Don't
inclined to make improvements asked me wash: thrust itspare
into the cracks and
what l thought of uuderdraining. I told crevices, and give no quarter to the enehim I was mmli pleased with it it the my, though they show the white feather
The whitewash should
: beg for truce.
cost could be low enough, viz., about tif
do put on lint, ami if an ounce of carbolic
he
and
all
others
cents
which
ty
per rod,
icid lie added to the pailful it will make
with whom 1 had previously talked, con- it more effective.
It is not a hard task
sidered impossible in s.ieh hard, rocky I to whitewash, where there is a will. All
one has to do is to draw on a pair of
land as on-ms mostly in this county. I'.at
"Veralis. roll up his sleeves and go to
having experiue ntod mile 1 gave him work, lie need not he particular how it
my methods and eo-t and showed him may splash, if it only penetrates and
sma- of tin- remits, and hoping it may
j .unites even
place where a vagrant
or louse
might take refuge.
interest you or some of your readers I parasite
There i.- really no limit to the whitewill give y<n tie- substance ot that inteiwashing process. |Poultry Monthly.
ic.v.
In my earlier ctVort- at draining it was
Dr .Ticob liramlmier who has had
and SCI ape os long
till I list.un to p
y mi.- ol expel it nee in raising chickens,
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ie-i e stone ait-to lamhi
son that the chickens are poor at the
used, and tinee and nip-halt feet deep i
time.
He says when they become very
Tins pan
none too in,i--., tor good work.
fit in the fall a yellow, oily liquid ooze?
ol the ,'oik wa- licipieutly have done by
from their mouths, which indicates the
the rad. at twentv cents and hoard, live
"chicken cholera," and
appearance "1
work : I<>rt> cents the
rods being a lair la\
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per day
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next step is In select lock Imm four to
hatk.
j Madison < ourier.
six inches two ways, no matter iio.\ long,
1
hare
tried all -orts of boxes and find
and place tln-ai e.iietully in the sides
tetters" boxes nr similar ones best.
the di.lilt, using the spade .here ncersflic eu'erirg rock Sueh l'oxe.' are portable and easily tes.ny to even them,
inoretl to lit* cieaued or sunned. They
arc not more il liic.di to gi t because tl it
Mr
may lie placed upon each other.
••ms are not ab> I’atei. necessity : but
ilie sides siieiiaj h; p ei;y well.
Having h at>e is battened and lined with tailed
1 place the nest openings
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-"fttie-- and g,o,-.
Not a dye, not »i y, elegantly
1 meow .72
p* rfumed, a perfect dressing.
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First -mall girl -“I know w hat 1 am going to be
wl.en 1 grow up!” Second din*. -Wliat are you
-•■big lobe when y on grow up?
First small girl,
“a w idder.”
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1
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winn r
.aaagi s at mid
i-> i-s at noonday.
n. jiit. an 1
The
marks of it- ;.-1 tfi may he seen on the
is wasting the 'earn sills,
pasture ti'iire.
and pegging away at your sulky plow.
K\ en inn. .aid stei an- not exe apt from
it- lav a jes. The id- "■ e rues in trom tinlield bright with use: ext week it needs
several hour.- u1 work and worry to make
it scour. You !.aid your new In ight handho kindly leases it
saw t'. a in ijlihor,
iss a night nr two. and !'
ly iug a the
eoiidiiion ’■ hen returned mars ils usi-iin
ness, and lessens your tilth in human naA eareless fanucl lean s Ids m-w
ture.
mower in the field, U' the fence cornel
until next sun met, by uhicli time thi
fell destroyer l is damaged it nlii-thiril
ot ils value.
Tin- sections are black with

rust, the journals arc ali annulled, and
the wood-win k >■ penetrated and weak
eued in every part.
Those who have read thus far. will
hale lceilglli/rd this elu-.af IS I'USt, lie.
m decay, the most active promoter ot
This invisible gawhich is oxvotiN
fnnns one-liltli of the entire bulk of the
air. and eight-ninths of the weight of a
While of the
the water on the giobe.
greatest valia in the economy of life, it
is also a destructive agent of the most
untiring kind. Yet it.- ravages re easily
a thin entcheeked in many instances
ering of some oil will perfectiy protect
\ coat of
steel and iron from its action.
paint giinil enough to keep water from
soaking into ..i, will protect it from
in the far
decay almost indefinitely.
West, where building is somewhat inure,
expensive than ii; the bast, farmers are
disposed to leave iheii firm-tools out ol
doois the year round.
Such men are
If they are not
making a giv.-t mistake
ai a- in a fiord shelter for their tools, they
•aim. w hicli. 11 care
dally applied to the wood-work will go a
i'i'i'j win towards protecting it from deIt is certain that if the farmers of
cay.
any state would expend one thousand
dollais fur paint next vein fei this purpose. they would save ten thou-and now

likely

to

Market.
Ti ksday, Jan. I.

-!*>• k at market: rattle, J»HS;
: fat -w ine, P.),&>•).
t)<-ef i-attU t" Inn tb live weight,

Amount
sheep
and lamb-.
Price.- <•!
extra
quality, f*' 'IT a 7 27: llrst. $.7 77 gh 2 j, second,
f7 l'la.'ihj
ilurit, £1 U‘~ y-7 !-’ ... poorest grades
of coarse oxen, bulls, etc., ?■> 12*. g4 00.
Brighton Hides, 7g7,V tbit., Brighton Tallow,
.r p rt». < oiintr
Hides, light ones, tig»;|2c ^ tt>,
heavy, >'<‘3 gt? !t».Country Tallow, 4g.7e V tb; Calf
tb. Sheep and Lamb ‘'kin.-, .s.Tcgfi 40
Skins, IP
ea'di.
'I’he supply of Cattle has been light for the week
pa-t, the lra«le oeing slow for butchers’ < attic.
" <■stern ( attic cost higher than those bruughl in
one week ago. but drovers tin-1
it hard work lo
realize more than prices noticed one week since,
-ah's m most instances ranging Jroin 73<>V V tt>,
live weight. Most of the extra Beeves brought in
were intended for the export trade, costing from
& tb- live weight, iamled at the yards.
U
>licep aud Lambs—Western Sheep cost, landed
live weight. Nearly
at tin* yards, .7 .ai>:3 per tt>
all those from the West were intended for the
Idjtellers’ trade. A few nice ones were taken for
the export trade.
There were none brought in
from Maine.
Much of the stock from that State
being brought in dressed to the commission houses
at this season of the year.
wine—Fat Hogs '-ost, landed at the slaughter
tb. live weight. Messrs.
houses, from f»?4 Jiff1., e
•J. P. squire A Co. slaughtered at their establishment the past week 22,004 Fat Ilogs.
^

When nine out of ten persons during the season have not escaped a cold of some kind, is it
to be wondered that ten persons die every hour
during the twenty-four, with consumption?
Prevent this great mortality at once by taking
J ad win’s Tar Syrup. Sold by A. A. Jiowes it
Co., Belfast.
The surgeon general of the Maine hospital
service has been i nformed of the reappearance
of yellow’fever in Rio de Janeiro.

be

utterly

lost.

If any

one

thinks this overstated, let him look
around among his neighbors, and see the
hundreds and hundreds of dollars' w oith
of machinen that is going to ruin from
decay, winch a little paint would prcvent.
Here at least in the protection
of farm implements a penny saved is as
good as a penny earned. [Pm! s, K.

Thompson,

in American

Agriculturist

for

Jan.

A otiraiig *>ur,i;n l*tiiiade!jiliia lias learned to
io\c
iitfle 1 *g aiei n fu-e- to he separated from
i'
"om,. fashionable ladies are the same way.
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[For Memorial I >ay, Dee. *j:i, ls73,1 >ee. i‘:».lss:t.]
u> not. <> song of poet, tales of how their
white plumes tossed
Dike the snow-capped waves in seastonn, when
the knightly lances crossed.

Tell

And Christian warred with Saracen for tomb,
beloved and lost.

Blood and anguish little counted life and courage all unpriced,
Cave they to this holy warfare, naught too
much, yet naught sufficed;
For an empty tomb t!,.,/ battled, tkt#— the living Christ.
Chiist. the Christ alive, yet buried, wrapped
and hidden in his own.
Cnder fold on fold of evil, till the heart, meant
for His throne.
L- a grave from whose dark doors—nay. none
could roll away the stone.

By such tombs watched weeping women, dark
some night and dreary day.
one Mght of Christ the Master, through the
folding shroud of clay
For the coming of an angel who could roll the
For

st'

iie

away.

And Cod sent not one but many, soft of word
and sweet of face.
And tin* stony portal trembled at this miracle
of grace.

Till the buried Christ aw ik ned, and Hi- presence tilled the place.
From that day where'er the evil shrouds ihe
good in hearts of men,
I- this miracle of wonder wrought afn Mi. until

again

<h»od. that Milled in itsgraves-clothes,reappears
to mortal ken.
And defeated semis and fettered loosed from
bonds in freedom stand.
Ib ady both to do ami sutler at tin* King’s divine
command:
And the ungel touch that frees them —i* a loving
woman'" hand.
[Mary L. Dickinson.

Horse

Never allow

Maxims.

one to tickle your
the stable.
The animal only
feels the torment and does not understand the joki. Vicious habits are tints

hois.-

am

ui

easily brought

on

Let the horse's litter be dry and clean
underneath as well as on top. Standing
manure makes the
on hut, fermented
bools soft amt brings on lameness.
Change the litter partially in some
parts and entirely in others every morning; brush out and clean the stall thor-

oughly.

good coat on your horse,
plenty of rubbing and brushing.
Plenty of “elbow grease” opens the [tores,
softens the skin, anil promotes the animal’s general health.
When
Use the curry-comb lightly.
used roughly it is a source of great pain.
To procure a

use

Let the heels he well brushed out every
Dirt, if allowed to cake in, causes

night.

grease and sore heels.

Whenever a horse is washed, never
leave hint till he is rubbed quite dry.
He will probably get a chill if neglected.
When a horse comes off a journey, the
first thing is to walk him about till he is
cool, if he is brought in hot. This prevents him from taking void.
Let his legs he well rubbed by the
hand. Nothing so soon removes strain.
It also detects thorns or splinters, soothes
the animal and enables him to feel comfortable.
Let the horse have some exercise every
day ; otherwise he will he liable to fever
or bad feet.
Let your horse stand loose, if possible,
without being tied up to the. manger.
Pain and weariness from a continued position induce bad habits and cause swollen feet and other disorders.
Look often at the animi l’s legs and
feet. Disease or wounds in these parts,
if at all neglected, soon become dangerous.
[Farm, Field and Fireside.

A
a

Jolly

JCiArk.

stony mi: hoys.

carefully

across

a

picked your steps
certain muddy alley
a

flowing

stable, where at

night a pair of well-kept horses stood (or
lay down), and were you to have crept
into the hayloft across the hay and down
into a .-nug corner you'd have found three

soft, fat little kittens with round eyes and

Book

a

a

with the

joyousness

of the mo-

ment, she turned her hack upon her
othei foe, who met her with a well-aimed
blow from a stick, which took her quite
oil in ; legs. Before she could recover
herself the enemy was clasping her tightly between his knees, and pressing her
close to the ground.
It was in vain that she clawed and
twisted, that she spit and swore with all
the reckless courage of a desperado at
bay. She was not the first cat he had
conquered. The fun w as only beginning.
•'IB. Tom. here’s a lark for you! Bring
us that oid tin cup over yonder ! I’ve got
a string
f’oiiie, I'll hold her while you
tie it on !"
The hoy addressed as 'l oin kicked an
old tin cup loose from its frozen bed, and
glow ing with the prospect, of such unexpected fun, bounded to the side of the
captor and eapt.ve.
I'heey -s of the terrified vagrant stood,
it lashed the ground w ith its tail.
But
number
two. quickly rumagmg
tmy
through a pocket indicated by boy number one, found a stout cord, and soon
managed to keep the tail still long
enough to tic tile cup tightly to it.
Now then, give her a send-otfgo it
old girl I" he cried, as the other loosened
his hold. She did not wait for a second
invitation to go, but shot away from her
persecutors at a pace to realize their
■

If vou were to have

and opened the door of

cat, who came sneaking out
hole in the stable door.
She did not notice them, for, weak and
hungry, she was only thinking of a certain back yard, presided over by rather
a wasteful cook, into which the most
toot hsome
t id hits
occasionally found
their way.
The lirst intimation shy had of their
presence was a bewildering series of
“me-ciiws” and ‘‘scats!’’ which sent her
dying across the alley in the direction of
her goal.
Then seeing that she would
he intercepted before she reached it, she
turned and heat a hasty retreat toward
her home. 1 lancing, leaping, and overwinds by
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highest expectations.
They bent up and down, and yelled
with laughter, ami cheered heron with

A

CASE OF

Review*.

tXEQCAL RETRIBfTIOX.

plenty of buttermilk
of skimmed milk, will he likely to lay
■rI'll.
Futility World says: Should you
in- keeping a large (lock of hens, and the

_

sharp
11

tails.

had caught

at

Monopoly.

Surplus

PROSI'EROFS ASSOCIATION OF OTHER
LOWS.

A

FEL-

"The Breadwinners,” an anonymous
novel in the Century, and one which
Yes, my son, a monopoly is a bad
seemed at tirst to promise something thing, and 1 am glad to see the people
original and graphic, has come to a of this country organizing against the
rather feeble and hurried end : and real- monopolies that are crushing the life out
ly adds nothing of value to our literature. of honest and worthy competition. There
But it gives another illustration of that are several monopolies in this afflicted
essential vulgarity of tone which per- land. Some ot them are worth millions.
vades so many novels and applies espec- All of them want to be worth twice as
ially to the relations of the sexes. It is much as that. Vanderbilt and Gould
apt to be especially marked in those are famous monopolists. The Western
t'nion Telegraph Company is a gigantic
novels which undertake to paint society,
as this does, by drawing an
imaginary monopoly; and there are several other
line across it, half way up ; and then at- monopolies.
When you employ d(ll) or .'to or 10 worktributing all the cardinal virtues to those
men,
ami pay them with your own
who happen to be above this line, and
all the seven deadly sins to those below money, and a committee waits on you to
it.
Dickens temporarily made an end of tell you that if you do not discharge a
that sort of thing—and indeed went too certain workmen, a good mechanic,
far the other way—in the English novel. sober, quiet, faithful, whose only fault is
I’erhaps we have yet to take our turn at that he belongs to no labor organization,
the other 400, or '40, orO will quit work
it in America; and
certainly “The
Breadwinners” is a fair sample, to begin in the midst of your busy season, you
are in the clutches of a
writh.
monopoly, a
Hie result is to be seen, as has been monopoly as grinding, grasping, and
said, in a certain vulgarity of tone, not cruel in its way as the Western Cnion.
It is called a trade union, but it is a
so evident in the coarser characters as in
those announced and introduced as being monopoly.
When a committee of workmen come
finer. The hero, who poses for us as a
type of all elevation and elegance, early to you and say that, as you 1m.e a great
ayvakens doubts as to his “culture” by many contracts half linished, and as men
saying “1 wonder if I have mended mat- ■ire scarce and hard to get, and as they
ters any" (Century, August, p. 5d.’J): and have you on the hip, they will strike in
he ends by establishing very serious ten minutes unless you allow them to set
doubts as to his gentlemanliness, when their own pay at the highest figures,
he kisses a young girl of the poorer class that Is a monopoly that acts just preciseh
in his oyvn conservatory, while he never- as the Western Cnion does when it ahtheless despises her and is very much in sorbs a rival line and tells you that, as
love with somebody else.
The plot there is only one office in this town, they
finally turns upon the natural rage of the will raise the rate a little.
When you tell your workmen that times
girl and the very well founded jealousy
ot her lover; and really, on the
whole, are dull, and the market is stagnant, and
these humbler personages command that you don't need them anyhow, and
quite as much of the readers respect as they can work on half time or none, then
That is, vou are
the supertine and fastidious Arthur' Fai n- you are the monopoly.
ham. This is not in the least what the the striker. A monopoly is a chronic
striker. It is always watching a chance
author intends; but he brings it about,
to pinch you and squeeze just a little
in spite of himself.
Hut the most striking feature of the more work or money out of you for its
whole, 1 should say, is the immense ine- own benefit.
Ami the lady who burns steak and
quality of the retribution dealt out.
Maud Matehin. the heroine,—or at am
chips china for you at .«■'! a week is a
Vou spend six weeks lookrate, the main feminine performer—is a monopolist.
silly, half-educated, ambitious, novel- ing for her, she stays with you two
reading girl, with beauty enough to spoil weeks, breaks .*s worth of china and
a stronger head.
Arthu" Farnham, the glass, and loses s*d worth ofspooii- and
hero, has had every advar tage of society, forks, collects >ai for wages and goes otf,
books and travel.
Half charmed with with twenty-four hours warning, to a
him and half with the surioundmgs, she place that oilers her more china to smash
throws herself into his arms, to all in- and s.'t.oOa week for smashing it.
Vou see, my sou, in looking about for
tents and purposes tells him
love
you,'’ but has, with all her faults, the a monopoly to denounce or demolish, our
self-respect to say ”11 I aai not to he naturally envious dispositions lead us to
assail the monopolies that are more foryour wile, I must never see you again.
We clamor
You know that, don’t you ?" With this tunate than our own.
accurate definition of her purpose she against Vanderbilt and .lay (build and
lays her hand on his shoulder : he frowns, Western Tuion, and fail to observe the
she turns pale and sinks and he puts his smaller monopolies that differ from the
arms
round her. Her beautiful eyes great ones, not in spirit, but only in
weulth and power.
look into his like “the eyes of a vigorous
A monopolist isn't necessarily a milinfant"
very vigorous, I should say
lie is simply the man at the
and it ends in her putting up her lips to lionaire.
It is derived from two
his ami his kissing her.
“lie was en- whiphandle.
tirely aware of the ridiculousness of his Latin words- mono and yio/c, meaning
position, but he stooped and kissed her the man at the polo. And the man ai
with hearty good will."
When she in- the pole, you know, knocks the persimquires very naturally “You love me, do mons. lie may knock a million of them
you not ?" he answers coolly “1 certainly or he may knock only two. blit while lie
is knocking you don't get any.
do not" -and then they are fortunately
Hence, my son, a monopoly is a prosinterrupted.
1 must confess that, from this momeni
perous combination of which we are not
of the story, my sympathies, at least, arc one.
This makes it very wicked, av aricious,
with the young woman. She took him
tor a gentleman, but had very vague and dangerous.
When we get into it, it ceases to he a
ideas as to what a gentleman was. lie
becomes a union, a
took himself for a gentleman, but was monopoly, and
firm, an association or a
more mistaken than she was.
A little brotherhood,
This change of title also
while after he is gazing into the eyes of corporation.
another young woman, and “enjoying involves a great moral change, and it beher eager ingenuous speech as much comes a mighty engine of progress, a
as her superb
beauty." At the end developer of our own country’s resources,
of the tide lie marries the superb and a factor in the national prosperity, and
ingenuous young girl, who in the last all that sort of thing.
A monopoly is a tiling which it is hard
scene holds out her hand and oilers herself to him almost as unequivocally as to get into.
There is no monopolist so greedy and
poor Maud Matchin had done ; and they
dangerous as the Nihilist. The ordinaarc dismissed to be happy ever after;
while Maud and her true lover Sam ry monopolist is content to control one
Sleeny are only assigned to a miserable tiling. The Nihilist wants everything,
mairi.ige “where the woman brought and a three-lifths share of « hat is h-ll.
11 you live to be hb years old, and
into partnership the wreck of ignoble
ambitions and the man the memory of have not been able to get into any other
a crime."
This then is the justice of monopoly by that time, I would advise

loud shouts.
The cup leaped and rattled over the
they
you looking
hard ground, and caught upon obstructhem, no matter how kindly, they would tions
along the way which caused the
have scuttled olfund tumbled heels over
panting outcast to roll over in a way
heads
into their warm nest,
rimy were that fairly convulsed these humorous
elioiee lies between feeding the milk to a
kittens, for they came of a long line of fellows.
pig and giving it to the hens, decide in shy
ancestors who had never risen to the
tar or of the hens every time.
When site had disappeared they gatherThe extra
d unity of house eats, whus.- arched hacks ed
J
up their books and went on to school.
production for one year hr the milk teed had
never been stroked into a less deli
will buy all the pork your family may
j I'liey were late, and got tardy marks,
ant angle by a ftieiidly hand.
They had ; hut as they said, they'd “take a lickin’
need, and make your occupation much
descended from eats given to prowling
any day rather than miss such fun as
pleasanter all round.
around hack yards and howling their that."
They could hardly study just for
Had poultiy management shows itself w retchedness at night on fences or old
the remembrance of it.
in making poultry houses unsmted to the
sheds.
Forefathers and parents
rickety
wants of the fowls; it shows in the buyhad never had anything given to them
Late that afternoon through a partly
of
stock
to
save
a
few
ing
poor
paltry hut had language. Their whole genea- opened door stoic a cat. Site w as bruised
dollar.-: it shows in keeping old stock
logical catenation had been roughly baud
and draggled and torn, and from her
beyond their usefulness; it shows in pot led. The family had been stoned and mutilated tail
a stiing and the reraising early pullets to take the place ol pereecn’cd, and had not thriven on this mains ot a tin hung site
w as staggering
cup.
old In ns: it shows ill not selling off the treatment. A race il was of
ill-looking w ith hunger and weariness, and burning
sut Iilus stuck itt the pi ..per ,-eason : it
beasts, whose legs seemed too thm to with thirst. She bad readied that
stage
shows i:i not culling out all faulty birds :
support their lank bodies, and morally j where life had no more terrors for her.
it
shows in improper mating of the they did not hold elevated views of life, i
A moment before she had tried to steal
breeding fowls, and it shows in not pro- Whethei in blood they were intrinsically \ into the stable to her kittc
s, but the
suitable
etc.,
for
the
wants
food,
riding
bad. or whether under similar treatment j coachman was
in, and he cut
just
driving
of tlte poultry st.a x. I I’oukfy Monthly
and a full allowance of food they would at her
with his long whip
more to see
nave been as good as the demure-lookwhether lie could hit her from ins high
A Western lady states that, as her exeats they
sometimes
saw sunning
ing
place, than from any malice he felt toperience as a poultry raiser, that one
busted of corn, or its equivalent in corn themselves in tile same windows w ith ac- watds her—so she lied in an opposite
cessible
and
tender-iook
tig canaries. 1
mixed with other ..Is, will produce
direction, and the kittens hearing the
cannot say.
1 only know that under
fourteen pounds ot poultry in the form of
heavy tread ot the horses upon the stable
their own circumstances they w ould have
lloor scampered into their nests and hid
yiowing cocketi Is At the same time it eaten the canaries, ami felt no
regret,
themselves.
must tie home m mind that something in
save for their not being much larger.
The cook -it was a kitchen into which
addition to roil! must he used as food.
Hut whatever extenuating reasons the the cat had come—was
< inline a low I in a
yard with no other
busy preparing
food than crn. and. as all the wants of deep students of eat nature might have the evening meal, and when she saw the
found
for certain thievish arts, and ejacwretched looking beast stating wildly at
t.lie fowl system would not he supplied,
it
would soon die of starvation in the ulations which sounded very much like her thing her the trimmings of a juicy
oaths
when
for no good reason
uttered,
midst ol plenty.
steak, telling her to take it and lie gone.
Tribune and Farmer.
they were stoned away from mess bar- The poor animal had never before enin
rels
as
uiHi
orchards
were
a
just
Kxpeiiments
poultrv
they
securing
tempt- joyed the boon of even an ungraciously
ing bone i, who have only a superlieial j offered
prove that they effectually protect plum
gilt, and this one came too late.
lives from the eurculio.
A few of the knowledge of the subject, will not at- j
Instinct made an ineffectual attempt to
largest farms devoted to poultry are set temp to discover. I only know that the j
gain the meat, but the eat fell choking in
partly in plums, among them being that familv existed as an unpleasant fact.
a lit.
! Mr.
i lit* mother ol tlii se three
Hawkins, of l.meister, Mass.
sharp-tailed
flic cook
upon a chair and
The peach tree is also benefited
In liitie kittens in the Inn was a big-mouth- shouted for leapedAll
the idics of the
help.
poultry. aud the cherry trees always ed. jaded-looking beast, whose sides rav- family responded, and from safe
perches >
boar best when poultry
ed
in.
whose
tail
in
a
dragged
dejected where, witii moans and little wails of
range among
them.
sort of way : whose head seemed to hang
tenor,
they watched the eat writhe |
trout her shoulder-blades
and whose
awhile, then straighten stlt'liy, and j
led
a
greedy eyes
wandering existence in breathe her last.
He Hiked the East the Best.
novelists ; he an ill-regulated seliool gil l
search of something to eat.
In color she
" lien lin
y made sure sue was salely
and you will lie
for life.
was a hideous mixture of black and yel1 had supposed that the far west was
(lead, they gathered around and looked Be a handsomejustly punished
man of fortune,
lowish grey, and her fur lay in tangled at
young
a new garden ol
her. In sympathetic voices they
liilcn, and that one had
dressed, and vour lite shall he
In short she was a eat whose
• ’lit t" .venture there to gain the wealth patches.
ealled her a poor creature. One of them exquisitely
made blissful, though you may have actwhole
and
demeanour
were
appearance
ol a Monte Cristo.
confessed that she had seen her before, ed
I met at the Cnion
like what our English cousins, in their
to olfend the artistic eye and morami lia<l thought at the time she looked
station, yesterday, a man whom I imag- likely
al instincts of the boy given to the frevigorous vernacular, denominate a “cad.”
ined wa.- by this time a bonanza king, as
very hungry, and had intended to give
i T. Wentworth lligginson in Woman's
in- went westward years ago. But, if In* ipienting of alleyway*. His a-sthetic na- her something to eat, and then -had forJournal.
ture would revolt at sight of her. and
> a
to.
The
cook
lifted
her
tennabob, he is traveling incog., and a
gotten
up
blood-curdling yell from him would derly. and informed them that she was “at ronitM; k a nit v oi- nit. knui ii imind.”
his conversation is not calculated to
send her
skimming featly over the ‘•nothing but skin and bones,” at which
The autobiographies of two New
stimulate western excursions. He wore
thnmgh some friendly opening in they all cried out with one
a
ministers, who were contemporEngland
shabby ulster, long hair, and a pen- ground,
voice,
“poor
a fence, to a place of safety.
sive, searching expression of
hunted creature.
aries, though not rivals, 1 >r. Orville
starved,
sympathy,
But as with human beings, even the
lie greeted me as an old
So, as sometimes happens in this Dewey and Dr. Enoch Pond, have just
acquaintance at worst eat is not
totally bad, and this un- strange, wmld, the miserable creature appeared, and present two very differonce.
/
beast
had
moments
in
which
ansightly
ent types of professional and religious
who had never had a kindly word spok"Weil,” I queried, “how do you like other
and better, or at least a gayer side en tn her in
the west
her life, by her tragic death character. Both were brought up in the
of her nature strove to assert itself. This
“1 like it just well enough here,” said
hill-towns of Massachusetts, both went
drew over herself a llood of sympathy.
side was most apparent when she returnlie. “to remain in the east the remainder
through the usual preparatory and coled to her kittens after an extended
of my day s.
1 tell you. the east is good
\ lo the stable it began to grow dark. lege course, and both brought the hardy
in which she had sunned herself,
I'he kittens came out and frisked about and stern discipline of sons of the soil to
enough for any man who hasn't a life stroll,
and death dispute with the law on hand. sharpened tier claws on splintery fence- as kittens love to in the gloaming. Now the duties of an active and successful
posts, stolen bits from fermenting gar- and then some noise would
In tlie east a man above the average in
give them career. Dr. Dewey was educated at
a bird
or a mouse,
Andover under Moses Stuart. Dr. Pond
smartness can get along, bur go west and bage heaps, secured
the excuse for a grand alarm, and they
and followed geneially her evil feline
would rush oil' pell-mell to their nest, under the famous I)r. Emmons at Frank
you lind no drones.
livery man you
As
she
neared
tiie
carefulpropensities.
meet is on the dead run for
w here they would
crouch, scarcely ireatli- lin, lint each struck out in a coarse of ins
wealth, and
hidden nest the kittens, hearing her
you must stay up late, rise early, and ly
ing. Ihit after a while they grew very own. Dewey, in a calm and suiter way.
cautious tread upon the hav. would sally
holt your meals to keen
hungry ami rather tired, and sat demure- began to doubt the truth of Orthodox
up with the
forth to meet her. They would
stragglers in the procession. There's jo;.fully
ly about on tile hay waiting for their teachings, while l’ond accepted them as
overpower her with alfeetion, jump upon mother to come back.
lots ol money west, and big
final, and became one of their chief deThen they grew
wages. I her
rough back, or tenderly chew the tip sleepy and sal awhile longer,
fenders. Dewey sided with Cnanning,
have just come from Colorado, whore I
nodding
of her emaciated tail.
The, wicked glare their
got sHi a day for driving a mule team.
ehull'y heads tii*al!y they cuddled and became a polemical writer in the
would then die cut of hereyes and In* reChristian Examiner; Pond reached out
Butand tried to sleep.
together
placed by a kindly light. She would reI hat is a very good
Hut they missed the protecting paw, to the same public on the other side in
salary for that spond to their
with
a stiff,
sportivcncss
Each stood
kind of labor?"
the evening meal, and the warmth of the Spirit of the Pilgrims.
half-ashamed playfulness.
She would
it is, is it? Well, you go out
their mother, so it was a sorry night on the side opposite to the other in the
with as little liereeness as possible tussle
there and see. \\ by. my friend. I have
great controversies ol'that day, but here
they passed.
with them, and tumble them over in a
After a kitten fashion they dreamed the parallel ends.
pai l -s1.511 for a cup ol entire, sg 75 foi a
Dewey developed
make
to
their
foolish little hearts she was there : that
into a great preacher, while Pond reglass oi beer, and * i for a horn-handled way
were smoothing
they
with wild excitement and happi- and
jaek-knite with one blade. 1 have been thump
dressing her rich, beautiful fur, and, moved to Bangor, and became for (if y
ness.
And never having seen a good or
in the mountains with a
taking pleasant little liberties with her years the leader of tile Orthodox Seminparty when a well
brought up eat, these simple-minded graceful ears and
chew of tobacco was put
up at rattle, at creatures
tail—only to awaken ary in that city. It is not known that
thought she was the softest, to the amazing consciousness that
a dollar a chance : and if tile winner of
they ttiese men ever met, but in their native
the tobaci o finally got away with it, he kindest, most beautiful cat-mother in the were alone, and to feel awfully hungry.
ability, in their integrity of character, in
world.
their
around
They
put
silky
paws
im
hi uiiage me contents ni tue revolNext morning they began their watch the impression they made upon their
her
neck
and
mewed
out
their
kittenish
vers of the party and
again, crying pitifully for the missing cat, time, they found large room for themkeep out of sight
as prettily and
sincerely and the next day, and the next. Then selves, and their respective autobio'"]■ a week.
1'aik alnmt the west to me! complaints just
as some babies 1 know Matter and fondle,
!t is a good plaee to d'e in ; hut I
came a stinging cold night, and the folgraphies are remarkable revelations of
pro- their mothers.
pose to live from this time out w here the
lowing morning, when the coachman two distinct types of the New England
The hardened animal used t<> soften went up into the loft to close a window character.
-un rises early, and there is no corner on
The “Autobiography of Dr.
the luxuries of life!”
[Detroit Free morally and physically under this loving which had blown open, lie found the Enoch Pond” is written in that terse,
treatment, even her coarse fur seeming three little kittens, cuddled
l’ress.
together, close, severely beautiful style, which bo
less harsh after being stroked by their frozen to death.
trays the habitual spirit of the man, and
tender little paws.
And in response
will take its place in American literature
And
so the jolly lark ended.
Kev. John Jasper in Trouble.
to their plaintive tale of hunger, she
ns a vivid illustration of the life of a
Howells Frechette.
[Annie
lit v. John Jasper, the colored preach- nourished them from a mysterious supply
great Puritan divine in the first half of
which kind nature seemed always to keep
the nineteenth century.
Dr. Pond had
er in Richmond, Virginia, who has acquired some notoriety as the author of the up to the demand. Then when satisfied,
Mr. Alexander <1. Cochran, Captain little imagination and a great deal of
lie
was
tlie ruling
theory that “the sun do move,” is in they sank to sleep, a soft mass of tails, Eads’ legal adviser, lias been giving a common sense.
trouble.
Some of the ministers and paws, and ears, the hungry mother dozand,
St. lands reporter some points as to the spirit at the Bangor Seminary,
within limits, was always master of the
others of his race have become jealous ing oil with eyes half closed, and one cost and estimated
when comearnings,
ol Jasper's fame.
situation, lie was the last of his kind.
This feeling has du- long arm laid protectingly over them. pleted, of his client’s ship
railway. Capally culminated in a rupture of Jasper's Almost anyone with less exalted moral tain Eads is now in England perfecting Ills grandson, the Kev. i-.dwm Pond
congregation. A council composed of and artistic ideas than the aforemention- his estimates and preparing models of Parker, D. 1).. in the preface to this
ministers and others from various Bap- ed boy might have been touched by this his road. He
characterizes his teaching in a few
figures on expending, in book,
tist churches in the vicinity Saturday picture of maternal fidelity.
'‘Not caring to rise
round numbers, about
Mr. pregnant words:
The morning which 1 have readied af- Cochran
decided to withdraw the hand of fellowfar enough into the future much above literal interpretations, obdips
ship from Jasper and his church. The ter sneli a roundabout fashion proved a to talk of the road’s business, when liu- vious meanings and scholastic detinicold one in early winter. The school
in the domain of criticism and theolreason assigned for this excommunicaislicd, and says: “The toad will pay 10 tions
tion was that Jasper and his church had bells were ringing in all parts of the city,
cent, on s 100,000,000.
In making ogy, I>r. Pond held by bis beliefs and
per
somewhat traditionally and
refused to recognize the colored Baptist and hoys and girls were hurrying gaily this estimate of the earnings 1 count
only opinions
churches of the vicinage as sister church- forward in response to the summons which the
that will pass through on the prosaically, but with unfaltering tenacity,
grain
es.
The action of the council creates a came so clearly on the frosty air. They
All lie held by them so as to be upheld by
way from San Eramdseo to Europe.
great deal of excitement in colored greeted each other in cherry voices, and other traffic is excluded. There will be them above all doubts or suspicions of
the conquering army, gathered strength
their complete account of religious truths.
church circles.
much other traffic, so that the earnings
and passed on. Hut this army, like all
will probably amount to twice as much He never seemed to feel lhe force of the
others, had its stragglers, and two of them as 1
that were set up and overgave them to you.
The Postmaster General has issued an
Captain Eads objections
dropped away from it and entered an al- has solicited no subscriptions for the thrown in bis lectures and essays. The
order ruling that labels, patterns, photoley— the one upon which the home of the road, not having yet advanced that far. victory of bis logic seemed complete, and
graphs, playing cards, visiting cards, kittens faced. Evidently
they had no There’s no doubt, however, that when lie could never quite understand why the
address tags, paper sticks, wrapping reason for
doing so, except to prolong the time comes tiie nionev can lie rais- entire world was not convinced. Thus
with
paper,
printed advertisements the distance to school. Occasionally they
it was with him in respect of his opinions
thereon, hill heads, letter heads, envel- would stop to crush in a thin white film ed.”
and views of truth." The interest in
and
other
matter of the same genopes
of ice which had formed over some deep
this autobiography is very largely the
eral character, the printing upon which
A Kkward fok (loon Haiiits.
foot print, for the alley, which had been
Capt. interest that grows out of the tracing of
is not designed to “instruct,
amuse, cul- muddy only the day before, was now L. 11. Simmons, alter battling with the an unusually strong character, and nothtivate the mind or taste or impart genfrozen into stiff ruts, and looked dismal waves for forty years, most of tlie time ing so vivid, clear, graphic and severe,
eral information” are mere articles of
enough to be a suitable stage upon which commanding Boston ships, and living a with a current of kindly human feeling
merchandise and should lie rated as to
enact a tragedy.
Christmas was soon retired life as a landsman for thirty-five Mowing through it, lias been written for
fourth class matter, the postage upon to
be nigh, and they talked in a desul- years, is still able to eat his turkey with many a day as Dr. Pond’s dry, pithy, and
w hicb
is one cent per ounce. These
way of the fact.
They could not a sound set id' teeth, his children's truthful description of bis own life.
articles have heretofore been rated as tory
have taken a very spiritual view of the children’s children assisting him. He is [Huston Advertiser.
third class, subject to the postage of one
approaching festival I suppose boys are grandfather to one of the employes in
cent per two ounces.
His
not much given to—, or they could hard- this office, who is himself a father.
What seems strange about, tin* conduct of
ly have turned so readily from the ad- fourth tooth was extracted recently, but some people is. though endowed with good
to
use
his
own
“another
one
is
vour
and
not
words,
vent of ‘‘peace on earth” to fill with wild
Open
eyes
your mouth when
judgment in other matters, they permit, a semaking up your mind what kind of cough med- terror the
vere co'd to go unnoticed, untii it assumes a
palpitating heart of even an gtambling and must come, but I can severe
icine you are going to take if you don’t wish to
a
aspect. J ad win's Tar Syrup is a housebite
nail
oil’with
front
ones.” lie
member of a degraded
my
make opium eaters of your wives and children. insiguificaiu
has yet to take his first glass of grog or hold necessity under any circumstances. Try
house.
their
about
down
kinds
of
all
thoughts
However,
remedies,
it.
Sold
Stop pouring
cough
by R. H. Moody, Belfast.
form.
and use Jadwin’s Pine Tar Syrup. Sold by all Christinas, whatever they might have use tobacco in any
[Boston
dealers in medicine.
Secretary Folger has resumed his duties.
been, were speedily scattered to the Journal.
Fowls that have
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Tile Huston Host published a request
for information as to the whereabouts of
a clock in actual use, older than a swivel
clock, which was built in 171'J and is now
in the possession of members of a family
on Loup
Island. Several replies have
been made. "II s.” writes from York,
Maine:

Hull. K. t .Moody has in bis possession
(dork bruupht from Knpland in the y ear
Hi'Tl by his ancestors, made in liivld, with
tile date and maker's name on the dial,
and which is still keepinp pood time.
This clock is very handsome.
It has a
brass dial and the rase is handsomely in
laid with tlowers. lipures, etc. It is in
a pood state of preservation.
Mr. Moody
has had set ri al odors for it hut n fuses to
sell it at any price. Many v isitors rail
on him every year to see this rlork, and
many other valuable antique articles he
has m his possession.
“II." writes from Alfred as follows:
The swivel (dock you speak ol is by no
means an ancient one. M e have possessed one of similar make for a pre.it many
years that was made in Hull. Knp.. in
170(1, and we have seen an exact copy of
it made in this town by one Moulton, a
famous clock-maker in these parts turee
quarters of a century apo. There are
several clocks of the same kind as these
;n the towns of Alfred, Kennctnink. Kitten
York and Kliot that are older than
the one we have.
Ours keeps splendid
time, and when we clumped to the new
standard the old clock didn't seem to
a

mind our impertinence a bit. but went
with its loud and solemn soumlinp
tick, tick, as theiiph notliinp had happened.
From Nerridpewoek eotuus this response from “J. II. W'. :"
My father's house formally years eon
tamed one of those old fashioned Knp
lish standinp clocks to which you refer.
It was sent west some years apo, and 1
doubt not is yet keepinp correct time. It
on

was made of mahopanv and was profuse
ly ornamented with wood earvinps and

finish.
Ii was made in Hristol,
in Midi, and was therefore I'
years older than the clock mentioned in
the Host.
1 have heard my mother say
that for 111 years, duritip which time the
clock was in our house, ii never once ran
down, and the nciphbors on the village
street used frequently to set their clocks
and watches by it.
brass

Knplatid,

The

Treasury Surplus.

It is stated at the treasury that the
This is about
surplus is *1 hi,0( 10.Odd.
six millions more than the forty per cent,
which it is considered ought to be kept

fund. A prominent Senator,
member of the Finance Committee,
has called attention to the fact that the

as reserve
a

weekly Treasury statements showing the
balances are misleading in that they
create the impression that the Treasury
has a much larger net surplus than it
It is the practice of the
really lias.
Treasury in making these statements to
treat as surplus all the money that is in
the Treasury.
Large amounts of hills
due and payable on demand are not takinto consideration.
probably suggest to

en

This Senator will

Congress that the
Treasury shall reform its method of
making its public statements so that its
exhibit of cash in the Treasury shall
more nearly represent the net available
surplus.

Revenue.

literature.
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In the Depths. By Mrs. E.
Isiimael;
D. E. N. Southworth. This is said by Mrs.
Southworth to be tin* best work ever written
by her, atnMt proved to be the most popular

IUSTRIRTTEI) AMDNlI THE
IS 11AI. I.
INSTALMENT NO. 4 HE

STATES.

ok.

PAID.

meeting of the PhilosoWashington, I>. ('.,
Knox, comptroller of
an
currency, read
interesting

At

recent

a

phical Society
Mr. John Jay
the

in

paper upon the distribution of the surrevenue among the states,
lie reviewed the history of the national finances up to Jar. I,
ISJti, at which time
the nation was free Iron) debt, and possessed a surplus of s4u.iKio.niMi. which
had been deposited in favorite state
banks by order of President Jackson.
Me next described the passage by Congress of the act of June lid. IS.Jb, which
provided for the deposit with the treasurers of this several states of S.’i'.Jbs.SoO
in four instalments during the vein IS.47
—the secretary of the treasury to receive
eertiiicates of deposit therefor —which
should express the usual legal obligation,
and pledge the faith of the state for the
safe keeping and repayment of the deposit from time to time, whenever the
same
should be required.
The
lirst
three instalments were deposited, before the last instalment, payable on the
lirst day of October, was transferred, a
series of financial disasters culminated
in the ciisis of Ic.'i7, and there was
no surplus to deposit.
Further legislation was deemed necessary, in this cm
urgency, and an extra session of Congress
was called by
President Van Iturcn.
I hiring this session, a bill was passed providing for the postponement of the deposit of the fourth instalment until Jan.
I. Iamt also providing that the de-

story ever printed in the New York Ledger, in
which paper it was puhli-hed as a serial under
the name of ••Self-Made : or Out of the Depths."
The author says in her preface: “This story, in
book form, lias been called for by thousands,

plus

posits

should not lie

subject

to

the

requi-

during several years past, but the author has
reserved it. until now, not only because she
considered it to be her very best work, but beit is peculiarly a National Novel, being
founded on the life of one of the noblest of our
countrymen, who really lived, suffered, toiled,
and triumphed in this land; one whose inspiration of wisdom and goodness were drawn from
the examples of tin heroic warriors and states-

cause

the Revolution, and who having, by bis
energy, ri.-en from the deepest obscurity
to the highest fame, became in himself an illustration of the elevating influences of our Reof

men

own

publican Institutions. ’In tie Depths.' he was
born indeed—in the very depths of poverty,
misery and humiliation. But through Heaven's
blessing on his aspirations and endeavors, lie
raises himself to the summit of fane
He was
good as well as great. IIi> goodness won the
love of all who knew him intimately.
His
greatness gained the homage of the world. He
became, in a word, one of the brightest stars in
Columbia's diadem of light. IIi> identity will
be recognized by those who were familiar with
hi**

early personal history
bis

sons,

real

fictitious

name

but

:

for obvious

rea-

veiled under

be

must

a

the volume."

“Ishmael" is
published in a large square 12 mo. volume, ut
over seven hundred
pages, with a portrait of
Mrs. South worth on the cover, in paper rovers,
at the low price of 7-*> ets. T. B. IVtcr-am
•Eros., publisher**. 1’hiladelphia.
one

in

sition of the secretary of the treasuiy,
but should remain until called for by
Congress. On the 1st of January, I-:{!'.
there were no funds in the treasury availNO I I S.
able for the payment oi the fourth instalThe Ladies' Floral Cabinet for January rinms
ment, and since that date there has nevrit-lily freighted as usual with matter for the
er been a surplus in the treasury above
lover of flowers, for those given t" fancy work
the debts and estimated expenditures of
•Mid for the housekeeper. It i- admirably editthe government.
i!.
amount of the
ed.
Floral Cabinet Co., l!’J Yese\ Mreet.Vw
three instalments was s-js.nil,t;J."j. and
the amount placed in the treasury of York.
The January number of the Popular Science
each state lias since been carried among
funds of the general New-. IS No. 1 of \ id. is. u i> “the oldest,
“unavailable
The fourth instalment lias cheapest and most popular journal of science
treasury."
never been transferred or deposited, and
publisht d in the nite.l States or in the world.”
recently the states of \ irginia and Ar- Uiis statement of the publisher- we can fully
kansas have applied to the secretary of endorse.
Fie* New- i- a we| inne \ i-itor to our
the treasuiy for its payment.
I. is gensauetuin.
Popular Scieiie. New-Co., Poston.
erally believed that the money deposited
(ioiilen I>ay opens a n< w volume with pr<*jnby the government with the dillerent
i**es of m:m\ good things m -tore for it- readstates were for file most part wasted or
employed in works of iuteiuul improve- er-: some of which are fulfilled in the January
ments which were unnecessary.
It is (monthly part) number, which contain- the
known that the states of Massachusetts, opening chapters of two n* w stories of more
Connecticut, New York. New Jersey, than usual interest. This is i,.. boys' paper.
Delaware.
i’ennsy lvatii.i,
Maryland, •Lime- Llverson, publisher. Philadelphia.
North Carolina. Illinois. Indiana. KenJacobs Family Calendar and Book of
Ohio and Missouri
a
■

1

lucky.

appropriated

considerable portion of the income from
tiiis fund
to the support of
pul lie
schools : and that in many of these slates
the income from the whole fund has been
front the commencement devoted to education.
Mr. Knox said that the government had assumed the Arkansas bonds
formerly held'by tie- Sniithsotii.m insiitute. and that the gov eminent ..iso held
a large amount of the bonds of
Virginia
and Arkansas, as in the Indian trust
fund,
lie thought, if legislation should
lie obtained authorising the payment el
the fourth instalment to those states,
such legislation should provide that the
payment be made in the bonds now held

Health
merits

and

Humor

the governt lent.
Hon. Hugh McCulloch, who participated in the discussion, sain tiiai in Indiana otte-hall of the money deposited
had been loaned to individuals on laud
anti mortgage ami tile oilier liaif pat into
stock of tlii' state hank.
In a litiancial
crisis the lir-t ll. It was practically lost,
but the Ins- was m id.- good by the bank
stock, upon which dividends were regularly paid, and by which the investment
was ev ent nail
doubled. Since the e os
iilg of the bank the money has const.Iuted the school fund of Indiana
Kilted
aii
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The American ship Sea King. C pt tin
(Kteiieil, I inn New A irk, ,'iiii o 11 r> < i
arrived

here la-t week ami is
disi liargiiig eai'g-i at tin- begun liailw y
and Navigation (’mnpai y's doek at AlHi
liilia.
Nu\I'lnl't'i I o ias1 ii heeamt
necessary to kill \li .Inlui, the cook of
l d'telti'll
( 'upturn
lilt1 vessel
sliowed
Hie log. giving veiy Inielly an aeeount
"l tile all air, and the reporter was eondueled lit tile lii'at officer to the cook's
niiiui, where all tile circumstances of tile
killing were fully explained, l-’rom the
log and i 1 it- explanations tin- following
statement of tile ease is made up :
i*n tile I ->t ni November tin.. complained to the first olliia r, Robert (da
ham, that the carpenter and lour of the
crew were in league to kill him and lie
was afraid of ills life.
(O'aliam assured
him that there was no danger and lie
appeared satisfied, lie was troubled for
several days after with imaginary fears,
(in tile /ill lie was taken sick, complaining of pain in his bark and head, and
went off duty.
The captain gave him
some
pain killer, which relieved him.

Next day lie began raving, locked himself in liis room, allowed no one lo see
him, luit took lni'dieiiie as i; was passed
to him through the window,
on the
I0ih lie became worse, allowed no one to
see him,
threatened in kill any one who
attempted to enter ins nion and refused
to receive medicine Ii Hided through the
window
About a u letter past one in
the afternoon, while a Mr. Uraham was
■standing near the cook's window, his
haek In .ai d it. giving ordc; s to some
na n aloft, the cook fired.
The bullet,
a
thirty-eight calibre, struck the lower
part of the shoulder blade, glanced
around and came out under the armpit,
injuring the arm also in ils passage. All
John continued llie tiling and-seeined lo
have an unlimited supply of ammunition.
A council of war was held and an attempt made to disarm him by bursting

Million

(iss-fi

notes,

more
less known to fame and the
readers of r#w-paper-. The hook also contains the coll! ributions of the Sllece-sful competitor- for the ca-li prize- ottered. •■To Hum11 ionWriters.”
Hi -tration- and orm nal
design- add to tin attractixfiicss of this publication, which i- soon to be distributed

others

gratuitou-ly through druggists

and -tore
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ers.
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many of the
popular humorou- writers of the da\ contributing to its pages. We notice among them It.
J. Burdette. Mveei A: Kimx, of iV\;i*
Siftings,
It. K. Mimkitiriek. Josh Billing.-. Bill Nye, and
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up tlie tight against the prohibitory law and
-ah'on- ar< eio-rd up. luck door- a- well afront.
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There are ImT'd -ailing ve--e|- in the \v. r d.
an-opliim to a New York sia: i-; i. iau, mum ,g
:»<>.*•17.:>77 Ion-, id these about om -third ra
the Lima -h tlag.
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Tie- standard Fire lu.suranee Company if
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New York rompany

a
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\ tuilil winie:
is pr« I>a(»:•
according to
"Scicn
winch ha* 1 »»m n < xaminuig weather
record' for f'*r: y year-, and linds that there is
not on- chat.*-.
,n twenty of a cold winder.

Hie s!;lti„- of Harriet Marlin-au in the (»l l
Eolith Meeting 11 Use, Boston, was fortnali\
nn\eiled recent ly in 111 |.ivseuee of a large audience. Mr>. Livermore and Wendell Phillip*
w- re

tin-

speakers.

The remains of i'<>mm:md-r H- Long and his
comrades have reached Irkutsk, in Siberia, on
tln ir way to Amerie;..
Many people joined in
the procession through tin- town and placed
wrealhs on the eollin.

Advices from nhio

pl-ispeeis

that

are

e\-s.iiator

to

tin- --licet-that the

i'hurinan will

s-eur-

into his room
I It exact position could the nomination a- iIn- successor of Pendleton
are iiuproMiig. owing to tin- rixalry between
not be learned, because no one dared go
Pay ne atnl P- ii iletoti. It Tlitirnum shounl I-in range of the window.
fo
learn elected his friends w ill
uinpn-slionahly immediwhether ii is mania had subsided a hat ately urge him as a Presidential candidate.
was held upon a stick in range of the
The Philadelphia agents of tin* American
window, ami no sooner was it there than Line emphatically deny that the line is t.» g.>
the Chinaman sent a bullet through it. out of e\isdellei should tin proposed 'ai-- «•! tin
four American built steamships he consum\ ram was brought to hear on his door,
mated.
There are tiv«
Luglish built steambut two bullets hum the inside warned
ship' on tin- line, which will he contih.nd in
the men to desist
The crew were then the service, and in tin- ease tin- American boats
aimed, and the work of battering down arc withdrawn Knglisli steamers will he charthe bulwark separating his room from tered to lake their places.
i he carpenltTs room was begun, but lie
continued to tiro.
Seeing that bus supply j Fukiuiits in |ss:;. t'he Boston Journal says
<»f ammunition still held out it was do- j (om<I New Kngluud ships have remained idle at
termined to disable him and orders were j >an Fraiu-isco tor a full year just passed, ami the
given to tire. Some shots were tired j lowest rates of Height which have recently been
through the door, others through auger quoted there .hut little over go shillings per ton for
wooden ships; are without a parallel ami any
lmles that had been bored into the bid
hut encouraging, since about 40 shillings are
walks.
Heavy breathing and groans thing
necessary t<> pay running- expenses ami port
indicated that the shots had taken c fled charges. !.ess Ilian >i\ years ago good ships 1 -urn!
no ilillienlty in gelling trom £ t up t" £■> 7' 0-1.
and the boor was hurst in.
per
Kxaminathm ton
trom san Framiseo to l.uropc.
In O-t-.i-er
showed that seven bullets had struck
last the gooil -hip (-1 anile state, --! Portsmouth. N
him.
lie was made as comfortable as IF, was at Seattle, Paget sound ..Oregon), having
come across fr--m Nagasaki.
Japan, in haliasf, anil
possible with anodynes, and died the found business extremely poor.
After waiting
next day.
There was found in his room some time the stiip ace.-pted a -ngir freight tr--m
the Philippine Islands for N u y ork a im.-t a at
a Smith \ Wesson sell-cocking revolver,
(nine dollars} per ton, although port charges
two lull boxes of cartridges and part of a
had t-* he paid, siippltc' purchased ami im- hroa-l
l’aciiie
rteiosseu without cargo.
At what price
third box.
and where should a ship
built for llii' sort of
< Mi the vMlh of August, John Trnvoan,
business?
in
me
Ulantie eoa-(wi-c trade coal freights
second mate of the Sea King, died ol
have ruled rather low tot tin- year, >omctiimconsumption. He was aged forty-three down to $1 fx) i.. $1 7:. from Ualtiiiioiv.
.f: i t.. *1
from Philadelphia, and $1 (Mi irom New York l>
and hailed from New York.
[Portland
Poston (and then a trifle above these tlgure.-t.
( M
Me
>

(i

)

egonian.

Clippings.

Many vessels have been built in Maine Muring 1 lie year, bin word comes thence that there

will be less in lssj. Some of the British. (»<tlnan and Xorw« ginn builders’ who for a decade
have dotted the oceans too thickly with their
vessels, now see the error of their ways, and
are returning to those of wisdom.
[Boston
Journal.

"There is nothing true blit heaven" is only
the creation of a dreamy writer, while the fact’s
bear us out in our claims of what Jadvv in's Tar
Syrup will do. It cures Coughs, Colds, etc.,
effectually. A box of JadwiiTs (pii Vive Piiis
goes witli everv $1 bottle. Sold bv Poor A Son,
Belfast.

A little ‘‘boom" has been started ou the Kennebec for e.\-(Jov-Plaisted as Democratic Presidential candidate by Antonio C. Met ’ailslaud,
of (Jardiner, who writes to the Boston Post
that if he cannot have Tilden lie want' Planted. 'Phis reminds us of the baby who wauled
the moon but was pacified with a lump of sugar.
[Portland Press.

Another terrible avalanche lias occurred in
Colorado, killing eight men and wounding two.

year 6t>00 miles of main railway
laid throughout this country, at ail
,000,000.
approximate cost of

During last

track

was

which would have had an odd look a lew years
back, when vessels were 01 easionully chartered
season through at
pi r ton. Some >1 tin
largest and -w iliest three-masted schooners, ear
rying from 1(HM* to I'.ton tons ol eoal, and eotnmand
ed by extremely energetic men, have done a lair
year's business, smaller, slowei cratt, requiring
nearly as many hands atm run at nearly as much
llanl piue lumber
expense, report less favorably
freights from Southern port- were at 41 fair point
the first part of the season, hut 1 i:iv%* since been
unsatisfactory to vessel owners.
Petroleum freights seem to havedu'M com parti
tively steady but even these have furnished verv
little ground for boasting in regard t>. profits.
There is only a moderate demand for American
vessels in the trade between our Atlantic ports
ami Europe, as foreign steamers continue to get
the lion’s share.
the

THE («OOl> Die Young, was once an acceptpoetic sentiment, but recent discoveries show
the author of it to lie in error. The good, for
they are the wise, live lo a good old age, and
use Jadwin’s Tar Syrup
whenever troubled
with Colds or Cough. Sold by all dealers in
medicine.
ed
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NEWS AM) GOSSIP FROM ALL OVER THE STATE.
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BELFAST, THURSDAY,

—

MAINE

The Rath munier
r.

ease was

At

to the jurv
l.J.'t the verdiet
Wilkinson the
was ••guilty of

given

announced that Daniel
murderer of officer Lawn-nee
murder in the tir.-t degree.** Tin* prisoner did
not seem to he moved in the least at tin* verdict. Whi*ii remanded for sentence bv tin
court a -mile wa- visible on the prisoner's
face. The jury -toed
n the first ballot lo for
murder in the fir-t degr«*» and two for the
-ecoiul degree.
It i- the universal expression
of the eiti/ens of that cit; that the verdict rendered i> justifiable, and that tin* condemned
murdt rer simuld receive the full penalty of tinlaw death by hanging.
Oscar Rlaney. the party charged with the
Kitterv murder, has hern removed to Saeo.
Mr-. Harrows is left in the county jail at Alfred.
This ca-e occupied the attention of the Grand
dun at Riddeford Monday.
'Die trial
f Lewis L. Hopkins and Lorenzo
H. burner for the alleged murder of Joseph
Dennis, at Richmond, on the 12th of December. wa- begun at Rath Monday.
was

UN's

l.OTTKlIY

M III .Mi:.

Herbert J. Ranton. of R.mgor. writes to the
L> w i.-ton J-•urnal that in* is not managing an il-a lottery ill th’s Nate under the name of the
"Mann* State Lottery,'’ and that lie ha- "never
>ol 1 or orti-red for -*:»i«- any ti -k< is or share- in
1:
eiiterpi i- of the al ove name in thi- > ate.'*
His denial, however, is evidently of a tiat
< haraeter. a- tin
Journal replies
M
have iii our pos-e-sion a printed circular
adv.-rti-ing tin* Maim- state Lottery, to which
tin- f..!iow in- i-

appended

:

"Addre--;. 'communications to Herbert J.
H

e.lion.

Han.

Mr."

Herein i- tinlatioii of law to which we
referred. The priming and publishing of this
circular a> an advei isenn nt of the lottery is
punis.i thle by a line m less thull slot) or more
than S-p'on. The peiia v P.r advertising a lottery i- the -aim- a- tha' for running a iottery.
Due i- as much of a clime as the other.
Does
Mr. Ranti<n wi-hit to |>e inferred that his name
was printed on thi- circular without his knowledge or consent: No other defence can stand,
t

hk

i:\a.mi.\v

iun or thi: si ait.
I K S AO Of N I S.

iitt'Asri:-

t nder the act passed by tin* Legislature
last winter the (.on rnor and Council have appoiuted Hon. Silas Hatch of Hangoi. Hon. R.
t rockett of Rockland, members of tin* executive council, (on. John L. Hodsdon ol
Hanger. Died W Ritchie esq., of Winterport.
aifd Hon. Rufu- lTim-e of Turner, to make t)i.
examination of tin* accounts of tin State Treasurer.
Tin gentlemen will commence tln-ir
labors on Monday next. Jan. 7th. All of these
gentlemen have either served in tin- House or
Senate, and some in both branches. Mr. Hatch
:11-- a-State Treasurer,
having served three
making a competent and strong committee to
perforin this work.
This work, heretofore, ha- been done by a
c /ininitteeof tin Legislative- finance committee
—but. since biennial session? eaim- about, it
became necessary to proceed as above.
■,

A

VIMKKAN I’K! A < I1KK.

Daniel Mirkm-v thinks that < *. 11. J Hinson
has probably -oiidm-t-d more religious an
other public serv ices than anv other eh igyman
in Maim
He eoiunn-need preachimr when
twenty-three years of age. wa- ordained in
1N'»‘J. and has been aetivelv engaged in tinduties of hi- profession forty-live \ears.
lb
is now tin* senior clergyman aetivelv engag'd
in the work of the l niv< rsalist denomination
in Maim-.
Then- are but two living older
than In-. R, v>.
\V. Rn.inbv and I). T. >te\• ns.
His home v\ a- in Jav when lie i-onin.. rn d
ins life work, and i> in the same home now.
In the interim lie was fourwars in Okltown,
five \ears in < alais, and a slmrt time in Waldo
county. The remainder of hi- life lie has r<*>id'-d ill day. always actively engaged in lie
dmies of his profession,
mainly in Franklin
< ountv and town- adiaeent.
11 is parish i- now
Jay. Wilton and hast Dixie. Id.
IN'IH STICIA I. S(

lloiff,

I'oi:

GIKI.S.

From the ninth annual report of the Board
ol .Managers ofthe Main- Industrial S.-hooi for
Girls we glean the following: During the past
year sixteen girls haw been committed to the
school; making the cntin number, received
since organization, one hundred and
sixty-four.
Number in school December s. ]ss^. 41. Average number during the year. 44.
Number committed during the year. 10: returned to school
during the year. 0: sent to homes during the
year. ID; married during the year. 1. Whole
number received since January. 1st;,, p,j; ,.,-ut
to homes, ldil: returned to school, do; now in
homes, no. Number returned to friends and
given up. d: sent to orphans’ Horn*. -j; di11 s
d as incorrigible. !: dismissed as unsuitable, *j: e-eaped from school, 1; escaped Irom
home-, l: married. Id; of age and unmarried.
7; de- eased. f». 1T«
lit number at the school,
44.
e

ini: snout

linr.

Fol. Green say- the shore Line railroad will
probably '.<• completed t-> Kilsworth within ihe
presen! month. Grading i> now going on between Kilsworth and Sullivan, and inearly
eomplcted A train is now engaged in ballasting from Brewer east. and thi- week a second
crew will I»e ]*U» mi to ballast the road from
Rocky l’oiid. eighteen mile- from Bangor, to
Kilsworth. There will he live stations hctwe< n
Brewer and Bar Harbor- Holden, Kilsworth
}• all-, Kilsworth. Hatieoek village and Sullivan,
the t< rminus. The road
carpenters are now
engaged in framing the station buildings. Be>idi
the above mentioned place- there' will be
S'V, ral
tlag station-. # This part of the road,
lp.m Bangor to Sullivan, i- •■» be
completed in
June, 1 sn4, under ol. Green's contract.
"1 l:

'l’lie
the

M\un JMI

maritime

<

(JMMIdU'K.

of Maine, as shown
I'-turn- from tlie custom districts, has
inerea-ed from
in is,so to s7.suo.4ni;
ui
Ins.-*.
.V Inrg' increase is reported from
••oinmeree

!’.v

th«- Portland. I’a-samaquoddy, Bangor, Bath
ainl \\ aid-hop' district". The Maehias and
Belfast di-iriet.
.\\ ., -,jght
falling off. Next
to Bostoi
Portland i" tie most important part
in ,\- w Kngland. When the hills for the relief
tif American shipping, which are in the hands
< f a
special committee on shipping, shall have
been enacted tin* commerce if Maine will increase more rapidly than ever before.
1

Hi: l‘OIM LAM)

J*()S

OFFICE.

Washington sju-i-ial says the Attorney
General has ruled upon tin- <ju< *tion submitted
him in reference to the right of Postmaster
Goddard, ol Portland, to retain from the
money order fund £1.000 per }<'ar as compensation for clerk-employed in the
money order
otliee there. Tin Attorney < ieneral holds fhut the
Postmaster has no sueh right, and that the
Department can re aver the amount thus retained. which is £7,h<io. This ruling will
apply
to several other post otliccs in >arious parts oi'
A

to

the

country.
a
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Concerning
An

and

Communism.

English gentleman with a limited income
lias a young family growing up.

who

writes of a son who lias gone to seek his fortune
in Canada as, “Where the country i~ freer to
work in than our old. prejudiced, used-up old
country.*’ Not only in Circa' Britain but all
over Europe are thousands who note the same
between our country am] their own.
and with reason.
The United States i- not
only a land of promise l<» foreign capitalists tail
to those whose capital is in their brain*, or in
stout hearts and willing hand*. On tin* other

elerration.

Mr. Jacob Milliken. of Searboro. celebrated
his 100th birthday.
Friday, About 7b of bis
neighbors, with his relatives, were present on
the occasion, also several from Portland and
>aeo. Original poems Twie read,
lb* insists
that he voted lor
Thomas Jefferson when renominated for a second Jerm. although lie lacked two months of his majority.
“People were
not so particular then ;i*
they are now," savs
he. “besides my uncle
of
\pt>one the selectmen
that year.”
In general.

Calais lias a Law and Temperance
Society
and a Law and Order LeagueMr. Charles House, father of Maj. House,
messenger of the Governor and Council, died
in Lee, Thr-csday.
The Eastern Maine Fair Association. Bangor. has been admitted to
membership' in the
National Tiotting Association.
Maria Randolph, alias Mary Rowe, of
Yeazie,
is under arrest for
drawing a pension as the
widow Rowe, when in fact she is the widow

Randolph.
The splendid stallion, Young Rolf, has been
sold by Mr. 11. C. Nelson, of Waterville, for
the handsome sum of £(1.000. The purchaser
s a Boston
party.
Miss Selma Borg, of Philadelphia, the
pop-

ular Finnish lecturer, has
purchased a cottage
lot on Sweet Point, Bluehill, and will erect a
cottage early in the season.
A writer in the Oxford Democrat
says he
remembers Harvey D. Parker when lie sold
apples from the Biscoe farm in Oxford county.
1 he same Parker is taxed this
year on about
£1,000,000 worth of property in Boston.
New' Year’s day in Washington, Mrs.
Frye,
Mrs. Dingley and Mrs. Reed of Maine, assisted
Mrs. Washburne of Minnesota. Mrs. Blaine
did not recei\e, but before the
reception hour
a number of Mr. Blaine’s old friends
called to
give him a holiday greeting.
At a meeting of the House committee oil
judiciary Friday forenoon. Representative Reed
of Maine, was directed to report to the House
a
bill to change the June term at
Bangor,
Maine, of the District Court from the fourth
to the first Tuesday.
Jlie fish and game commissioners are really
enforcing the law forbidding railroads and cypress companies to forward more than three
deer in a season, and are in
great measure stopping the slaughter of game in the State. Even
ex-governors, congressmen and other persons
with “influence” can't get their deer carried.
John Winslow Jones of Portland, Me., has
brought a new bill in equity against the Winslow Packing Company, Gen.
Mattocks, Thurber to Co. of New York, Holder A Herrick of
Boston, and various banks, covering matters
included in a former bill and
others, claiming
$300,000 damages for withholding property
conveyed by him in trust.
Mr. Alfred Kilby of Iiennysville
has
slaughtered six hogs, raised bv himself, weighing respectively 510, 555, 502 000, 017 025.
Aggregate weight 3409. He packs eight barrels of backs, grinds 57S pounds of
sausages,
amount of lard 400 pounds, twelve hams average 30 pounds, six shoulders average 25
Two shoulders were manufactured
pounds.
into sausages. He sold ten dollars’ worth of
hogshead cheese at twelve cents per pound.
Next?

< n decks of tic At laid i
steamers.
would be in \aiii. however, to deny that
there exists in tl.i* country to-day a communistic sentiment, a growing e\ il. that may yet lead

neither wholly demoralized nor
and riot, a*- Mr. Locke asserts,
lb- i' perhaps quite as wide of the truth in
another dinvtion.
says of the present
situation in Portland under prohibition:
How is it now? There Is a eity of liti.000
people without an open bar. Where the rum
'hops were, people are at work at reputable,
years ago

correspondent,

given up

worker himself am!
the friend of those who work, touched upon
some phase* of the question in a communication published last week, to which w.-tv apa

illustrative extracts from new—
It is somewhat surprising t«> find that
paper-.
while the poor hut industrious foreign* r lookto this country as a land in whieh he may at-

pended

a

few

tain riches, the leaders of

>mmuni-tie .-*uti-

miiliouaire him-elf by marriage. Then we
Citizen Swab. a (S-nuan. tie proprietor
of a beer -alooii in N w York ami leader of the
*

hav*

himself in Wall street, which he
subsequently lost, ’partly in tin- same place and
partly in uiiMircoslul newspaper ventures.
Had his Wall street speculations continued to
be successful, he might now !>, in tti
position
of the lm n he is assailing.
snug lortmic

expected that successful

men

exhuberant

dently bad hi-

ease made up before lie came to
M due. and was not particular what kind of
testimony lie accepted to sustain his conclusion
that prohibition does prohibit. He might have
saved himself the trouble of the journey. We
who live here know more about this
question
than lie can tell Us. Ih has added nothing to

i:i

walk of life will excite the envy of tin- unsuccessful. and tlie losers of money in Wall
those who have grown
naturally
rich from sock gambling operations. But why
hate

can

•md

'll

put stocks up

or

down at will have

a

weight,

th

tile power of these men to swallow iq
your -ubstanee?
Kverybody knows, or ought
to know, that in gambling tin* advantage is with
the dealer: and in Wall street a few men who
pUt it

We sometimes bear of
fancy.
organized to convict. Mr. Locke evi-

curts

any

street

matters

tigatioiis would have been more valuable had
they been eonducted in this wav instead of
drawing upon > nieone’s imagination for his
la.*t> and embellishing them from his own too

immuni-t-of that city. Ivinahan < oi iim a’.li*.
w ho :i!ta« k- the Wall street millionaires through
John Swintoifs Paper. i- said to hav made a

he

rum,

little whether the bar is an open
on* or not. so long as those who want rum and
can pay for it. may get all
they can drink or
p:n for: and that is the case in Portland to-day.
Mr. Lock*1 could have informed himself in this
direction by a ten minutes' walk or an examination of ih" police court records, and his in\csIt

mission i- to wage war upon millionaire.-, i- of
linglish birth, and reputed t*» lie wealthy:
while 1 >on I’iatt.of Ohio. who advocates vio’ein•«* toward- millionaires and monopolists, i-

to

eapitabereating occupations.

laborer can't get

and the money that
formerly went for rum is now expended in
food and clothing and the luxuries of life. He
i' better housed, better fed and better clothed
than ever, and those who deal in the necessaries and luxurii s of life are correspondingly
hetier off. for they have a better trade and get
belter pa) for it.

deprive of iiieir ri<Ti« > those
who have become wealthy, are. with hardly an
exception, for■< ign-horn citizen-. dohn Swin;*in. th*- editor «d dohn Swinton's I’aper, wiio-*

is

was

to rum

> -producing,

moil-

Ti.i

ment. who se*‘k to

It

everywhere,

This is simply scandalous and libellous. It
is untrue in general and in detail.
It is neither
a trm picture id' Maine thirty years ago nor of
an\ other time in her history.
Kspecially is it
untrue of the farmers and farms of thirty years
It is not true that “every village had its
ago.
nimsliops.*' There were towns and villages
then, and prior to that time, in which not a
drop of liquor could be bought. The few who
drank had to go elsewhere for their rum.
Hrunk niiess was considered as disgraceful
then as now : and. in short, the Maine of thirty

It

man.

was

ness.

the m\\\

praeiieal

It

Kvery village bad its rum-shops, and those
any pretensions scores of them. Lawlessness
and order-breaking
were
common.
Ilrawis and lighting were invariable on election
and
all
and
ill
the
occasions,
short,
<lays
public
State was demoralized, as a State wholly given
over to rum always is.
It was the regular
thing -rum. -lolhfulness, poverty and lawless-

round of the ladder and worked their way
Whatever our own people may
up unaided.
think of tie advantages this country "tiers to
th"-* who work with hand or brain, to the
seeker for wealth or political distinction, i: is
certain that they are appreciated at their full
value in tin Old World, as wit la ss the yearlv
increasing hordes of immigrants who -warm

a

rum.

of

est

who is

Our

******

accumulation of year- handed down i>\ the law
in this country inof entail from father to son
herited fortum ar»- the exception and seldom
last beyond the second generation. The great
majority <»f our ri* h men started from the low-

A

Jaw.

drank In everybody and was as universal as
air and water, and the drink habit had increased to fearful proportions.
The condition of the State was wretched in
tin extreme.
With a population of not much
over half a million. Maine was consuming
(HMMMMj in rum, per annum. Hum absorbs the
surplus earnings of the entire State. The
farms, as a rule, were badly kept and shabby
to a degree.
In the rural districts about Portland. do years ago, oin could travel miles and
not pa» a well-kept farm. The houses were
dingy and unpainted, the glass in the windows
were >ttitled with rags or old hats, the farmers
wen badly dressed, and there was. all over the
State, those *\ mptouis of poverty and sloth
that are certain and unmistakable as red noses.

l' nil id States S.-nate to-day; and<’arl Selmrz.
<b rman-hoin, not long since wa- a conspicuThe millionaires of
ou- member of that body.
foreign birth ale almost if not quite as numerand while in
ous a* those of native origin:
(iivat Britain wealth i* mainly inherited—the

consequences.

per cent, of it.

•>'f

the condition of life in which they were born.
There is a freer atmosphere on this side. The
road i- open hero to wealth and political honors.
The foreign horn citizen isexeluded from
but .vo elective other*, and those tie- highest ill
the g:ft of the peopir. All other- an- open to
him. 'I’liree natives of Ireland, a native of
Kngland. and a nativr of Scotland. sit in tie

serious

Locke

I he tanners were all. or a very large percentage of then,, drinking men. West India
rum. which is tin vilest of the whole family of
stimulants, was as common as water and wellnigh as eheup. Farmers and mechanics had it
in their houses, every grocery store had its bar
and the trade of the average groeoryman was,

side of the Atlantic capital brings low rates of
interest: the wages of the day laborer are barely sufficient to keep body and >*>ul together: the
artisan fares but little better: and every where
class prejudices are lik* a millstone around
the necks of those who attempt to rise above

to

ot

wc

ol

are

favor of prohibition,
but that lie has harmed in-

testimony

not

sure

in

ad of helping tin* temperance cause. There
may be some few so carried away by their fanaticism as to be ph ased at the defamation of
oiu State, because this false
picture of Maine
i1

furth-

advantage equal to that of marked cards in
hands of a -harpt r. 11 outsiders would n
train from so-called -lock speculations, the crop

the

tion.

L<»cke

millionaires would soon come to
an < nd.
That. how. ei, i> hardly to he expected. The gambling spirit pervades all classes,
both **e\t
old and young. H b manifested ill
‘he ompai ativeiy innocent grab bag. the guessof Wall street

ill bolder relief the

But the great majority will regard Mr.
> letter a- an insult to our
people and to

sense, and that is the light in which
regard it.

common
we

speaker Carlisle lias indicated his position on
temperance question by so making up the
cake and the r:»111-•: in the large sale of lottery
committee to investigate the liquor traffic that
tickets, and so on to ihe faro hanks and Wall
no investigation is
probable or possible. The
If there wen no gamblers, men could
stie' t.
W ashington Sentinel, the organ of the Brewers
not grow rich from gambling; and if the jn ople
Association, is naturally delighted and has
would only keep out of Wall street the shutters
tin

1

would

this

up there and many a brownmansion would totter to iis fall.
That seems to he the proper and most eH’eetlial
way to deal with the Wall street millionaires.
\\ hat good can possibly come from arousing
prejudices and fostering a spirit of hostility
between the rich and poor!" If all the wealth
soon

go

to

say

in

commendation

of

Carlisle’s

course:

front

< >f the nine members of the committee
which
ho has appointed six voted against the resoluiimi. Speaker Carlisle, unlike Speaker Rand dl. three veals ago. has not
put a single one
o!
1 ho-i■ Democrats who follow Kaudall and
"ted with the Bfpublieans on that committee.
I o make a -lire thing of it he has
placed there-

less than two Herman Americans.
We
-iucerelv tender our thanks to him for
having
thus nipped in the hud what otherwise might
have been of great injury to the cause of

on

tin nation was qually distributed per capita
how long would it remain so? Are those who
are poor to-day to lie forbidden from acquiring
riches by their industry or ability ? Who is to
decide how large a fortune a man may possess
without incurring tin condemnation of the agitators who march under the red Hag? If a mob
should destroy the lives and property of the
of

no

liberty and the Democratic party.

Tiie Boston Herald in a long article on the
subject concludes that the new game laws in this
Mate have been highly successful in
stopping
the wanton slaughter and exportation of deer,

Vanderbilts, the Astors, tin < Builds and other
rich men. should we benefit tin rehy as a nation
or as individuals?
Vet the arguments of those
who prolV-s to have the cause of the people at
heart tend in tin> direction. 'They pretend to
In* desiiwi- of improving the condition of the
working man. and their agitation simply en-

which must otherwise have resulted in their
extinction
It says:

enforcement of this transportation law
lias almost entirely stopped tile terrible flow of
Maine deer into tlie Boston market, noted last
year. Bclore Christinas, in 1SS2, a single express company had forwarded over SOU Maine
ables them to live more or less sumptuously on deer to this market, and all the companies had
swelled the number to nearly 1500. How is it
a tax upon the earnings ol' those who labor.
now? Scarcely a dozen Maine deer have been
There is but one way to improve the condition in the market here up to the present writing,
of tin* workingman, lb* must elevate himself. and of partridges not one-tifth part of the
usual (|uatitity. although this smaller game lias
It cannot be done by incendiary talk or rallying been
smuggled through in every conceivable
under the red flag of the communist. In this i fashion. Indeed, the supply of venison here
lias
been
from a few carcasses from the West.
country tin* way is comparatively easy, for
wages are better here than in Kurope, there are
Writing from Washington to the Philadelbetter educational advantages, and fewer class
phia Press II..t. Itamsdell says of the divided
prejudices. The man who improves his op- Democracy: What must he the (fleet on
pubportunities, who is sober and industrious, and lic opinion when "tie section of the Democratic
who respects himself, will be respected by othmajority is seen tugging and straining for large
ers.
All doors will open to him. The ballot in
appropriations, the other for narrow economy;
his hand is a mighty power, and surrounded by one
section for the silver dollars, and the other
advantages no other country a fiords, his destiny fortlie greenbacks, and the third for the nais mainly in his own hands.
tional hanks; one section for the maximum of
I bo

protection with the minimum of revenue, the
other for the maximum of revenue with the
minimum of protection? It takes a very eontiding citizen to vote for such a party as that—
tlie kind of a mail that would bite a pie in the

The Chicago Inter-Ocoan assures its Southern
free trade contemporaries, once for all. that
then* is no free trade West.
Not a State

Congressional district between Pittsburg
and the Rocky .Mountains is capable of assembling a Republican convention that would not
pass straight protectionist resolutions. Not a
Republican convention in the West, State or
Congressional, in twenty years lias passed any
other kind of resolutions on the tariff question.
or

dark.
The keeper of a noted public resort oil a
favorite sleighing road out of Xew York city
slates that iu six days, counting from Christ-

There is but one State in the West. Indiana,
which the democratic party can ever carry on
any platform, and it

can

only

carry

that

on a

protectionist platform. 'The whole country
Republican press of the West, with a mere
i half a dozen exceptions out of nearly a
thousand journals, is protectionist. The Northwestern
constituencies are protectionist in
principle, from habit and by conviction.
i

Finishes

the

Johns.

St.

Soon after passing into the river rut of Lake
I “turned in.’*
I was fortunate in
having a room all to myself, and being considerable tired, and once more in a “bunk," I
slept like a top. 1 don't know why top sleeps
better than anything else, onlv that it does, and
when you tell anv one you slept like a top, he

Sanford is at. the head of Lake Monroe, and

1

mas ev c.. parties stopping at his house
disposed
of 1:1.420 fancy oysters, 043 steaks, U1U ijuail,
247 partridges, 112 canvas backs and ,s> red
heads, and drank 020 bottles champagne, 700
do. of beer and ale, OStt dozen of Apolinaris,
1S2 do. of claret, 450 sherry and 327 bottles of

light wines.

Hotels,

oilier

may not

in*

able to

repeat tie

Lord's prayer backwards, but they.,, keep a
a pleasure for me to record that
fact and assure my readers that if ever they
get in the vicinity of lie* Sanford House, and
feel an aching void within, that
they can there
get the vacuum tilled. Possibly I am not com-

hotel, and it is

petent to judge what does constitute a meal,
hut I'll venture to say that when a man sits
down to a clean table, handsomely laid, and
the waiter brings him a nice New York porterhouse steak, hot rolls, white and light,

“gilt
edge” butter, sweet and Irish potatoes, cut
lengthwise and fried in a kettle of fat like
doughnuts, and browned ail over, »«»//;•'•, coftVe.
not imitation, and real
Jersey milk, almost
put into it, a nice slice of ham, some
eggs, a sausage ami a plate of corn bread, and
then leans ov* r your chair and asks “is dere

cream, to

anything else you wants, sar?" the hungry
guest does not get Up and fell that waiter to tin*
floor with a chair, but Segues down into his
pocket and hauls out a
realm, and gives it to that waiter.
per. with renewed strength and

trousers

coin of tin*
After

sup1

eourag**.

sauntered out to take a look at Sanford. The
hotel is situated a little distance from the lake,
and in front of it i< a park lid* d with rose* and
flowers of a!! kinds and bananas, orange tree*,

palmettoes. and pint's. There is aiso a sulphur
spring, but I don’t get mashed on that style of
drink.

It makes

a man *i n

eating matches, and tin*

il

as

if

In- had been

water tastes to

me as

it bad died of old age. The house i* lighted
with gas, lias 1-Jo rooms, electric hells, water,
and all the modern improvements. Sanford i*
if

named for (Jen'i. Sanford, who was fernn rlv
our minister to Belgium.
If.* is very wealthy,
ami has spent a great deal of money here, in
helping make tin place a winter resort, lb
owns a fine orange grove and a banana
plantation. i may have neglected to say, and if so
will say it now. that Sanford is also th h althiest place in Florida.
No one seemed to know ju*t how large Saut-»;d was.
It varied in population from non to
but it seemed to he quite an enterprising
town.
What to me i* the greatest wonder, is

boo.

how the trad rs live.
this town, and there

I

counted th

stores in

ami they
were many of them much larger than any in
Belfast, and they wa r crammed with good*.
There arc no towns of any six.- near here, and
apparently no country trade to support them.
Many of the inhabitants are colored, and poor,
and how so many stores can he supported I ran
not understand, unless it is done by the Winter
travel.

It

ware

over

no.

said a few years ago. that Hm
productions of Florida were hard pirn* and sick
Yankees, and perhaps it i* tli« last named comwa>

modity that

absorbs

the goods,

but be that

a*

it

may, to an obsen < r. I»u>m< >s m all tin* towns
I have been in. M-ems more overdone and
crowded than it does North.
It look' quern* TO M
the Wa\ ice is shipped
lure. In coming up the liver, at nearly even
.•

landing tie• »*«• wouh.l go ashore boxes of iee,
which would contain about three cakes of iee.
and everybody knows bow big a ake of ice i>.
It

packed

in

dust.ar.d the box's did
not seem vrry wet. which showed that the iee
did not melt very fast. Another thing I noticed.
At every place where there was
any
freight, one could see bait s marked. “Maine
Hay." ami barrels marked “Cobb Lime < o.,
Rockland. Me.." and it made me almost wonder
if there was an\ lime made
anywhere else, or
was

saw

by any olher company.

It certainly must be a
great export for Rockland.
The following morning, after a good night’s

good breakfast, 1 again took the
boat down tin* river, doing up tlii' river is
like climbing up Buuk< r Hill monument.
Afand

a

ter

you get up, you wish that you were down
again. It is so la-re. One sees all there i>. going one way. It is like a string of sausauge.
* hie link is as
good as a whole string. Among
the passengers was L. S. Senator Wilkinson
Call of Fla. Before ! knew who he was, 1 had
scraped a steamboat acquaintance with him,
ami found him to be a most
intelligent gentle-

from bis conversation I learned much
about the state. I don't think that lie carried
any razors in his boot legs, or had any howitzer' e-neealeti about him.
He was addressed
as *•( o!" b
hi> friends. s<> | presume lie was
in the Confederate army, bit lie was as inoffensive looking as a box of soap, i did not
hear him allude to polities, ami during the time
1 was in the South, the only time that I heart!
any mention math* of polities, was by a negro
barber in (Borgia. He discovered that I was
from Maine, and lie said. “You see that 1 have
Hen. Hancock’s ami Alex. II. Stevens’
pictures
hung up in my shop. 1 have to keep them
there, and also keep my mouth shut; else 1
should have no customers; hut I’m a
Republican. and so are all
the colored men. and v\e
think Mr. Blaine is the biggest man in tin’s
man, and

country, and we hope to help make him President next time.
All this was said in ni\ ear,
m a

wmsper. as nc was dressing my hair, anil
i! was the only time that I
Ihought of "Kill
Klux” and "bloody sliirls" or politics, hut i
surmise that about tile fact of the ease is tins.
That a mail ean say just what he pleases down

here, politically, hut if lie is
can.
any

1

red-hot IP publihim nol to slioot off bis mouth to

it

great

a

extent.

fortunate in my alligator experience
in coming down the river than I was in
going up. I was silting on the hurricane deck
near the pilot house, with a
party of gentlemen.
when in coming round abend of the
rive.-, the captain said,
"gentlemen, if von look
on a log at tile loot ot that
cypress there, as we
come round this bend,
you will see the biggest
alligator on the river, lie is most always there.
We call him ‘dipt. Jack.-” As the boat
was more

round, sure enough there he was. He
must have been over ten feet
long, and lie laid
on a log. with liis mouth
open. As they open
their feed box, il makes a series of wrinkles
about their face, which gives them the
appearance of smiling, aud a more
countenance
came

open

I never

They lie in the sun and lift up
their upper jaw, aud let the flies and
bugs and
lizards bop in on their
tongues, till there is
for
a
swallow, when down comes the
enough
jaw, and the bank is closed, and the inmates
not having the
combination, cannot get out.
The boat ran very near
him, but lie did not
move off the log, nor shut his
liiouili. If they
with
their
mouths open. 1 should think
sleep
they would snore badly.
tine of tlie celebrated
spots oil the river, is
what is termed bake George, lib miles from
saw.

Jacksonville.

It

is is miles

long and

10

miles

rude

The lottery frauds must go.

A

editorial columns. Before the year closes the
party the Couimer- ':d represents will “walk

Spanish.”
The ice scraper is making music all over the
State. Ice crop prospects are good.

fowl of every inscription, and also
good fishing. There is no doubt but that Florida is the
sportsman’s paradise for small game of all
kinds, but I never cared much for game of
any kind, since 1 left off playing ••Copenhagen”
and “twirl the cover.”
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chance to ki-- to their hearts content,
the
engine move- carefully along the steep grade
with onh two couches attached, ami soon w>
n aeli Tiptop.
Here we find ourselvc- at an
elevation of o.TLJ fl. above m a level. A- a hill
always has two sides we now strike the d »wn

chitecture.
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apt. Ancn-tu-- .M l» nald, of tlii- city, died very suddenly on Thursday
week. *d' l:nii' a i'll age >. f the omg-.
evening ol
:n
>hc had been in poor health
aged aoout do
fot some time, Imt
n
Tnur-day was as we I as
usual,
( apt. M' D.uiald in -eh. Mary
A. Hail,
arrived at New d >rk on the .lay
: l.i~ wile

reaeh Boston until
whieli letl here Friday
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Representative Converse, of Ohio, a prominent 1 )emoerat. who recently returned to \\ a-hington from a trip to that State says tin Democrats will have the hard -t struggle next year
they have ever fought, and with the eliatm s
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Austrian linn lias purchased the clipper
ship Young Aim r.ean for Slb.ooo. She 1 as a
tine record for speed.
An

The

from Newfoundland shows
betwa* n
of greater di*order

news

menting
<

closed with a depression in
many industries and business was dull generally-. owing mainly to Democratic free trade
agitation, trade during tin* past year was larger
than ever before in this country ami the railroad earning- were immense. Tin difi'erenee
in gold movement is nearly $43.n0O.U0O in favor
iss;{
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Herhert King, a x.oim: man.
Ju-tice Dreer on dduir-oa' of
for assault ami t. ittery,
Thouia-and It.-t-ey Wxinai..

two warrant-

by

sworn

out

n|

it appear- that Kii.-ha i imiua- ami
Wyman, live in the same hou-e in M .m,.

Klisha

-^toiTill.

Betsey

King was-topping with them, on the y:
a
December, as Thomas swears, King ass ui!p I Mr-.
Wyman, ami when he interfered King -trues him

tin

Ytholic.*.

to-day, by far, than ever before, both in crops
:m<l in secondary product*. The decline in
railroad securities has been large, hut it should

year,

an

A.

iMtigia—■

increase of

j

"Uiplaiiits and lined $•> and costs on each. App<
.Before Justice Knowhon on Saiurdav. m

cd

their lla\

or.

The contest for the Speakership of the New
York Assembly resulted in the nomination of
Mr. Shea d, which is supposed to signify a victory for the ant i- Arthur wing of the Republican
party in New York State.
As might be
crat ie papers,

expected, the Southern demoedited by men who know the
needs of the South, are ehielly in favor of protection.
Will they ohev the order of Marshal

1

'Hie

Prog. Age advocates abolishing the comschool system. What a nice country this
would be to live in if the Age hail its way.

mon

j

Watlerson and “get out of the democratic party at once.”

\.i

ane;.

W

,11.',

April term of the s. .1. conn

...

.In

lge Boanlman, on Tuesday, sentenced Thomas
Sullivan, of Bangor, to tin- ll,,use of Correction
for llfteen days, on a
charge of vagabondism.
I.kcti

I

kk.

The ... lecture in the Methodist
delivered on Thursday evening of la-t
ek, by Ciiaplnin Chirk, to a
crowded in m.sc. The

Course was
ut

lecture

the ancient
city of Pompeii.
of tins city i„ familiar to
all reading
was on

The

people.
Til, and buried l.y a show
eruption of Mount Vesuvius,
for seventeen hundred
years the city \v:iburied

and

forgotten,

In 171*
of its

a

in A. I>.
the

even the site of it

having

been lost.

peasant in

sinking a well rame upon one
buildings. From that time to the present Un-

worn nr

exhuming the buried rity lum ..oniinueil
three.fifths of the place has becu iiueov.
ered. The speaker
gave a very vivid description
until

thl'

were

lava

’'Utldings and people. The inhabitants
Incased so quickly by the
falling ashes and
that a complete mould was formed.
I.i.piid

plaster is poured Into these moulds and makes

an

of tin* 7t> Foiled States Senators, 21 are a*1- j ex,ti t representation of tile
people, even to tin- t, x
eompanied by their wives, 17 have each a wife I ture of their garments.
The speaker said the fres
and daughter, one has a daughter and one a
mother-in-law. Of the ,‘k‘io representatives and eoing upon the ceilings of buildings was perfect
delegates, 05 are accompanied by their wives, j and at the time of unearthing was superior lo any
r>:» have each a wife and daughter, and nine of the preset age. It
gave new ..is to trescocrs.
have only their daughters.
Dentistry was known and practiced by the inhabiTue patent ofliee officials greatly desire that tants of Pompeii. The elegance and richness of
< ongres> shall give them
permission to use a some id tlie buildings ami tin: gorgeousucss ,,l some
portion of the two and a half millions of money j of the ladies toilets were vividly described by the
to their credit in the treasury to render the ser- speaker.
j
Chaplain Chirk is a very interesting and
vice more efficient. The patent office is one of !
eloquent lecturer and held the closest attention of
the few branches of the government which is
his audience. The next of
the course will ben readself-sustaining, yet the law requires that all the
money earned shall In* covered into the treas- lug by Mrs. F. ,T. Stetson, which will lie given at
ury, and not a dollar to he expended in the the Belfast Opera House on Monday evening, the
patent office except through an appropriation. 14th.}
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year- he ha- made his annual round. The
Iasi *f all hi- ra- e, he i- quaint and eccentric. iu his
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Ici-:. I'. Shaw, who supplies the loeal trade, ha-*
low zero, uii
large force ol' men at work cutting ice at i.ur- "ii
Tiievlay ter. below. Much iee made In the liarney's Pond... .The present indication-ar. that ! bor and
bay, but it will liotatlVet navigation unlei.Maine will not have an ice monopoly this winter.
we
bavt a protracted eold spell. House plant-,
House
(-•
A\rl Ilayford has leased the 'Rinborn
water pipes, and coal bins »n tiered
during the "Jd
Mr. Robertson, wlio at present is running the l»ycr
seige. Tile weather was uniformly cold through\n adHouse. Posse-sion will in? taken in April.
out the stale smulay morning, the meremy raim
litlon will probably be pul on and the house r**
I ing from 10 to •'>») below, reaching tin latter pol t

ba.-ked b; a li!i-.«»f soldiers, was
grasping ti:in- from behind. TLie picture bore
I
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his knees le-lding onf to Cass,
m a handkerchief, a roll
inscribed “naturalization pap- r.’ while a Her-

railroad, and the herders take great pains to
post themselves neat* the road while the canare passing.
Wo are now in the beautiful alley of the Yellowstone, with the river winding
men

Yinalhaven and Bluehill. of the

was on

man sera

weighed 171 pounds.

a

business

ty, have

Marshal under President
Ituchaiian. Ia-wis < a— w as Secretary of state.
Harper's W eekly had at this time two i!lu«tralioii'. captioned “'1 lie Naturalization Question
audits Phases s-c th*- ti!«- ot the Washington
Constitution." in the tirst of which a portly

lift cell shooter, with a belt full of
shells, wears his hair Yen long, with a broadbrimmed. slouchi d hat, and seemingly fries to
make himself look as much like Kit (.'arson apossible. The stock is the old breed, with long
crooked horns. They are corralled near the

sample copies

a

«

Gaiah Rynder-, forty
ears a power in New
ork politi. -. ami h< a.I of the famous Knipir«lul), G still living in hat city, a poor old man.
with the almshouse staring him in the face.
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Burrill, of North Vassal born has slaughMr. Cook, Register of Deeds, fell on Sunday, re
pig eight and one half months old, tli.it j eeiving quite severe injuries. He is able, however,
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Patterson, of Sears
was referred the question as to whether or not the
j port, formerly owned, now of Providence, R. I.
in
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standard time, did not report
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telephone
accept
has trotted a mile in 2..'{71a.
|
at the last session of the city council—they w ant
city.
Read what our Sandy Point correspondent says
further time.
The city schools begin their winter session on
of the egg crop and von will feel like taking oil'
I
The members of tin* Waldo county bar will urge
Monday of next week.
your hat whenever you meet a hen.
the appointment of W. II. Fogler, Fsq., of Belfast,
Grand Secretary Brackett is very busy supplyl’lie late severe weather has been hard on some
for the place on the Supreme Bench soon to be
of our older citizen-.
ing the subordinate lodges of Good Templars with
number have been eonlinmade vacant by the retirement of .Judge Barrows,
ed t<> their homes.
prohibitory literature.
Daniel Lane, agent for the
who will decline a reappointment. Col. Fogler is
Boston boats, is quite il!
One hundred and sixteen families were helped
well qualified for the position and iiis claims will
from the Johnson annuity during the year 1SS3.
Owing to the death of Charles A. Murch, the
no doubt be vigorously urged.
The usual calls are now being made upon the com| installing oih r, tin* public, installation of Waldo
ESOINK COMPANY'S IlAl.l.. N". 2. Engine ( ommittee.
Lodge, f. 0. • >. F. in this city, has been postponed
pany will give its annual pirnie supper and ball at
to Friday livening, dan. isth.
Mrs. Charles Reed was thrown from a sled Thursthe Belfast Opera House, on Thursday evening, the
We have received a
day while driving on Northport avenue, and her 1 Tth Inst,
»py of the Temperance
supper will be served at si\, followed
shoulder was dislocated.
Record, a handsome quarto slicei, published by
I by a dunce with music by Sanborn’s orchestra,
Brackett A Co. Belfast. It is published semi
The boys, and girls, too, had line sport coasting
i iekets t<> supper and dance, oOcts.; to supper
at one dollar a year, strictly in advance.
during the moon-lighted evenings of last week.
alone, J» rts. spectators tickets, J.'» rts. it is h p.-d monthly
Tne order against coasting
a
the streets didn’t
Lewis Bean, of this city lias been awarded by
the ladies will be ready to furnish the pirnie-up*
count. “Clear the road!”
1
the Alabama claim- commissioners $|no, on a war
per, and that all will haul their aid to give tin lire
Belfast is not represented in the Industrial School
an-. NL*ii»*1—, of v*ca report, and L. M. Partrink,
men, who are poorly paid for their valuable -en in.-*,
for (iirls at Hallowed, hut Montville, Bucksport,
ridge, adnir. Stockton, have also received awards.
a substantial benetit.
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the Journal free to those who write for them with
view to

call the Commercial's attention Lo
person, at least, will con-

to

of

tered

an unpardonable
over-sight. There is no
mention ot Waldo county's standing candidate
for Governor—or any other office in
sight—
Hon. Wtn. M. Bust. Il is possible, however.
uiai our esteemed
contemporary has taken to
heart the disinterested advice the Journal
gave
him some time since, and lias withdrawn from
a contest which
promises him neither honor
nor
protit. In that ease the Commercial’s
statement will stand.
lint there lias been no
announcement that we have seen of the withdrawal of the late It-publican, later Greenback. and now
Ihimaeratic aspirant for
otliee. whose home js in this city.

Hillings the country is n> \v
and wild. We frequently passed herds of ea’tle, ail attended by herders riding the Indian
pony. The herder is proud of his occupation.

along

News

Sample Copies.

sider

From Custer to

He carries

beg

«•

what

beast, the other dragging on the ground, and a
long old-fashioned cheese-box lashed about
three feet from the horse's tail, whi- h is tilled
with worldly goods and pappoo>e>.

good many people are moving towards wide. There are several islands in it, some he borne in mind that all the property is still
Washington. They are interested in that surhere.
plus in the treasury, if they can have their quite large. Near the mouth, the water is
it will not, remain there.
very shallow, not being over 5 feet in depth.
way
1''be publishers of the Bo*ton Journal were so
The Baltimore Sun, which shines for all. has
I
| Tills is the unkind remark of a Democratic To pilot a steamboat through the narrow chan- well satisfied with the results of reducing the
presented each one of its many thousand readexchange on the Democratic horde advancing nel, di « dark night, is quite a trick, and as price of the daily from £!> to
ers with the Sun Almanac for
per year, that
1884, a most use- on
Washington ill quest of spoils. The House you approach the entrance to the river, going they have reduced the price of the weekly to si
ful compedium of information for tin* house
a
see
was
not
mouthful
and they are up, you
piles driven down, making the a year, it is now the
and office. It is neatly printed and in every re- patronage
cheapest and one of the
channel between them, and soon you come to best
hungry for more.
1
papers in New England. In connection
spect a creditable publication.
a neat little
cottage, built up oil piles, lb feet with the Republican
Brother (lardincr’s Philosophy and Boh BurJournal, which is of first
above the water, where lives a man, his wife
i The mercury ranges on the wrong side of zeden's article on monopoly are good antidotes to
importance to the reader in this locality, the
and
several
ro for Yennor’s mild winter.
children.
A
little place Is floored Boston
By the way, as communistic talk of free trade
Weekly Journal will enable those wlio
newspapers. In over, ami a fence is
there is no law requiring Yennor to make a
built around it, to keep the have both
his humorous style Burdette presents some
papers to keep themselves well post! fool of himself he had better
stop making pre- solid chunks of wisdom. The articles will lie children from falling into the water. A flight ed in State and national affairs-.
of steps goes down to the water, where the
dictions which are neither believed nor fulfilled.
found on the outside pages of this week's
man keeps his boats.
There is a pole placed
I lie Biddeford
I). U. Locke speaks of the West Indian rum Journal.
mystery is partially ex plainon one or the piles, on which is
kept a lantern ed. A pint of
and a bleeding nose seem
whisky
drank in this State a generation or so ago as
The Sicily for Boys oil the first page is from which is lighted as soon as dark, and
kept to have been all there was to if, except a dime
“the vilest of the whole family of stimulants.” the Christmas
number of the Toronto, Canada burning all night. I supposed that it was a novel
imagination.
^ et it was an innocent beverage compared with
Mail, and the writer is a sister of the popular government affair, but was told that it was a
the poisonous stuff sold now-a-days.
American writer, Mr. W. I). Howells. The private enterprise, the expenses
A
Pittsburg, Pa., despatch says that the outbeing borne i
the Steamboat Co. Formerly the man u cd
look lor the iron trade is more encouraging.
Anna Dickinson is lecturing on the labor story is admirably told and the lesson it con- by
to row out am I light the
is one that should he heeded.
lamp, but as that was
question with some of her old time vigor and veys
The Florida Everglades are pronounced
bad in fog or storm, they built him this house,
success. She is said to be
winning on the platworthless for cultivation. They consist of a
The Bangor Commercial began the New and he now lives here all the time.
form the laurels denied heron the stage.
vast irreclaimable
There is plenty of game in this lake,
Year with a French quotation at the head of its
swamp.
water
Gov. Butler has presented his successor in
office with a Bible. This is real charity, for
Butler needs a Bible a good deal more than does
Gov. Robinson.

Many names are mentioned in connection
with tin* Democratic nomination for Governor
thi> year. lion. Joseph Dane, lion. Nathan
r leaves,
l’ayson Tucker, Esq., and Arthur
>-wall, in the western part of the State have
many friends and advocates, while there are
thousands of Democrats in Eastern Maine to
whom the nomination of John Varney, Esq.,
Judge Bedman, or lion. John 1*. Donworth
would he extremely satisfactory. Down the
river lion. A. 1*. Gould and Edward
Cushing
are often favorably mentioned.
[Bangor Commercial.

(ieorge,

7.

LETTER no.

thirty years ago bringgood accomplished through temperance legislasi.-tp
out

er

stone

George

directly opposite, about five miles distant, is
Enterprise. It war my intention to stop at
a thorough
investigation of the liquor traffic in Enterprise and visit nil extensive orange grove
all it> phases, with a view to determining the
there, being provided with letters of introducquestion, "Does Prohibition prohibit*'” Mr. tion to the
knows you didn’t lie awake. At an early hour
agent, but we were so late in arrivLocke has visited Maine and has published in
wre arrived at. Jacksonville, and 1 huring at Sanford, and I was so faint with hunger, Sunday,
the Blade the result of his investigations in
that the sight of tin orange grove did not have ried aboard the “Meyer A Muller," just in time
Portland and vicinity. While we are willing to
such a charm for me as did the prospect of a to get my baked beans and brown bread with
accept his conclusions, that the prohibitory laws
of those
square meal, which 1 was led to believe I could Capt. l*eikins, like a good descendant
have had a generally good effect in this State,
obtain at the Sanford House. At Enterprise is old puritans, who learned to bake beans, bywe must protest against the picture he presents
the Brock House, a winter hotel. It is kept by practicing on llieir neighbors, who happened to
of Maine before prohibition: while his stateoilier with them religiously.
(H i: Gr.oiuii-:.
a gentleman named Stone, who I understand
ments as to the present enforcement of the law
was formerly clerk in tbe Thorndike House,
Fort
Astoria.
Point
to
in Portland are certainly open to question. Mr.
Rockland. On ail sides I heard this house well
Locke says of Maine thirty years ago:
I'llK .lOl'KNKY OF A W\LlH>
COI N 1'Y .MAN
spoken of, and every traveller seemed to know
TO OUKOON VIA.THK NORTIIF.KN l’ACIFK
There was. probably, no Stale in the North
Stone
and
bad
a
RAILWAY.
everybody
good word to say
that was more given to drink 30 years ago.
than Maine.
It has an immense coast line, and for him, but unfortunately for me, the bouse
LF/I'TF.R NO. '2.
at that time its ports were important. The was not
yet opened, so I could not swoop
Correspondence of the Journal,
fisheries employed a great many men. and sail- down on
him unawares, and deplete hi- larder
i think we left our readers at Custer Station.
ors in port are notoriously addicted to rum.
It
as I certainly should have done.
was a vast lumbering State, and those whose
Here we found ourselves in'the wilds of the
winters are spent in camps in the forests, dearI found the Sanford House was opened the
West, and saw the Flathead Indians in their
ly love the excitement of stimulants when out day before
my arrival, and things were not natural style the genuine Flatiie.nl, dirty and
of them.
It is a singular fact that men who
follow the water, whether it be the inland lake, fairly in running order, but they had commen- ragged, their heads rou nd with a mop of
the river, or the open sea, are addicted to the ced? however, at the right end, the
kitchen. black, tangled hair. Here is a Reservation, and
use of stimulants more than any other class,
1 he proprietors Seovilie A Boorman, also here the
Indians live on rum and tobacco. The
except it may be those connected with horses
and iron. Rum seems to be inseparable from proprietors of the Kimball House. Atlanta, squaws ride a small pony, with two long pole.*
those three lines of business.
•Sulphur Springs Hotfl, Suwanee, and >evoral fastened by one end around the n<vk of the
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GII.MAN-NOYES CASE.

THE

This famous law suit lias at length reached
its
lose, and the respondent. Noyes, gets
execution for costs. Hi is part of tin* program
was settled up to the point of Gilman's petition for re\ic\v, when over £1,300 went from
Gilman to Novi s in the name of “costs." This
closing item will probably be less, but either
sum will answer for a pungent hint to those
who incline to “go to law" for relief. Generally both parties get relieved of something,
w hichever may carry otf the “bone of contention.”
Moral. There were three of us boys, besides the old dog “Bose,”—and the largest
bone tin latter could tind he kept buried near
the stable door, across the road, lb- never
gnawed it except w hen he saw a strange dog
coming down the road, when lie hurried to uncover it and lie down for a bite in the middle
of the road. The challenge was usually accepted, and as Bose had the requisite teeth for a
plaintiff we boys looked on with*th<- usual interest of lawyers for their clients
we enioyed
the tight, whichever dog gftt whipped. In the
last remembered light liose was victor by a
hard struggle; at the close of which the junior
boy gave him a piece of legal comfort like thi“Well Bose, you’ve saved your bone, with
only thi- new slit in your ear!--the same old
bone, biP as good as ever for a new tight !’’
Bose buried it again. 'Watervilh Mail.
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Case

announced recently that I). R. Locke,
the editor of the Toledo Blade, who is better
known as “Petroleum V. Nasby,” would visit
Maine and Vermont for the purpose of making
was

1

for bis expense- are next to nothing.
spared for many years to amuse,

be

May he yet
instruct ami

mend his patrons-The floating ice lias dammed
the river between Sandy and Fort Points. If cold
weather
puny

to

point
weeks

to

continues it may pay the steamboat com
keep the channel clear, as this is the ilr -t
close

later

below Wintorport. It was two
that the dam first formed last year.
last week: Mr. and Mrs. Freeman

....Arrivals,
Biddcfonl; Oapt. Charles C. Blanchard

siiute from

and Bradford!,. Blanchard from New York.

Locals.

Searsport

Wilson Colson lias had

Thounihke.

attack of pneu-

a severe

Tin* rollers

the

are on

wane.

York.

glad to

are

Hopkins

Dr.

see

the street

on

Seh.

Umpire arrived Friday with
eral merchandise.

cargo of gen-

a

L.

U.

and C. P. Gorappointed appraisers of the estate of

Tin*

\V. Havener.

•Journal's

snip

of the week of prayer, .Mr. \Vm. L.
postponed his readings advertised for
Monday evening, until next Monday evening Jan.
Oa account
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Capt. Ciias.

Australia.

Charles It. Colson die*!

aged 19 vrs.
21st. Mrs. John Fowler died aged si yrs.
-’2d. Mr- Kverett Totvers died aged 27 yrs.
M A \

2d.
h

F.

M.

here,

Conference in session

liislmp

presiding.

1

7th.

t

‘inference

adjourned.

Rev. F. H

Osgood

appointed for this church.
2Jd. street lamps lighted for llrst time.
2'ith. Junes Kerr *iied aged (57 years.
•kith. Memorial day. Oration by Rev. R. F.
loward, of Bangor.
Benjamin Bachelder died aged 7J years.
-JINK.
1

4th.

Reception given Rev. Ii. B.

Merrill

and

wife.
-:

I.

Mrs. James X.

Fowler died aged 4'» yrs.
■JULY.

2d.

A-a R. W hitehouse died

aged 7<

vrs.

No celebration here.
Mrs. staples died.

4th.
221

'th.

lage.
i-d.

Capt. John P. Nichols died aged *54 yrs.

•ill.

Mrs.

SEPTEMBER.

Nancy Ilyer died aged .*> yrs.
I Mil- K.
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Dr. II. II.

siale

.*22(1, less

W. 1*.

vs.

of Sainm-l Fear.

Thompson,

e\.

An action

to

payment of £>>, for professional services rendered deceased. Fear died in Mav
last. The law is licit the executor of a decea-td es.
late cannot iie sued until one year after his aprecover

j

.Johnson, .Jr.

the

ccutor ol

a

pointment, except for

a
few preferred claims.
the funeral expenses, taxes, and physieian's services during the last illness. Dr. .Johnson
'tied as a preferred creditor alleging that the ser-

Steward, (Mile

•ml 1 eh .\--I.-lew trd. '1 he oHi‘*crsare Master,
\v
IMlchie: o, dell' Nealev; Sec., Freeman
<
Kit* hit*
liaplain, W. W. Uitehic; Lee., I{. W.
1

rniisiniNi;.

of Hannah V Weed vs. \. I. F. Ingtaham "it trial when the f'uirnal went to press and
reported in last week’s paper, went to the jury
a•

deft.

'-< •>.

I>*o

Court.

Wednesday exening. I'lir itirv xva out all night
ami disagreed, standing six for pill’, and six for

last year, with a
Keeper, Flora

same as

Judicial

•ui m;k km him

of the winter.

These

are

ices

were

for la-1 illness.

He

was

paid $>.< for

a

time, the remainder of the account
being for service- both prior and after the time
in
the receipt,
he defence claimed that
specified
the services were not ri ndered during tin* last jilu**s- and that the pill, was m,i a
preferred creditor.
'The bill was also disputed. The jury decided that
given

M. \\

period

"1

Idle; Steward, Llarem*, F* rd ;
<
A--’
\
York. Lady Asst., Geneva Uitehic:
Monim.a. Mrs. IS. W. Downs; Flora, Kinma Larra
!
■ee. ( d-res. Mrs. L
L. Uitehic; Gate Keeper, o. .1. 1
Lioo\.
!'.*!•■ ciet ii-Mi was
very harmonious. J* W. ! I iie services u ere rendei ed and awarded the jortor
vv
Ui
nietidniousiy elected (.ah* Keeper, but the full amount of his
claim, but that lin y were not
decline-; serving, as In* had -aid one vear ago that
lor the last Illness, and consequently he was not a
h“ W 'aid i.oi take any olliee in the Grange again,
i prelerred eredi.or. llorsex for pill'., .Johnson for
oei be eon.-i h r. d i.i- word as amid as
gold The deft.
|
l’i ■< !- well tilled, however. Il i- a v< ry important
A. A. Lesan s. Maine Central R. R. Co. This is
d
tor a good man, and Mr. Libby is
P >-ii:on an I
a third trial, tin- jury
disagreeing in the two fora very efli.*i«Mit member....Seaside Grange installed 1
un
trials. \n action to recover §."*uihi damages for
their ojiie, i*s ii, me re .-pi etiv»• oib •<*- t.> which they
alleged injuries, dan. 17, ls>„\ pltFl. lelt Hid fast to
were eie* i.-d o.i Sat. eve. dan. 5ih:
Master, il.
dri\e to his homo in W interport. When lie ap.M• !\»-i■ i.. o.rr-.-r, d. I-. Ilmvcn, Lcetuivr. Ame- I
proached the cro»i,:g *t the tool of Hridge street a
1
-l.tpies, — I e a a rd. 1*: Igar Cunningham, A-sistant
I --■•motive and tender were, hacking down the
"d* vv a* i.
-aniord
Howard, C haplain, K. M.
4
kta Trensuna*, George ('. Harding. Secretary. j ti'ack, ha\ iii” hauled a train of loaded coal ears to a
side tracK above. 1*111*. says he did not see the en\b rn, («ate Keeper, Frank liovven, Pomona,
gine, neither did he hear the hell ring. When he
Mr- W T IL-waid, Flora, Mr- Aid..-- M Ke n,
discovered the engine he was too near to escape
Cet*.Mi- \. d. Condon. Lady Assistant, Stewa collision.
Defts. say that pill’, did not use ordiard. Lizzie Walls. After tin* installation ore
nary care,! »uL drove recklessly and took his elianees
»‘>ni
tempt
icpast was spread by the >isto cross ahead of train.
b rs ..| iin- m|* I,a*, and
They claim that the hell
partaken of by between iiltv
did ring and that defts. did evciythiag pos.-ibk* to
ind -ixtv patron- who pronoun vd it an excellent
prevent collision and were not responsible for the
■Mioper and an (Mpovable occa-i ni-Installation
accident. Verdict for pill*, in the sum of $i.M ;p
die, r- oj -tar of Progress Grunge next -atur>v pill*.
Drummond for
Tiiomp-on and Fogler
dav evening, and election of i’rush*cs.Waldo
licit.
C o. 4.ranee met with
My-tie Grange, Lebnont,
•L D Ticker v-. A. <•. (iilmore. An actio
to
I'd 1 ae-kay.
Ylthough it was a very eoid mornrecover lor trespass, on assault and battery.
I‘!ll*.
:
1J 4.'ranees were represented by about Jim
a!le_;i-s that in March i.a-t deft, and wife had some
member-, iioirli all the otUeers being at their
■filliculty and- >c went into the house as a peacelie* !< iv:,.i,.,i <■ Vt-rciM*.-? <*..ii'l .I'M in conmaker when deft, a-saalted him and put him out.
ferring at it degrees, reports of Drang* s ami a short
Defema that It was a iiistilialde ejectment. Wrlur
tin- \\
\.
V mi roivs'.
A fit moon
diet for pill', in the slim "f ^1 si. Fooler for pill*.
sc
*»
opened w r.1 a s<m> by "isier Lottie Pitcher.
for deft.
•;\t that the world i* governed Thompson
i_»!ie*tioii, I;
•James W. Null v.-. N.
Piper. An action to rer** by tear than l**ve
The discussion was opena
l,:.il
cover
°f nlnsui .y.’s.
Nutt wa a preacher ami
Ure
I». (». lb wen. Tolford Durham, AIL and
hoarded with deft, at Belfast
1*111’. claims the amL;
Freeman Mm pil'd and .J. It. Meal -. Neg.
ount of hill was for services rendered in painting,
b
!"'•'«•*'
Li"-. Kilis, Cunningham, 11 a t 11,
•>
etc. Defence that he owed pi IT. nothing, hut that
J
-k.-t 1. L i: ii:
aid Sisters Durliam, '•l.eivy,
Verdict for
pill', was largely indebted t » deft.
Idew*■ t.*r. Leu,!.. Hunt. Meat's and others. Duett
dell.
Brown for pill'.
Waylaiid Kuowlton for
1
d
I..e,tie
ami Emma Pitcher, entitled “The
*:•
deft.
A vote of thanks to My-lie
>,'**idi,‘g Wife."
N ">. l'cudleton vs. Jas s. Harriman, executor
*d-niije for lu-spitalilies. ( h.-cd in due form. Tim
Of llie estate ol •Jonathan lilwell, ol Northport.
l rogi ninnu foi m xt meeting of the Count}' < irai go,
An action to recover $1.'!2 l'« r servi<
alleged to
l»e held with seaside (•range. Lelfast, Feb. 12t.li,
have been rendered,
>t is all aj'peal ease from
as follows
1st.
Opening exerciser,. 2d. Adthe commissioners «>i insolvency which allowed
li!-s >i welcome by .sister Lottie Pitcher,
bl.
Pendleton ${'.». Defence was that pill', was indebted
lJespoiise
1th.
Noon
y Sister (.race Loweii.
to deft, estate by note, and that the services were
Lecess. .‘>th. song hy sifter James Larki*r. (ifh.
not rendered.
Verdict for pill*, to the sum of $20.l.ssay by sister Llh*n Hunt. 7th. (Question:
1.
Thompson A Duiibm for pill'. Wallace and
llesolved that Agriculture in Waldo Co. as it is
iva-

■

to

bad
were

the

i-t

held

a

camp lire

two

deaths in this

new

against B. t Knowlton lor an alleged slander
published in the Liberty Local, Oct. 17th, 1».J_
>outh Liberty, and lie- know Pon road whim leads
from this village to > >uth Liberty is considered
the voidest, bleakest, dreariest, and most barren
portion of the town; and yet the people, that have
gone from this locality to help people other portions of the world have made a very rc-peetuhlc
showing among their tellow men. Among them
are the Mathews Bros, and J. Watson
Knowlton,
"i Belfast, Hon. Joseph Knowlton, Post Master at
Ouluth Minn
ll.»n. T. <>. Knowlton, Attorney at
law, and late representative to til N II Legisla<
Oil
from
ture,
ity Mills, N. il Rev. !.-aae Knowlton, of Mass.. Rev. Win. E. Brown, of Waldolmro,
II.
A
M.
^'*n, Bout & Shoe dealers i:J2i)
Chaplin
Wnshinglon M. Bo-i-m Ma.-s., ( (.. Cuaplin, Boot
A Shoes, Brookline, Mas.-., J. H. Brown an extensive Boot A shoe dealer at Worcester, Mass.,
Oauiel Carey, Jr., ten years a poli email in Boston,
Claude Knowlton, doing business in a <*ity in
Michigan, Frank I pham, of the firm of I'phani A
Mathews, of Augusta, and that prince of good
fellows, the landlord and proprietor of that very
popular Hotel the Jsearsport House, the man with
the big heart, Williston Crinnell, of Searsport, Me.
had occasion

last

week

A. R.

i<>

visit

Freeman

—

-.

e-

■

Harriman for deft.

eondiiei- d will result in

low

a failure.
All'. It. \\
Howard Murphv, N.g. Noah It. Allenwood and F. W. Shepherd. Mb. lb-marks for the
uood ot Hie Order, nth.
Closing exercise*

Klli-

Daniel

...

Northern

Light (.range installed their officers on
I'hursday ami sunrise Orange on Saturday eve11iug*. A large number of member.* ..ml visitors
from several other Oranges were present on both
oei-asion.s. The exercises were interesting, the
ireai excellent, and everybody had a
good time.
\
list of the officers installed will he given next

The (.rand

The

Charles Brown and

property

any person found there or passing into the hall by
any of Hu* rear doors without permission, will lie
denit with according to law. This word of warning is

given;

no

Tuesday evening

i:i>T

standard, a very plea.-ant .surprise
\<>ices of the members of J»rof.
Prince’s graduates who were home during
holiday
week. Alter .a song or two had been sung the Pro
week,
the sweet

appeared

le.-sor

at the window and in one of his
thanked them for tin ir mindfulhimsell' and family, and regretted that
they

happy -peechene>s M|

did not occupy a house of their
cnild attest their appreciation

own

pany in.

1 lie young ladies present

i>!\ owns.

in which he

by inviting the
were

Abhie

Bennett, of Searsinont, was divom d
from Loren A. Bennett, of Appleton.
Absalom Sites, of Brooks, from Hannah -I. Sites.

com-

Fannie

>kinncr, Lizzie Folsom, Criunie Swazey, Alice
•Iordan and Kva Page. On
parting at the “Carden
••ate

each «d the

sided with
•Limes

following

young

men were

Robert A. Murray, a Boston broker, has disappeared, leaving liabilities to the amount of

pre-

bouquet of cherry colored two.lips:
Forrest, Will Skinner. Walter Buck anda

dames and Will

were

£40,000.

The United States and Germany have given
favorable replies to the proposition of the Japanese government that the latter should establish courts of justice which will have jurisdiction over foreigners in that country as well as
natives.

from Ban-

>i-On

Friday evening, the ollieers of the A. O.
W. Wire installed by I). (,. M. \\
s. 1). Wiggin
Kllswortli, after wliich an excellent -upper was
enjoyed with songs mid speeebes. .Judging from
Urn following names, w liich is a li.-t of the
oitieers,

•

>'1

iln-i.'

Tile ice men passed a busy week last week on
the Kennebec, and increased their crews, Monday. The Knickerbocker lee Co. of Philadelphia, which has had 700 men and 475 horses
at work has increased the number to 2.500 men
and 500 horses.

be fun in that ramp when Hie Rev. is
not pre-ent.
I also venture the gue-s that when he
is, too. A. o. F. W. oiiieers installed Rev. A. d.
mu.-t

F'lifl'ord,

,M

us
to

of

a

story told

us iu our youth which is too good
At the time the British took possession

\\■ L. c.

liomer, F.; Parker SpofTord,
d. F. lvnowlton, Uee.; Howard
Swazey, Fin.;
Founder Ilaneoek, Jteeor.; James S- Hardy, He.;
L. E. Bending, I. W.; L. R. Fiuson, o.
W.; hr. S.
V Adams, M. K.;F. 1L
Moses,rinistee; Rep. to Cr.
Lodge. A. If. Conn; Alternate, Rev. A. J. Milford
-rorrent A Deluge Boys, we were proud of you
!a>i l- ri lay night. No ball given by
you in this town
0»r tiie past ten years has been so highly complimented for the personal appearance and decorum
"f the members of the Fire
Department The several committees acquitted themselves with honor.
°

Rob Burdett sums up his experience of
Babies in an audience as follows: “The babies
in the audience never bother me. I have seen
them drive an audience to madness, however.
But then the audience isn’t paid for listening to
the baby, and I am.”
There are JS large volcanoes in Java, some
which are more than 10.000 feet high. It is
peculiarity of the volcanoes of that region
that they seldom eject lava, hut enormous
masses of mud, “rivers of mud," as the\ have
been called, llow from them.
of

a

I noticed that the seats
your ladies have heretofore
needed were not this time occupied
by Rag, Tag A
o.
Ow ing to so great a number
being present
Deluge hall was used by the ladies, and the coin

THE

SEA.

Aukland, N.

|

He says he found so much news in the Journal
from this place, where he resided
formerly,that he I
had to subscribe for it. By the way,
persons de-

siring
K

Buy the “Queen Bess” Corset!

Ivanhoe

llerriman, San Francisco.

MARITIME MISCELLANY.

Stock

Taking!
Settling Accounts!

GEO. W. BURKETT.
(Continuedfrom

ere

ilii- i- tile

to

\ ear

the Hebrew
ob-M.

wav

'a

<

popular prejudice against “plated” goods,
but gradually the public learned that the

to

James I loss

TELEPHONIC
CrsTOMKR.

time ago.

Hello,
right; have sent for him. Are
the
you
lady that telephoned for one. of his Black
>ilks at £1.47'a per yard?
CrsTOMKR. Yes. And I want is yards more for

but

was

to be 'till

was

not

|

over

It is not

nest,

a

electro-plated article,

Best Quality Standard Dress
Prints only 5c,

genuine gold plates of
and thirhness. < onscientious

made

<>i

standard quality

adherence t the determination to make
the best watch ease ever pm on the market,
and the adoption of
suggested has made
Watch

Case the

every improvement
the domes JJoss' Gold

Send 3 rent

delphia.

Pa

stamp

Keystone

to

keystone

Watch Cases

only 7r.

of solid gold.

Watch (

for handsome Illustrated

James Boss’ and

-and-

case

subject
thumb-catches, etc., are made
most

I
:

!
I
I

i
1

j

i
|

Splendid Style Dress Satines,

standard.

TPAnE<j^-i~<WAPK
the parts
w
w
to wear—the boir, crown,
hinges,

Iii this watch

are

made.

be

continued.)
lyr-29

Splendid Quality I yd. wide Brown
Cotton only 7c.

Liberty Local,

Factories, PhilaPamphlet show ing how
a*e

2

Splendid Quality

Here is Mr. Iiurkett.
Is that you Mrs.-?
CrsTOMER. Yes.
How do you do?

Bleached Cotton
10e., former price 12 l*2e.

48 in. wide Brown Cotton
only tic. per yard.

We have only 1 case of this
Cotton and cannot guarantee duplicates.

paid.

list,

,

I

have

1 Bale

continued

few orders for you. in the lirst place send IS yards
more of that Black silk at $1.47*2, 1 pair No. 22

In thi.- city, Jan. :H. sarah J. Young, aged 74
years and tl months.
I11 this eity, Jan. .Id, Hannah J., wife of (.'apt. G.
A. McDonald, aged .71 wars, 7 month- and lb da\ -.
In this eity, Jan. Sth, John Hutcherson, aged *J
ears, .7 months.
In this eity, Jan. sth, Charie- A. Mureh, aged
about 47 years.
In Augusta, Jan. sth, Charles »>. MeKetiney, of 1
Bel fa-t, aged 71 year-.
In Malden, Mass., Dee. 2'tli, James A. Thomas, !
formerly bf Belfast, aged about 07 year-.
In Liberty, Jan. 2d, Mrs. Lli/.a A. I latch, wife of
T. M. Haleb, aged lit years.
In Liberty, Jan. 2d, MrLli/.a J
Stevens, 1
widow of the late L
u
stewn-, aged 77 war-, 7
months.
In Montville, dan. tit11. >usan (.. h rye, daughter
of (lie late RoLie l,'rye, K-<| aged 71 year-.
In Hope. l>ce. dstli, Mrs. olive Ruardman, aged
j
>7 years, 4 mouths: widow ot Stephen Roardinau,
late of same l"\\ n. and a pensioner of Isl J
hi Rockland, Dee. Jutli, Mary, wife of the late
R«*v.d. W. Starman, aged *1 years, a month-, and
11 days.
In Rockland, l>ee. J'.ith, Clias. Johnson, aged i
about 21 years.
In West Camden, Dee. :51st, Christopher Thorndike, aged Da years.
In Waldnboro, Dee. -jut.li, Thomas J. Simmons, i
aged 7a years, s months. :> days.
In Kllsworth, Dee. -27th, Mrs. Susan F. widow of
the late Sylvester F. Osg 'Oil, of Hluehill, aged T-'i
years.
In Kllsworth. dan. 1st, Miss Martha dellison,
aged s‘.i years, months.
In Kllsworth. Dee. -J:{.|. Miss Maggie T. Hennes-y, aged 1H y ars, r> in.nith.-s.

as you advertise, 1 pair of
those silk embroidered N ests at f>0e. each, and 1la

yards more of that Extra Supertine Carpeting
7*>c., did not have quite enough.
(■. NV. B.
All right; will send them this I*. M.

at

busily engaged takimj

account of stock, and we are
place before the public some of the
most attractive bargains ever made in this State.

ready

t--

There is not

growing.

1

cost than

an

><

article in stock but 1 had rather sell

and put on the books.
long will this sale continue?
•
'V. It. Till April 1st. You will tiud in Thursday’s paper a column recapitulating the goods and
and while reading advertisements is not al1 lie Prince of Wales, in hi- official
capacity prices,
ol Cram! Master of Freemasons, has consented
ways enjoyable, 1 advise you as a friend to read the
to i"Ue a warrant for a total abstainers’
lodge whole column, as the prices I name are without exin London.
He will not be an active member. ception the lowest ever made in this section, and it
Citizens of San Francisco, Cal., are taking 1 is simply done to unload our stock preparatory for
mea-ure- to hold a world's fair in that
city in spring purchases, and to make a dull season as
1S>T.
At a me. ting, Thursday evening, ii was I lively a.s
possible.
to
decided
provide a guarantee fund of £1.000.( rsioMKu.
How about your elegant stock of
000.
; garments? Do you intend to mark down the
prices
The Ilaytien Consul at New York, lias re- on them?
ceived authentic information that the city of
C. NV. B. Yes, we shall make a fearful cut on the
daemel has surrendered to the government authorities. This virtually ends the rebellion in prices of garments. NVe will sell our $.->0.00 garments for $3">.00.
Those that sold for $30.00 shall
Hay t i.
sell at.$20.00. Our best goods shall close at a loss
A
legal question concerning the treasure from $'.oo to $10.00 from the wholesale price.
suppos* d to be in the P»rili-h frigate Hussar,
O stomku. Best assured your patrons will take
wrecked near Hell (Lite in 17so, has been sub!
mitted to the law officer of the Treasury De- advantage of this great reduction, and unquestionably a large crowd will patronize the well-known
partment.
double store of
nine
of
the thirty-eight States have sesOnly
sions of the Legislature this winter, namely.
GEO. W. HUllKETT,
.Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, New
SI <t S3 Main St.
Jersey, Maryland, Ohio, Iowa, Kentuckv and

Tin- Loudon Athenamm announces that a
book lias been written by (juecn Victoria,
tit it let I “More Leave- from the .Journal of
Life in the Highlands from Jsc-J to lssih"

at

Cl

new
1

to measure

stomkr.

them will please notify this

How

*.

I Case 12-4
at

blown down

Glove finish

Machine
(

$2

a

six

year in advance

;

near

PRODUCE MARKET.

The New ^ oi k Legislature met Jan. 1st and
elected the Republican nominees of the cau« u-*.
1 rom the (iovernor's Message il
appears that
the State debt is six millions, a decrease of
four bundled thousand during the year.
News from the Colorado mountains tells of
additional snow slide disast *rs. .Several cabins
have been swept away and four men killed at
the Virginias mine and two at Brooklyn (iuleli.
Two men are missing from San Juan.

1 hick tf tb,

Kggs If iloz.,

l-'o\vl p tb,
Ueese if lb,

mi

the I'mutli

GOODS
a severe

mark down

For Ladles and Hisses wear have been marked down over 30 per cent, in prices in order to close the lot.

Woolen

Ball

Yarn

Only 1 Or.

(wilt'sShirts & Drawers

l’aee.

1 t’UM'm 25c. each, splendid goods, worth 12c.
1 lot at 50c., heretofore sold at 75c.

woolens

RBpnbliemt Journal Pol. Co,

Look at

our

50c. and 02 I-2c.

quality.

Tablings & Napkins!
If you wish to secure splendid values do not
pass this department without examining
the goods and learning the prices.

Maine.

White Blankets !
At

$1.25, $1.75, $2.00. $.{.00. $1.00, $5.00 and
$0.00 per pair. Marked down 20 per cent.

Grey Blankets
Only 75c. and $1.00 per pair, iti sure and inspect
these goods for they are a curiosity at the
prices named.

lease hZFoliieBrass Goods

POWDER
Absolutely

(Da'g7

\i 50c,

Royal Raking Rowimu

<

Lais’ Haisialy Trinofl

o., lot; Wall st., N. V.

__lvr.‘S7

RETAIL MARKET.

HATS for SI.OO.

D
O
DOLLS
L
S

Cheese—The market rules firm with sales of
fine factory,
held firm at Me; and
'The New York Tribune says that the Speak- some is sold 13yl3^e; fancy
Mr. Foster, United States minister to Spain,
higher; fair to good, loyl2‘ar; westI
has lately conducted successful negotiations ership contest in that state shows that the tin ! ern choice, 12.layl3c; fair to good, 10yl2c; skim, 5
with the Spanish Government for the removal fortunate divisions among the Republicans in- j 60c.
1
Kuos—Fresh stock, eastern, 32y33; New York
to stalwarts and half breeds no longer exists.
of differential duties between the Spanish coloand Vermont, 30y31c; northern, 28331c; ice house,
nies and tin* l uited States. The arrangement
20325c;
limed, 22324c; near by stock, 35 to 45c, for
,
will come into force on March 1st.
Did you rend how Josiali Pitkin, of Chelsea, Yt., I cape and new laid.
Tin* pr >perty known as the John
Beans—Trade is quiet with 110 material change
The bodies of DeLong and other members of was •aired of a terrible sore leg, by Hood’s Sarsa- | in
Wentworth homestead, situated on
prices; small hand-picked pea, $2 8062 05; large
Mcl>oin!l street, one of the best
the Jeannette expedition, who perished in parilla, the blood purifier?
do, $2 7032 75; medium, choice
$2 55
streets in the village. The lot conNorth Siberia, were borne through Tomsk,
32 00; foreign pea, $2 35 «2 45; foreign medium,
tains So rods, has 20 hearing apple
$2 1532 25; yellow eyes, improved, $3 20y3 25; do trees and has Id
Wednesday, on the way to America. The\*handsome, well grown, maple
choice flats, $3 1563 20; red kidneys, $4y4 50 p
were accompanied by a large number of inhabSHIP NEWS.
shade trees on the line of the street. The house is
bushel.
|
itants of Tomsk. Much sympathy was nianiell 21x15, l,‘a story, stable connects, ;>o.\.‘50,
•‘15x26,
j Potatoes—The market continues supplied, <!e- has a stone cellar. Puddings in good condition.
fested by the
maud steady with slight variations in quotations;
Water the best and never failing. Two minutes
PORT Oh BELFAST.
Aroostook and iloulton rose, 48350c; New York
lms
sent
a
the
letter
to
British
Egypt
walk to E. M. (,. seminary and live to the 1*. O. and
governARRIVED.
and
Vermont, 48350c; prolilics, eastern, 50c; north- M.
i
meat, asking a decision on the Soudan question.
depot. A view of the Penobscot Kiver and
Jan. ith. Schs. Lillian, Darby, Boston; A. F. ern,45c.
If England refuses aid, the Egyptian governFort Kuo\ is had from the front. The above is a
Actles—There is a moderate demand at quotaCrockett, Thorndike, Boston.
desirable situation for a man following the
ment has determined to abandon Soudan, revery
tions; No. 1 hah 1 wins, $3 25y3 50; No. 2 do, $1 75y sea. Price, $1,(500.
Jan. .1th. Sell. Minetta, Wade, Boston.
S. P. IIA 1.1..
duee the tribute to Turkey and concentrate tin*
2 .50; greenings, No. 1, $3 503 4 00; Hubbardstons,
SAILED.
Htieksport, .Ian. 7, 1*S4.—:»m2
Egyptian troops in Egypt proper.
j $3 50 6 4 00; Talman sweets, $3 25y3 50; fancy eatJan. .1th. Sch. Mary Eliza, Bullock, Boston.
ing, $lyt 50; common varieties, $2 6 2 50; choice
Prof. Swift, Director of tin* Warner Observawestern, $3 25g3 50; common do, $2 25 62 75 p bbl. |
ALONG THE WHARVES.
Hay and straw—The market rules quiet at $10
tory, bus discovered that the Pons comet, which
Pitcher & Son and II. E. Peirce have loaded with for
had a single tail in 1812, now has a double tail,
timothy; choice to fancy is held at $17 P ton; 1 fTMIK following mentioned-real estate will be sol. 1
hay and ice seh. A. F. Crockett, for Key West_
A at public auction, at the premises, in Searsfair to good, $14 50a 15 p ton; tine hay, $13315;
the longer part of which is seven degrees and First
named linn has loaded sch. Fiicfe Sam with
western timothy, $10; swale hay, $!>; niont, on the 1st day of February, 1 Nsl, at 2
the shorter three degrees in length. It is un- straw for Rockland-Baker «V Shales have load- poor, $12;
o'clock In the afternoon, viz: All the individualrye straw, $14y 14 50; oat straw, $8y0 P ton.
and copartnership right, title and interest of A I,
dergoing changes as it approaches the sun, and ed seh. Minetta with hay for Boston.
can be seen with the naked eye early in
ONZO A
tin*
DICKEY, and WM. M. DROWN, InsolAMERICAN PORT'S.
vent Debtors, in and to the “Door, Sash and Mind
evening.
New York, Jan. 4th.
Arrived schs. Nellie,
Factory"' and land and appurtenances known as
M. A. Hall, M e Donald,
Brunswick;
Drinkwater,
the ‘‘Dickey and Drown .Mill,” situated in said
The purchasing power of a dollar is eonsid- Port dc Paix.
Senrsmont. This property was owned in undividcrablv larger than two years ago. Flour is 20
Sailed hark
FOR SALE.
Brunswick, Dec. 27th.
Henry
ed thirds by the individuals, Dickey & Drown,
cent,
lard
24
cent,
per
cheaper,
cheaper, Knight, Pendleton, Buenos Ajres.
per
(Drown -j, Dickey l3) and will be sold and conveypotatoes more than 50 per cent, cheaper, beans
Pensacola, Dec. 2Sth. Cleared sch. Florence Iceit
ed in thirds or in whole to suit the pun hasers.
30 per cent., and sugar and beef 11 per cent. land, Adams, New York.
J. II. MONTGOMERY, Assignee
3w2
it reasonable prices, at the shop formerly occu20lh. Cleared sch. Charlotte
Of Dickey & Drown, copartners and individuals.
cheaper. Later in 1882, the prices of several T.Jacksonville, Dee.New
York; Dec. 30th. Arrived pied by the Perkins Bros.
4\v51*
articles,
meats, advanced still far- sch.Sibley, Bartlett,
Chaples, Belfast; Dec. 31st. Cleared
ther. It appears that at least 15 per cent, more sell. l’alatka,Patterson,
HOWAKI) & LEAK, Belfast, Ale
Baltimore. Jan. 2. Cleared
Dione,
of the common articles of food can be purchassell. Annie L. McKccn, Mahoney, .>c\\ London.
ed for a dollar than could be Jan. 1st 1882.
Dec.
sch.
31st. Arrived
John F. MorBaltimore,
row, Chase, Boston—sailed Jan. 1th; Jan. 3d.
Consul Vickers writes rrom Ida anzas rogard- Arrived seh. Daylight, llodgdon, Boston. Jan. 5.
is hereby given that the annual meet-CAN SELLing the sugar crop in Cuba as follows: “Since Arrived sch. Fred A. Carle, Condon, Charleston.
ing of the above corporation, will be helu at
Passed the Cate. Jan. 0th, sell. Fannie A.Cor1873, when the total crop amounted to 770,000
of the treasurer (Belfast Savings Bank)
the
office
tons, the crops, with Varying changes, have hani, Boston.
on
January 21, ISH4, at 4 o'clock P. M.,
Boston, Jan. 0. Arrived sch. E. L. Warren, for Monday,
been
until this last year they have
choice of directors and to transact such other cheaper than any place in the city, for the reason he
Belfast; llannona, Pattershall, do.
manufactures liis own goods.
Give him a rail.
business ns may legally come before said meeting.
barely reached 448,000 tons. Careful and judici- Pattershail,
Hero, low, W interport.
FURNITURE of all kinds cheap.
4f»tf
ous planters inform me that 1 he decrease this
JOHN FI. QIJIMBY, Clerk.
Cedar Keys, Dec. 20th. Cleared sch. Mark Pen- Per order.
Kd.
II.
20
COLBY,
High St., Belfast.
Belfast, Jan. 8, 1884.—2w2
year, judging from their own estates, will not- dleton, Cilkey, Tampico.
30
be less than
per cent, under last, or 402.000
FOREIGN PORTS.
tons less than in 1873.
I think this estimate is
Yokohama, Nov. 23d. Arrived ship Clarissa 15.
less than the crop will eventually produce. At
Carver, Dow, New York.
NICE COW, to calve Jan. 20th. One pair
20 cords green hard wood n
the same time, 1 do not think it will much exHavana, Jan. 3. Arrived seh. Annie R. Lewis,
working cattle.
exchange for farm implements.
ceed -400,000 tons.”
JOHN M. DOW, Brooks, Me.
Lewis, New York.
FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.
3w2
4yf>2

Majolica Waie!

VERY

LOW

Teas for 69c.

$t.OH

Bargains in Hamburgs,
From 2c. per yard
very low. Also u

upwards. Red Hamburgs
great variety of other
articles very cheap,

i*. e.

McCarthy,

HAYFORD

SILK

Dress Silks

of

price.

Black & Colored Silks!
We simp!) ask a comparison with other Silks
and the sale will he positive, splendid Colored silks at $1.00 and XI.25. Black
Silks, s; i-2c., XI.00, $1.25.
$1.37 1-2, $1.17 1-2.

Cotton Flannels,

Remnant Cottun Flannels, 10c,
SCARLET

Twilled

superior grade,
quality
and finish.
Serges
and Satin Linings
for Gentlemen's
Clothing, Hosiery,
Sewing Silk, Maa

Twist,

broidery

Silk

Emanil

Flosses. •Superior "
Cure Thread Knit-

ting

Silk.
M l L L S—Rock-

Conn., XorthMass.,
ampton,
Montreal, Canada.
OFFICES—\ew

York, Phila-

delphia, Chicago, Cincinnati,

St.
A DA MS <('■
Summer
105

Louis, San Francisco.

Sale.

CURTIS, Agents,
Street, Boston.
Our

j

goods

ALL WOOL

Flannels,

33c., former price 45c.

Splendid Style Corded Corset
50c.

4-Button Kid Gloves

chine

That

decreasing

For

Velvets & Velveteens

at

excellent in

CASIvETS

A

Cashmeres,

02 l*2c. and 75c. per yard, a mark down
of 12 1 -2c. per yard.

at

$1.25 per pair.

Every pair warranted.

MANUFACTURERS.

Ed. H. COLBY

WANTED.

Black

BELDING BROS. & CO.,

particularly

j

I-2c., former price $1.00.

BLOCK.

Belfast, Jan. 3, 1884.—13tf

Trimming

Light Company,

Set.

PEE />OZE\.

Sleiglis

Known

a

DINNER PLATES, BEST WARE,

AUCTION !

it

early in the

Heavy, I yard wide, at 14c., heretofore sold at I sc.

populace.

Want

PRICES.

Nice Wliie Graaile Hailed

hand-picked,

I

s7

Will also be sacrificed In

Handsome

FOR SALE IN BUCKSPORT.

Carriage Painting

goods were sold
season at 75c.

500 frs, 04 Diess Flannel,
50c.,

Very Kleganl with handsome breasts and Ostrich
Feathers for $2.-10. Don’t fall to fall and examine before buying elsewhere.

Of every description and kind at wholesale or retail. A new stock just imported
and for sale CIIKA1*.
ltf

1

These

Pure.

powder never varies. A marvei of purity,
strength and wholesorneness. More c*'*onoinieal
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight,
So/<l on/// i>i cums.
alum or phosphate powders.
This

Beef, corned, if tb,
1.10
8y9 I.imo P bbl,
Butter Salt, P box,
20 Oat Meal P lb.
5a lo
; Corn P bush,
80 Onions P lb,
Cracked Corn {finish, 80 Oil, Kerosene, Pgal, 14 als
The Mexican government has declared for- 1
Corn Meal p bush,
80 Pollock P tb,
3‘/a4
feited tie concession made to (Jeneral (irant Cheese
i
Ptb,
Oa'lo
14ylS Pork P tb,
for a submarine cable connecting Mexico with
Cotton Seed P cwt,
f.55 Plaster P’l.lil,
f.lo
the Tinted States and Central America, for C’odlish, dry, P tt>,
3
5y7 Rye Meal P tb,
non-fultilment of the terms of the concession.
i Cranberries, P qt, I2fii5 Shorts P cwt,
1.15
Sal)
.jlover Seed P' tl»,
12325 Sugar P tb.
In Chicago Friday, the weather was colder
lloiirp bbl,
O.OOyS.5o Sait, T. l.,P bush,
40
than il lias been for 24 years. Twenty ear II.O.SeedP bu, 2.1032.25 S. Potatoes P lb,
060
10611 Wheat Meal P tb. 434^
loads of cattle were frozen to death oil the Card P tb.
Wabash road. On the Northern Pacific the
thermometer stood from .‘10 deg. to-Pi deg. beBoston
Market.
low zero.
Saturday, Jan. 5.
Butter—Trade is light and prices rule steady;
|
The druggist who hesitates now i- lo«t for the
tine fall, 33634c; choice, 2833oc; summer make, 24
"inter. lie should sling together some sweet nil
»j27c; choice Vermont an 1 New York dairy, 25y28c;
and liipioricc and bring out bis rough ••ure :ti once.
• hoice
straight dairies, 20325c; late fall and wilder,
I»r. Bull’s Cough Syrup does not pay turn enough
I7y23c; fair to good, 10y20e; poor, 12315c; choice
profit.
ladle. H»3l7e; fair to good, 12314c.

About

(jiuility

Ready Made (laments

SI for

I

Belfast,

PRODUCERS.
Hav P Dm.
8.00312.00
Hhles P lb,
f»».afl
Lamb P lb,
idu
I.amb Skins,
0531.25
Mutton P tb,
_i;«7
Oats P bush,
40342
30635
Potatoes,
Round Hog if tb,
straw P ton,
5.<iUg0.7i<i
ls«20
Turkey P tt>,
Veal P lb,
ua<)
11 y It; Wool, washed if lb,
33
30 Wool,unwashedPtt>23625
12614 Wood, hard,
1.00 65.00
3.00 y 3.50
12«414 Wood, soft,

Belfast Gas
NOTICE

I5csl

PRICES PAID

Apples P bush,
50y loo
dried P lb,
7y lo
Beans,pea, V bu, 2.5032.73
medium,
235.32.50
yellow eyes,2.70n2.s5
Butter V lb,
20y23
P tb,
<30
Barley if hush,
0()yM)
Cheese P tb,
126 13
Chicken p tb,
12«15
halt ''kins if lb
12yl2>i
*•

Our

Have received

PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
By (J. II. Sakuknt, .n<». 8, Main Street.

Buffalo.

10c., 12 l-2c. and 1 5c.

I

three months.

i’rosiiectiii-;

Thread,

yds. Dress Goods
at

nosiths; 50 cents for

1'- See mil'

dc.

larks. Coats, etc. -50c. per dozen.

:

TERMS:

BELFAST

The French consul general has inform- d the
Khedive, it Lngland is unwilling or unable to
defend Kg\pt against LI Malidi. France i>
willing and able to do so. 'The la bels are now
within do miles of Khartoum.

Cambrics,

Lining

Mississippi.
A heavy gale and a cold wave swept over
the lake region Thursday.
The thermometer
was do deg. below zero in Minnesota.
A large
trestle of the New York Central railroad was

Heavy Marseilles Quilts
$1.25, worth $2 00.

DRESS

1

■

Oc., former price 14c.

1

VII
■

3 i-2e.

2 Bales ilSm" Russia Crash

otliee.

j

<
STOMiat.
1 presume you will make your annual mark down announcement soon, won’t you?
c. NV. B.
Certainly. My whole force is now

all

to

Brown Cotton

1!K«V"T

Print widths

2000

DIED.

a

(Jueen Bess Corset, such

a

Burgess

and Local, and those win wish the paper

W. B.

40 in. wide Brown

Cotton only 8c.

Are hereby notified that by arrangement

■

M’KKAToit.

INTice

|

Our whole stock Is made a specialty In every department. Kvtraordlnary and astonishing bargains will be found. Below we <juote as
many as possible from this IMMKNSE
stock:

Sample Copies

the ladies all

surprising. It seems almost
incredible, however, that a $2.00 quality silk is sold
at £1.47'a, hut such is the fact, as it stands that comparison.
C.

Thomas liohinsen is the name of a 17-yearold giant now on exhibition in Sail Francisco.
He i' -even feet high. Weigh- *J00 pOllllds UllU

reported

CTstomkr.

•

shrewd financier,
who jump' quickly at a paying investment and
hold' out to the i.i't for hi' pound of lle-li. lie
is worth £ 1 .000,000 to £1,500.000.

is

name are

the wire this week for that silk.

|

>an

It is-aid that Tennyson is

In heaven’s

Oj krator.

on the great canal that is to
Luis Valley, in Southern Colorado. Tin* canal is to he seven miles long, and
at t he bottom 00 feet wide.

the

All

crazy? This is the sixth order that has passed

Work is begun

irrigate

Call G. W. Burkett.

my sister.

The Chicago Tribune counts up lii.i.OoO human lives lost by
earthquakes, tornadoes, shipwrecks. tires, marine disasters, and other accidents in iss;;.
Ceneral ltoseerans has made a thorough
>tu«ly of the Fit/ .John Porter ease and now
think-he was wrongfullv condemned, having
changed his opinion.

11 at eh (\ise.
or

by notifying

INTERVIEW.

Belfast.

Operator.

A <irand Trunk conductor forgot a train
hich he \\ a> to pass, and the con-n|uenee is
the death of thirty nun and the
maiming of
others.

\°rk

THE

otter,

w

admission.- to the New
hive voted to re-admit
who was suspended soil®

(ied

cheap yold-vashed

ready

\ illard. the railroad king, lias failed.
His
a--igmes are Win. Hndieoit, dr., of Boston,
ami Horace A iiile of N- vv York.

on

TO

under this proc ss. For many years the introduction nt these goods was slow, owing

seription

of counting

apl. Lads i- in Imgland perfecting In-estimate- and preparing moth-Is of hiship railroad across the !-thums.

committee

SUBSCRIBERS

paid

Hale of New Hampshire, declines
pl anot her nominal ion for that office.

-lock exchange
Ldmund C. Steadman,

I

by .James Boss, who started in business in
1854, and the methods and tools used in
making these watch eases are covered hy
patents. This is the only watch case made

In South Montville, Jan. 1-t, hy Kev. C. Pining- ! with (J. .1. Bl'KUKSS \
Co. the Ueiu uIon, .Mi Walter Knowllou and Miss Alive M. Lovetl, both of Libertv.
i.ii'ax JoritXAi, will he sunt to those
In Sear-mont. Jan. 1-t, by Kev. ('. I!. Dunn, Mr.
,
Charles J. Ingraham and Mis- Altaretta Marriner,
both of Belfast.
who have
in
lor
advance
of
either
At Newbury port, Dee. 24th, by Kev. D. W. Morehouse, J. A. Merrill, M. D., of Newburvport, and
Mi-- >adie W. Uodgdon.
the above papers, to the amount of sub- i
In Koekport. Jan. *»th, by,Kev. W. F. Chase, Mr.
•J. (
Dean, id' Marshall, Missouri, and Miss Id a J.
thus
Those who are alMiller, ol Liueolnviile. Me.
In Koekport, I) e. .list, Mr. s. Wa/.ic Blanchard
and Mis- Hattie F. < .trey, both of Koekport.
on our
or who do not see tit to
In Koekland, Dee. 2*»tli, Albert P. Jolm-on and
Mi-- Ma\ s. Lawry, both of Camden.
can have their money ;
accept this
I11 Washington, Dee. 2'Jth, John I.. Law, and
Addie T. Hanson, both of Washington.
In Camden, Dee. 2.7th, Mr. John C. Johnson, ol
returned
(.1.
tV [
Deer Isle, and Miss Ila L. Tillany, of Camden.
In Koekland, Jan. 1-t. Harry < >. Curdy and Ltlie
Belfast.
Co.,
Gregory, both of Koekland.
In Koeklaml, l)e*v. 27th, Frnvst W. Gray and I
Louise A. Freeman, both of Koekland.
In Bath, Dee. 22 t, George W. Rogers, of Bath,
and Ideii \ Gentliner, >1 Waldoboro.
I11 Lllswortb. Dee. 27th, Mr. Walter K. Whittle,
ot Deep River, Conn., and Miss Carrie Gilman, of
Lllswortb.
in Lilsworth, Dee. 27th, Dr. George W. Bragdon
and Mi-- Lli/abetli II.Gilman, both of Lilsworth.
in Lilsworth, Jan. 1-t. Dr. Geo. F. Keene, of
Providence, K. L, and Miss Fannie B. Kedman, of
Lilsworth.
in Buck-port (.enter. Dee. 22d, by Kev. L. S. W.
of the .Itii'iiX i. will he mailed this week
Platt, Mr. Frank J. < lia-e and Mi.-s Sarah L. Hopkin-. both of Buck-port.
In Portland, Dec. 11 -1, boo. F. Card, of Portland,
to all subscribers to the Cie st. Visitor
and Mis- Carrie L. Royal, of Lilsworth.

<

The

I

Made.

MARRIED.

< lovertior

to

are

Sole Agent
I

(To

.-

According

week.)

This process of manufacture was invented

possible.”

T iie conversation drifted t<» other
topics, and as
t lie w riter
.watched the fare before him, so strong in
ail its outlines and yet so genial, and
thought of the
innumerable e\po-urc- ami hardship- to which its
ow m
had been exposed, lie instinctively wished
all who are -ml' ring from tin* terrible rheumatic
Iroubh
now so common,
might know of < uptain
Murray’- experience and the means hv which he
had been r.• -1• r*-d. Lain i- a common
thing in this
world, hut lar loo mam endure it when
they might
j u -1 a well avoid it. It i- a I also philosophy w hich
bandies us t-, endure when vv can just as'roadiiv
avid. >o thought the heartv captain of the
Ain*l-oy
think- the writer ami .-•> should all other- think
w ho desire imppiues- and a
long life.

last

How Watch Cases

you'that

u

Out, Sale!

Cleaning

j

I

a

II.

Sailed bark Clara E.

Z. Doc. 3.

MeGilvery, Griftin, New York.
Sydney, N. S. YV. Dec. 6. Sailed ship

Bv F. WELLS.

panics were divided for supper, the Torrents
^•'in- to Luther Lawrence’s Cafe while the
Deluge
u.a- -ervod by frank Crindle.
Both companies
compliment their hosts.Josiah II. Partridge j
had on exhibition at J.
Finery & Son’s Jewelry !
sto,v for a short time last week a
line painting of
Meadow Brook, size 24x30. The ripened leaf of
the fall time was
vividly represented, carrying us !

at

William Conk sou, of Free-

John A. Barlow, of Searsmont, for cruelty to
animals,—tor beating a horse on the 22d of Augu.-t
last.
rimrsdny afternoon, Brown, (Ouk.son and U>\ «•
were arraigned and pleaded.
To the charge of
breaking, entering and larceny of goods from
storer A Hatch’s store, in Morrill, Brown and
< ookson pleaded guilty, but to the indictment of
the larceny of an overcoat from Mark Andrews,
Belfast, they pleaded m»i guilty. Koye for receiving stolen goods pleaded not guilty. Kdward K.
Foye, brother of Robert, was discharged, no indictment having been brought again.-t him.

compromise will lie made with the
says the proprietor, as such proceeding's endanger all buildings on the street by
lire and also the lives of every one
attending any

\v;i'

—

son.

So

entertainment in the hall-On

Jury reported on Wednesday evening

dom, for breaking and entering and for the larceny of goods from the store of Storer A Hatch at
Morrill, on the 2bth of December last.
( harles Brown and William Cookson, of Freedom,
for the larceny of an over coat from the store of
Mark Andrews, on the 2<>th of December.
Robert »C Foye, of Freedom, for receiving
stolen goods,—the same taken by Brown and book-

l,;r'" been obtained from the
engine house which is
attached b the hall, and carried in under the stage.
This passage way is private
and hereafter

oflVnder*.

s.

having found the following indictments:

entering of Emery 11 all du*
ii,_ entertainments through the trap doors in and
.".on; Hu
sjag<* by young men and boys, has emlan-'*red the premises to such an extent that the
pro.
pri« (or i- determined to arrest the first person in
'lull jtn act. 1, has been discovered that
lamps
KM*oim.

s.

Bar.

week.
Pi

Ilodgdon

.lam"-

Harriman, exe- utor
of the estate of .Jonathan I-Jlw» il, of Northport*
An a< li m to recover $(5o7 tor alleged services rendered dwell, in hoard, etc. Appeal case from the
commissioners of insolvency which allowed Ilodgden $(500. Deb-nee that the estate owes pill', mailing and hills to offset submitted. On Dial. Fogler
for pill'.
Wallace and Harriman for deft.
John C. Harness, ol Belfast, is admitted to the

ami

j

advise all persons visiting searsport for business
pleasure t<> call on mine host Grinnell. Passing
over the road from Belfast to Searsport reminds

OP

The Disaster to Brig H. C. Sihlet.
Tlu
A few years ago, the City of Huston sailed from1 i fart that
the brig H. C. Sibley put into St. Thomas
harbor, crowded with an expectant throng of pas- ; Dec. 23d partially dismasted, was reported b\
telegraph. Mr. Edward Sibley, of Belfast, ageni
sengers bound for a foreign shore.
for the vessel has since received a letter from Capt
She never entered port.
U. W. Fowler giving further particulars. The
The mystery of her untimely end grows deepei
brig was on the passage to Australia. Capt Fowlei
says: “YVeleft Boston Nov. 22d, and with the exas the years increase, and the Atlantic,
voyager,
ception of a continuation of heavy weather nothing
when the fierce winds howl around and danger is
unusual occurred until the first of December when
imminent on every hand, shudders as the name andI we took a gale, commencing from the E. N. E. and
to the \\\ S. W. Hove to on starboard
mysterious fate of that magnificent vessel are al- veering
tack until about 3.30 I*. M. when we shipped a sen
luded to.
the starboard fore rigging which broke
through
Our reporter, on a recent visit to New York, took
live of the top timbers, fifteen feet of main rail and
lunch with Captain George Siddons Murray, on1
covering board, and carried away the whole
! board the Alaska, of the Union line
Captain Mur
weather side and a large portion of the after end
ray is a man of stalwart build, well knit frame and
and lee side of forward house. The forecastle,
j cheery, genial disposition. He has been a constant galley and carpenter’s shop were completely gutvoyager lor a quarter of a century, over half of
ted. Bulwarks on both sides were nearly gone.
that lime having been in the trans-Atlantic service.
Same sea washed our wheel box away and one of
In the course of the conversation over the well- our
men overboard.
The cabin was flooded with
;
spread table, the mystery of the Cifi/ of' Huston was water. We then
attempted to get vessel before
alluded to.
the wind, but shipped a second sea which carried
i's, remarked the Captain, “I shall never for
i away our entire steering apparatus, disengaging
get the last night we saw that ill fated vessel,
the screw from the rudder head. We were then
was chief otlicer of the City of
Antwerp. On tin
laying in the trough of the sea, and in order to
we
(
the
lioston
a furious south
day
sighted
ity of
bring ship up to the wind we cut away the fore
east hurricane set in. Both vessels labored hard
i topmast. The wind blew almost a complete hurriThe sea seemed determined to sweep
away even
cane.
We succeeded in securing rudder, stopping
vestige of life. When day ended the gale did no
up the breaks around the top timbers and covering
•‘hate, and everything was lashed for a night of tin
board and tried the pumps. She was making no
usual fury. Our good ship was turned to*the soutl
more water than usual.
Next day the wind modI * avoid the possibility of ice
bergs. The City o
we secured rudder, cleared away the wreck,
lioston. however, undoubtedly went to the north j crating
and kept away to the southard arriving at St.
Her boats, life-preservers and rafts were ail secure
Thomas, Dec. 23d.” A survey was held Dec. 24,
ly lashed; and when she went down, everythin*,
which wanted to condemn the foremast, but Capt.
"'enl with her, never to reappear until tin* set
Fowler hoped to save it, as putting in a new mast
gives up its dead.”
would necessitate the removing of a part of the
“What, in your opinion, Captain, was the cause cargo. The
captain says ten vessels have put into
of the lo-s of the 1 ity of lioston
St. Thomas in a week in distress.
"The City of Limerick, in almost
precisely tin
I lie sell. Lillian, ( apt. Darby,
Vii. lv passage.
same latitude, a few day.-, later, found the sea fill 1
of Belfast, made a quick run last week. He left
of floating ire; and I have no doubt the
City o, Boston on Thursday afternoon at 4 o’clock and arRonton collided with the ice, and sunk immediate
rived at Belfast, Friday morning at 8.30.
ly.”
During the past year 30 vessels, of 12,178 tons,
captain Murray has been in command of tin
or owned in St. John, X. B., and valued
registered
Ah/s/.'u ever since she was put in commission ami
at $322,000, were lost, against 29 vessels of 12,487
feels justly pnmd of his noble ship. Mu; earric.tons, worth $402,100, in 1882.
thousands ..( passengers every year, and has great
Important to Ship Owners and Masters—By late
ly popularized the Williams & i.imm line. Be
advices from Porto Rico ft appears that on Nov. 14,
marking upon the bronzed and heallhv nppearama
a new decree went into effect that all vessels
1883,
"i the captain, the reporter said that sea life di*i
arriving with cargo of any kind, shall pay $1.2.')
not -•
in L" be a very great
physical trial.
kilos gross weight on all cargo landed
l,ooo
per
”N1 ’•
But a person’s appearance is not always n
(instead of $1, a» formerly), and $1 per 1,000 kilos
trustworthy indication of his physical condition, or. all cargo loaded outward, whether vessel arfor seven years I have been in many
rives with cargo or in ballast, which is a new tax,
respects \cry
nun'll out of sorts with myself. At certain times I
not before required, and is
equal to about (5 to 7
w.i' so lame that it wa> diflicull for me
to move
cents per 100 hundred pounds on a cargo of sugar.
•ti'Miml. I e-uild scarcely straighten up. I did not
Fora number of years past, the charges in Porto
know what the trouble was, and though 1
Rico have been moderate, but this makes them
perform
ed all my duties regularly ami
satisfactorily, yet 1 more than they are in Cuba, and vessels going to
1*1; that ! might -oiue day he overtaken with some
the Island, should secure quite an advance to offset
serious prostrating disorder. These troubles in- !! these
unreasonable charges.
creased. 1 felt dull and then,again, shooting
•Sch. Florence Tower, of and from Uoekport for
pains
through my arms ami limbs. Possibly the next dav Charleston, with lime,
put into New York with
I would feel flushed and
unaccountably uneasy anil j decks swept and house stove. Mark Davis, seatbe day follow ing chilly and despondent. This eouman, of Roekport, was washed overboard and lost.
liuued until last December, when 1 was prostrated
Capt. Win. Freethy, of Surry, late of the sehoons,"»n after leaving <
Queenstown, and for the remain- or Joshua Grindle, has gone to Kingston, Jamaica,
der of the voyage was a helpless, pitii ul sutl'erer. j where
he will take command of the British Steamer
In January last, a friend who made that
vovage Craigailion which will ply, during the winter, be.
with me, wrote me a letter urging me to
try a new tween Boston and Cienfuegos.
course ot treatment. I gladly
accepted his counsel,
Providence, Jan. 4th. A two-masted schooner,
an 1 for the l:i-L seven months have
given thorough
\drian of Bath, Me., Capt. C. B. Nobrega, from
and business-like attention to the
recovery of unN. J. to this place with coal, went
Klizabethport,
natural health; ami to-dav. I have the proud satis- ashore
op the northwest side of Block I-land at II
f tdion of
the lame hack, the o’clock last night in a northwest
-ay ing to
gale and a heavy
strange leelings, tin- sciatic rheumatism which have
sea running.
The captain and one seaman were
-o
long pursued me, have entirely disappeared
saved. The mate, who was from Maine, and the
tinblood
through
purifying influence of Warner’s cook, both names unknown, were frozen to death.
>de flhcumatic <'lire which
entirely eradicated all The vessel is full of water and will be a total loss.
rheumatic poDon from mv sv>tem.’ I mice* I. to me,
Brig I. W. Parker at Rosario, has chartered to
it seems that it lias worked wonders, ami 1 thereload dry hides for New York.
fore most cordially commend it.”
Sell. C harlotte T. Sibley, Bartlett, of Belfast, in
" I'1
ii" lii'iina' now in
exposing vmir. towing down the St. Johns river, Fla., grounded
•'<•11 l" the winds of tue Atlantic?”
on the middle
ground and will have to lighter her
Not the least. 1 am as sound as a lndlel and I
leek load.
tVel specially thankful over the fact because I beSell. Palatka, Chaples, of Belfast, in towing up
hove rheuui.iti'- and kidney dis.-a-e i- in the blood
the st. Johns river, Fla., grounded below Palatka.
o| mv lamily. I wa- dsvadiuliv shocked on inv
la-t
A part of her cargo was lightered.
anisal in Liverpool to learn that inv brotherl who
i- a wealthy < hma ti a merchant, had suddenly died
"I Bright
disea-e >t the kidneys, and consider
nr--elf extremely b-rtunate in having taken inv
trouble in time and before anv more seri ms cherts
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; ba«’k to that of all seasons the most lovely in tills
Searsport, and was
section of the country. When will our summer
treated like a Prince by all the boys; more esvisitors learn to tarry with us until the grand ear- j
pecially by comrade Crinnell. We received so
nival of color reigns?-Hancock County
Crange
many kind attentions from him that we felt il
held its monthly session with Verona
Crange last :
incumbent on us to enquire it lie bad not mistaken
us fur Gov. Robie.
On being assured that lie knew Saturday. Dinner and supper were served in their
! banquet room, Finery Block_A. C. Webster
u- we extended him our entire stock of thanks for
keeper oi tort Point light was in town last week.
tin* many favors received at his hand, and we
(j.

A

The Pate Which Overtook the
City oj£
Boston.”—Captain Murray’s Ideas and
Experiences.

-.

single copy of the Journal can obtain them
be lost.
Emery & Co.’s, where they are for sale
10th. Josiah Black died aged 03 yrs.
of Belfast In 1H14, after they had landed on the at acts, each-Wednesday evening Rev. II. II.
2id. Wire placed on telephone poles.
lieach, the people appeared to be so much frighten- Clark of the l’. S. Nary lectured iu the Methodist
27th. Ella Mahoney died aged^tt yrs.
ed that they did not care to go uear them, until an course on “Pompeii or the Golden Gate to autiOCTOBER.
old lievolutionary soldier named Gordon, from the ; *iuity.” It gave great satisfaction-The skating
■id. Capt. William Y. Ford died in New York.
east side of the river, on what is now a part of rink party on New Years eve. for the benefit of the
0th. J. W. Havener died.
Searsport, said that he would go down to the Band was fully attended and as usual much enjoy13th. County Commissioners widened road from
lieach and see what they were tip to. ile according- ed— Monday Jan. 7, was the first Monday for
Leach corner to school house.
ly hobbled oil', and when near the enemy he ex- over twenty years that the steamboats did not start
20th. School convention in session.
claimed
“Well, boys, what are you doing here?’ from here when the river was open_Edwin
NOVEMBER.
They replied that they had come to keep the people Snowman cut his hand very badly last Friday by
12th. Robert Morrow’s house
lire.
damaged by
straight, or words to that effect. One of the oilieers striking up under the top rail of his horse sled and
19th. Ezra Hunt accidentally shot himself and
stepped up to the old man and said: “Well, coming in contact with an axe which was carried
died next day.
daddy, what do you think of us any how?” The in a slot in tiie rail....The proprietor of Emery
-Mil. News ot the death of Fred Deshon receivold man replied: “Oh, i have seen you fellows
Hall contemplates putting in a wide gallery, exed. Lost overboard Nov. 0th.
“Seen us before daddy, when, and
before.”
tending out over the stage for a skating rink. This
DECEMBER.
where.” “Why,” says the old hero (straightening addition, with the main iloor, will make one of the
Hth. Rev. C. T. Hawes preached at Con. Church.
himself up to six feet) “in the war of the lievoiut- pleasantest rinks in the state....Miss Dora Wiley
Engaged for one year.
j ion. At the battle of Moumouth, I helped to fill and little daughter Bernice arrived in England,
29. Reception at Sears port House for
Capt. and hell so full of you that your legs stuck out of the Dec. 12, after a passage of n days, neither suffering
|
Mrs. E. 1>. Blanchard.
windows.”
from sea sickness after the first day.
•locks

Thursday evening, .Jan. 3d, a lodgt
Templars was instituted at Eureka Hall,
l»y M. J. Dow'. They are to meet Saturday evenings.
They start with 21 charier members, and have the
following charter ollieers: L. !»., Itev. G. V. Chapman; \V. <;. T It. A. Martin; \V. V. T., Eva Fitch
field; W. Se<-., \ora Fisk; W. \. >., Itena Martin;
W. E. s., o-car I’aysou; \V. T., C. E. Dunbar; W.
(
liev. G. \. Chapman; W. M., Fretl I’ayson; \V.
1>. ME. Fi-ke; W. 1. G., Gertie Martin; \V. O.
(...Clarence I’ayson; \V. It. H. S., .Julia Wellman;
W C II. s., Ida Vinal; 1*. W. C. T., II. (.haptnan.

Mention has been made of i!»*•

about tin*

oli vr- are
■

Horn.

s<>.

prize for the best os-ay on the
id Moeirl v o| Maine, was award
e
.). W. Lang, Fop The .second prize a!-o went
ioa Waldo niuiilv writer—Lit a GlilVord, of I’rospect....iL \ Oliver, d Freedom, was recently
married in \lhbm Grange io Melissa Meadcr, of
\loi“ii. They gave a reception in Ubion Grange
hall to Mieir fellow Matrons, and received many
testimonial- of esteem in the shupeof valuable and
M-'tu! pre-eii!.-.Northern Light Grange No. i;
el-,-ted their otli .-rs I >ee. 2711:, and they were in■•ailed dan dd, by Ma-l I >epulv George Clements.
mv

Pease’s Hall in this

at

of Good

Mini the lirsl
Matrons M ntual \
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A

lodge of Good Templars was inplace, Monday evening the :51st ult., by M. J. Dow, of Brooks. They
start with 20 charter members, and are to meet
Wednesday evenings. The charter officers are as
follows, g. 1
S. -1. Gushee; W. c. T., F. U.
Davidson; W. V. T., Rebecca Ripley; W. Sec., A.
H. Newbert; W. A. S., Annie llawkes; W. F. s.,
John Pitman; W. T. Alonzo llawkes; W. C.,
Mary
Ames: W. M., Ralph Gushee; W. 1). M., Carrie
Pease; W. 1. G. Klbridge Perry; W. (>. <;., Khner
Peabody; W. R. 11. S., Georgia Page; W. G. 11.
Mrs. V. A. Gushee; P. W. C. T., I
s. Gushee.
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Encampment,!.

M. J.

lodge
1st,
at True’s Hall.
They are to meet Friday evenings.
They start with 20 members. The officers arc as
follows: I.. I)., Jonathan Calderwood; W. C. T.,
J. 11. liohbs; W. V. T., Miss Fannie True; W. Sec.,
Geo. N. True; W. A. S., Cora Manslipld; W. F. s.,
John Brown; W. T., Mrs. J. H. Hobbs; W. C A.
S. Mans Held; W. M., Josiah Hobbs; W. 1). M.,
Mary Bills; W. 1. G., Marv Waterman; W. O. G.
Sidney Kimball; W. It. II. s., Jennie Coose: W. G.
II. S., Minnie Barns; I*. W. C. T., Win. Bartlett.
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weekly prayer meeting-, astonished the brethren
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Sunday and Monda;
Tuesday morning..../

Friday evening last by E. \V. Berry and suite
11. (’. Day, C. P.; Gus Cain, 11. P.;
\V. S. Carver, s. \V.; F. L. Littlefield, J. W.; A. H
Blood, G.; E. Mills, -S.; J. \V. Black, Treas.; Wal
ter Hopkins, Chas. Lane, A. P. Green, and E. .J
T"lman, watches; II. P. Tolman and George
Banks, Guards of Tent; E. M. Mills, O. S.; \Y. M.
Hopkin.-. I. s. The installation was public to the
families of members. An oyster supper was server
it (.rand Army Hall— I'he following are the olli
cers of Star of Hope Lodge, 1.0. O. F.
E. Mills,
\. G.. \V. Y. Hunt. Y. G.; Ii. <’. Day, K. s.; (
T
Ames, P. s.; A. il. Blood, Treas.
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Frankfort. The Frankfort Icj Co. have organized, J. T. Howe, president, Hayward Peirce,
secretary, and arc scraping the pond and making
ready for business—Mt. Waldo Granite Co. have
shut down for the winter. They have loaded tiftytwo vessels this summer, mostly paving.
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At the annual meeting ot the stockholders of tlit
Searsport \at. Dank, held at their banking rooms
on Tuesday afternoon P. K Pendleton, *1. II. I.ane,
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getting out lumber to build a large barn in Liu
spring-Our traders report business very dull.
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quite badly injured in
striking on the ice....The K. It. Co. have nearly
completed a new building to cover their wate:
tank and keep it from freezing-Hay is cumin;
in here in quite large quantities-M. P. Palniei

C. N. Myers and Huy Dutch left i»y train Monday
morning for Portland to join Prig II. 11. Wrighi

Tupper, of North Berwick arrived l*y
train Saturday night.
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on Monday evening, Jan. 7th.

again.

parties are

below here

mornings and 17 below

15th.

NYe

l

readings by Mrs. F. J. Slot
Cong, church on Tuesday evening, Jan

at the

son

degrees

•20

There will he select

apt. Phineas Pendleton has returned from New

Pound

here. Five have been held within

monia.

are

for

sale

3m45*ls

by the trade.

Carpet Department!
arpet Room Is thoroughly storked with Carpets, Oil Cloths, etc., and the prices He have
named on them not only amaze our customers, but competitors also.

Our (

firmly believe In moving goods lively In a
by selling cheap, and Instead of discharging our force ae Intend to keep them busily
employ ed In closing this stock regardless of profit.
The patronage received the past year has been far
beyond our expectations, and In return we desire
We

dull

season

to express

our

sincere thanks for your custom and

you of increased energies on our part to
give you the best value for your money of any
house in eastern Maine.
itf
assure

Geo. W. Burkett,
81 & 83 Main St.,
CITY BLOCK,

BELFAST.

A

SCROFULA.
A

remedy

that

destroy

the germs of
settled lias the pow-

can

Prayer

lor

the

New

Year.

God of the Old Year and the New.
Of seasons, fields and flowers;
God of the harvest and the fruits.
The sunshine and the showers:
God of the rich man and the poor.
< )f
cottage and of hall:
God of all creatures here below,
The mighty and the small:

scrofula, ami when once
er to root it out, must be appreciated by
those alllicted.
The remarkable cures of
young children and the more wonderful cures
of those of middle age and late in life, as illustrated by our printed testimonials, prove
lluoi»‘s Saks a da ijii. la t<> be a reli;ible*reniedy. containing remedial agents which do
positively cure scrofula and eradicate it from
the blood.

God of what lias been and will be.
The birth and end of years;
God the true fountain of our joys,
The helper in our tears;
God who directs the s'ormy wind.
And gives the zephyr breath;
God who presides o'er human life,
And rules the realms of death :

Warner. N. II., Jan. 21,1R79.
Messrs. C. I. Hood & to., Lowell. Mass.:
Gentlemen E«»r ten years previous to the
early part of is. 7 i had been a constant suf—

(iod w!m supports the tottering steps.
< >f infancy and age:
God who unrolls the blanks of time,
And fills its august page;
God, who bends monarchs to bis will.
< »r
sweeps them from his path :
(iod. who is seen in forms of love,
Ur felt in forms of wrath;

ferer liom scrofulous ulcers or sores, which
had finally reduced me to a helpless condition. as described in my letter to you in September of that year.
The continued excellent health which enables me to keep house
for mv aged father and to enjoy life, keeps
alivemy intense personal interest in Hood's
Saksaraui i.LA.and 1 cannot refrain from expressing my gratitude for the permanent
cure this wonderful medicine effected in
my
case nearly tw*> years ago. while living in
l.owell, w lien all my
gave me up
as being in an incurable condition.
One
thing before 1 close. I have recommended
your Sarsaparilla to hundred's, and I think
more than a thousand eases, and my faith in
its invincibility in curing scrofula* lias become absolute* by the wonderful curc^ it lias
t lh cted aside from my own.
1 trust you
will not be slow in making tlie im ritsof
Hood’s Saks warili \ known » vervwlu-re,
for it i< a duty you owe to mankind*.
With
best wishes 1 remain v» rvlrulv \«11;rs.
SARA It r. WHITTIER.

(iod of the Old Year and the New.
The Nations come to Thee;
To supplicate Thy pardoning power,
They bend the humble knee:
Tin y call Thee Mighty Killer. Judgi
The Father and the'King;
To Thee they otter praise ami prayer.
And hymns of glory sing.

physicians

The Past, so full of evil deeds.
Of misrule and of wrong.
Of gross forget fulness of right.
(>f raiiiue by the strung.
The Past, when men alike forgot
Thy lessons and Thy will.
And shunned Thy counsels and Thy word.
To seek for paths of ill.

HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA
Is

skilful!; -prepared compound, concenextract, by a
] r-ulin rl// OUT
(
“f llie Li't remedies of the v. p tabie
Liugoom known to medical science ns alteraa

That Past is now before Thy throne.
(iold. help us in that hour.
AY lien we are called to in< et caeli ae:,
By Thy Almighty power;
AW ask forgiveness for tin Past,
In Thine appointed way.
And promise that the opening year
Shall crown a better day.

trated

Mod-purifiers,

tive-

iliim :ins.1 Kirs.

fcioidbyall druggists. Price 1,« six tor
i HOOD cv lO- Lowell, Mass.
£5.

God of the Old Year and the New.
A world looks tip to Thee,
AA'iih bended hearts and tearful eyes.
To >et t he prisoners free.
To arm each heart with stronger faith.
To battle for the right.
And trust Thy promises that God
1> with them in the light.

~~CA1N
Health and

Happiness.

9
^£

!

DO iS OTHERS
HAVE CORE.

God of the old Year :unl the New.
Tints do Thy children pray.
Hear them, oh. Father! from Thy throne.
And bring a better day.
AS’ben all shall praise Thy holy name
And do 'I by sovereign w ill.
AA hen (iod shall rule o’er the arth.
And goodness banish iil.

——-
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Malaria?

Have you
‘•Kidnt-y-’.v .irt ha- <1« n«-

j

;

1.. te
than any other
used hi my
^
it. JC. Clark, South Her. >, Vt.

practice.”'

Are you Bilious?

‘•Ki,lney-W,.r; In d. m-in** m,
pn,„l than anv
other remedy
) .,« x .-r taken.'
Mrs. J. T. <ialle\vuy, Elk Hat, Oregon.

1 I

Are you tormented with Piles?
"h%

piles,
I

VV..IT
•■••!' bleeding
'!/<■"■ ./
l'r. W.
Klme ..mine; ;.•<! ii
> mII. lb-rst. t’urliier M. Dunk. M;..
:• >wn, Pu.

Are you Rheumatism racked?

Kill!.. y-W..rt cun -l m- r.t't.
was p
u up ;..
die bj 1thy sit ians ami ! b « suib red thirty ear
El bridge Malcolm, West liatli, Maine.

Ladies,
g

‘-Kitlm
Several y.
it.”

are

you

suffering?

-V. ort ■
d m.
f p. ■.■liar tr> u
s ..f
ais stand>!
use and
raise
Many frn
Mrs. ii. I.am, f< uux, isle La Motto, \ t.

If you would Banish Disease
and gain Health, Take

The

Blood Cleanser.
lyr.M

MAKE

NEW

RICH

quailed,
not

clasp, though gladly

my thirst, my hand

must

hold the

BLOOD.

And will completely change the hlood in
the entire system in three months.
Any
person who will take 1 pill cat h night
from 1 to 1 'l \ve« ks, may he r« -tored to
sound health, if such a thing he possible.
l or curing Female Complaints
these Pills have no equal.
Physicians
use them in their
practice. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 25 cts. in
Stamps. Semi for pamphlet rilklv.
_1. S JOHNSON S: CO.. Host.m, Mass.

CASE

Pearing’s

Dilemma.

OF MISCEGENATION TO
BY THE COURTS.

Home.—In calling attention
an article advertised in our columns, we are pleased to notice an
excellent sign in regard to it, viz.: that the testimonials relating to Hood’s Sarsaparilla are from
New England people, and
many are from Lowell,
the home ol this medicine.
We are assured that
the sale of this article in Lowell, where it is best
known, is wholly unprecedented in the annals of
proprietary medicines. We leave it with you to
decide as to the probable merits of an article with
such a solid foundation.

BE SETTLED

A case that is

The only known specific for Epileptic Fits. “v3
Also for Spasms and Falling Sickness. Nervous
Weakness it instantly relieves and cures. Cleanses
blood and quickens sluggish circulation. Neutralizes gern-s of disease and saves sickness. Cures

exciting much interest
in Baltimore is the suit of Emma J. Fearing against her husband, Hubert J. Fearing, asking that the court declare her
marriage null and void. She is a white
A Vi estern paper alludes to an opera star as a
woman, and her plea is that he is a colthroated songstress. It probably alludes
ored man. She is a pretty brunette, diamond
to the precious stones in lier throat.
with large brown eyes, and is quite intelDyes will Color Anything any color,
^Diamond
ligent. Telling her story for the first and
never tail,
the easiest and best way to economlze. Mr. ut all druggists. Wells, llielianlsou &
time, she said:
lSurlingtoii, Vi. .Sample
Curd, .i.’ colors, and
“I
was
born in Dorchester, New Co.,
book of directions tor •» rent stamp.
Brunswick, and am M years old. I left
A hitch in the
proceedings—stopping to tie vour
that place when I was till years old and horse.
went, to live with my married sister in
$2,500 versus $1.50.
It was there that I first
Castine, Me.
“1 spent $2,500 with other doctors," w rites Mr. .1
W. Thornton, of Claiborn, Miss., "Samaritan A’er.
met Fearing, who was then steward on a
vine however alone cured mv son of tits.” This iGovernment vessel at that port. I was on a
par with hundieds of others, speedv but
introduced to him at my sister’s resi- thorough.
dence, where he was well known. It
New York cat.* w ear silver collars with
tiny bells.
never occurred to me for an instant that This makes quite an addition to the concerts.
he liad African blood in his veins, and I
Some say “Consumption can’t he cured.” Acer’s
had never heard of such a being as a Cherry Pectoral, as proved by fortv vear-’ experiwill cure this disease, when* not
mulatto, lb; proposed for my hand and encc,
already ad
vanced beyond the reach of medical aid. Even
1 willingly gave it.
Wewere married on then its use affords very great relief, and insures
May sth,

|s7!>, by

a

ThisMepartment
spection.

ivin

raw

iiiim

me

fill

me

rings

was

wilt to buy her
-tone blind.

pair of diamond

a

the

foolish sp- eeh,

For love i* all: without ii life is naught.
t me but have tic
blessings in my reach,
And I will nevepnor complain of aught:
Life's cup in • hold for woman w hat it will—
Without lov.-’s wine *be will be thirsty still.

Fair

her nostril-, became emaciated, Cp m u.-iug Llv’.Cream Balm her dillicultv was n-.noved. -In
breathe- naturallv. Mr. and Mr-. .1. M. smiih,
Uuego.N. V.
From Col. c. 11. Mack,
V.M h-vn Infantry
I
lia\e derived more bem-lit from LiC-Ci.-am Bairn
tnan anything el.-* J have e\cr tried.
I haw now
oeen using it ior three month and am
experiencing
no trouble lnun Catarrh wh itev.-r.
have Im-.-h a
sufferer tor twenty vears. c. 11. Ma« ktA sig.mr
ney, Iowa, Feb. ±2, iss>.
jw_>

Florence.

Rev. Deo. W. Field writes to die BanIf there
gor Whig from Italy as follows:
were any
place away from my native
land aud city w here I would he willing to
spend the remainder of my days, it is
this city of Florence, where i now
am,
the fairest city in the world, as it seems

Perhaps other cities where 1
have been, might have grown equally
‘And know iug this, how have I dared to call.
into my aii'ections if I had remained as
AViieii love doth lnakt the humblest toil dikmg in them. Edinburgh, lor instance,
vine.
or \ erona
My daily round of duties mean and small!'
Perhaps other cities which
Gh! darling, pr<
your warm soft lips to I am yet to visit may come to seem as
mine
Rome or Naples; hut it
interesting
AA hi!' I thank (iod I safe at home abide.
hardly seems possible. Every kind of
Nor envy dwellers in tin world outside.”
interest gathers around Florence. The
picturesquem ss of its situation, the
Gems of Thought-.
beau'y of its surrounding scenery, the
I dar no more fret t iun I dare curse and
grandeur ot its palaces, the splendor of
•w ar.
-John AW*!ev.
its art, the wealth of its
libraries, above
all, the glory of its historical associations,
A wide-sjirending, hopett«l disposition i- your
combine
to set it apart from and above
)nlv true umbrella in this vale of tears. [ i'. p,.
Yldrieh.
all other places.
Every street, every
Foolish men mistake traii'iiorv semblances square is alive with stirring memories.
or eternal fact, and go a-trav more and more.
Perhaps more great men have walked
( arlyli
the streets of this small
city than any
other of the modern world, or even of
The sum of our conversation should be as n
•orded of Anna: “She
spakeofHim.” the ancient world, setting aside Athens.
Hav ergal.
W hat other church on
theglobecau show
Relieve me. upon ila margin of celestial such a series of monumental tombs as
Ureanis ai.»ic th"'«* simj les grow which cure those which line the walls of Santa Croce
he heartache! [Longfellow.
m tiiis ciiv. and which hear the names
Religion is a cheerful tiling: so far from bo- of Dante, Michael Angelo, Galileo, Maeng always at cull- vv lit good-humor, that it is
iiiavelli, Petrarch. And these Florennseparably united to it. [Marquis of Halifax. tine geniuses have left such distinct
There are some critics who change every- H aves id themselves, and you are
brought
hing that come* under their hands to gold, but into such close contact with their incho this
priv ilege of Midas thev.join sometimes
1 "II
DW
IUL*
\
OI
V
SCcll
lis ear*!
r.l. Pet it s um.
where Dante used to sit six hundred
"Tis a good rule in every journev Jo provide
years ago, while he watched the growing
•ouie*piece ,,f liberal stmli io rescue tbe hours
work oi Diotto and Krunellesehi, great in
•v'liiel] bad weather, bad company and taverns
architecture as he is in poetry. You see
•lea! from the best economist.
! Fmerson.
the room and the very tools with which
\\bit n lliev lbrow thee some benetieial bone,
Michael Angelo wrought out his marvel
■nap at the favor; it' not. sleep on and never an>
lous
Diu see the hall
■"» r to good fortune and
conceptions.
preferment when they w
here Savonarola, greatest of reformers,
\iioek at thy door.
[Cervantes.
was tortured, the cell where he
lay and
Kings* title- commonly begin bv force, which
inn* vvars oil', and mellows into riglP; and the very prayer which he wrote the
»'»vver which in one age is
Nowhere
tyranny i> ripened night before he was burned.
11 the next to true succession!
else are you brought so near the heroes
; linden.
ot
the
and
past. Strong
wondrous citv,
Bride, like laudanum a id other poisonous
m dicines. is benetieial in small,
though injuri- which in giving to the world Dante and
"i** in large quantities.
man who is’not
lib e m, joint's in art ushered in modern
leased with lliIll'l lf, ev< 11 in a personal -ells'•.
civilization, and which has served as
II pl''0>e Olliers.
[Fred« |,ek >. milder*-.
passage to all the great ideas which have
Habit, i!' wisely and skilfully formed, be- mode the
glory, the. prosperity, the ex■"iiifs truly a second nature, as the common
of modern history -the name of
■av ing is : bin
misUilfully ami unmethodically perience
f loreucc sounds louder to mv
li;« ci. d, it will be a- it w» re the ape of nature,
spirit and
•v liiel; imitate- nothing to tin*
life, but only my heart than that of Honie itself, the
Bacon.
dumsily and awkwardly.
eternal city.
Koine, indeed, is the grand
li is in the nature of < xa'peration
graduall) tenth of the old l’agan world. Florence
o concentrate itself.
Fin- sincere antipathy of
is the glorious cradle of the new world of
dog towards cats in general necessarily take'
be form of indignant barking at the
neighbor’s thought and of art.
•lay!; cat which makes daily trespass; the bark
it imagined cals, tbough a
frequent exercise of
The Yarn of tne Whaler’s Mate.
lie canine mind, is yet eomparativelv feeble.
Fliot.
<ieorge
A novel vacation
voyage to Europe liv
You observe a mail becoming day by
day sewn artists, who decorated the captain’s
Holier, or advancing in station, or increasing in
eahin. is described it. the January Cenprofessional reputation, and you set him down
IS a successful man in life,
hut if hi- home is tury. by C. C. Hue!, under the title,
in ill-n guiaied one. where no links of atfection
•’log of an Ocean Studio.” The trip is
•xteiid throughout the familv. whose former cleverly illustrated
by Chase, Khun.
loim stics
to

IMsenses

designs and trimmed
in the latest styles.
Also an
elegant line of

H. H

THE
!

A

southern Dakota man recently promise 1 his
wife that lie would me.
her in heaven.
hen the fact became knovai 1 bat tin- man was all
to

keep.

II i.x > s’ IJ a i»i» vi.
«> i: x
IliAiuvia:, while ii
promptly remove- om-. bunions, wail- anduml, -,
is not injurious. Guaranteed.
lyr.D
A week little oh. rub of Bi-mank. I>. i
sal for
while attentively li-toni.
»o a '-c.mdinav ian miui-terii-t Stui-iav, and then whispered. “Mamma,
if Dod tan understand /. it. ho’.- a dood one:"

a

CoiiMimpiinn Cured.
An old nhy-ieian, retired 'rum
praetieo, having
Mad placed in his hands by an Ka-t India mls-ion
•‘try the furmida <>r a simple vegetable remedv !'i»r
the >pe«*d\ ami permanent cure of < on-umption,
Iirom-hiii-. ( atarrh, Asthma and all Throat and
lainy A Heel inns, also a po-iluo and radical e are
fur Nervous l»eliilit\ and at: N■
vuiis ( -implaiitls,
after having teste.; it- wonderful eurative powerin thousands of < a-. •, ha- felt it hi- duly 1. make
it known to hi- suil'erinj; PdlowXetuaP d hv ti.inmtive aim a desire' to relieve human sutlerim;. 1
will -end tree of oharire, to all wlm de-ire it. thire*
ij»e in lleriiiiin, 1 rened or Knaii-h, with full di
reetions for preparing-a id n.-inir. >ent by mail by
addressing with -tamp, namimr tlii- paper, \\. a.
N«»vi:s, 14a Poirer's /;/<•/•, A*.,duster, \. ).

There will b«*

Have

pul in

Head of the
Near M'HNKY'S

subscription

Joth-e orders of

Journal will continue the policy indicated
by the late \\. 11. SIMPSON, in his valedictory pub-

and

Interesting weekly digest of intelligence,

will

make,

heretofore, the

as

P. O. Bos 289.

P.ns > v, (ii'toher Id, 1 -70.
II l,.l)|)\
!-.y|. —Iic.ir sir You proeiired for
me. in I
•. m. lir.-t pat. fit.
>inee t inn you have
';lded lor aim ad\ i-ed me in hundred- of rases and
procured mam paten!-, ivi-ues and extensions. I
Inn.
‘/•''■a-mn 11 i\ « mjdoved the best agencies in
't a
Pi a lei phi. and Wa.-hinglon, but I -till
s\
-ii
.•aalum-t the wlnde d' my hu.-im -s.s, in vour
lima aim adv i.-e others to employ \,mi.
Ymirs truly.
(. Id
Id DIJAPKIt.
lh'-ton, -J.tmian I, is.-h- lyrl

agriculture,
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able
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(0111113,
Knox, Hancock and Washington Counties, with
towns in Waldo

men
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of Dee. ml,, r.

in all

future,

as

NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM.

SPECIAL

past, will be

make it

to

a

JOHNSON S WOHYNKi I NI >1I NT /nr
l! ‘""I / ■■i.-nnf ?/.v
will instantaneously
/"•;
r- ii -ve tin.*.-'- terrible.
disea.-es, and will p<.sicure
nine eases out «>! ten. lufonnatioii
tively
1 l»a.t will save,
many lives sent free by mail.
l».>n't delay a moment.
Prevention is better
than cure.
i. S. Johnson
Co. linM..n
>

•"

MAKE HENS LAY

It is a well-known fact that most of tin- Hors.and Cattle Powd* rsoli. in this
country is vorth!•
that Shcr:drin's Condition powder is abV.eH- pur and vrv valuable. Nothing on
will mak< hens lay like Sheridan's
ci.d.t Ion Powder. I
i,.- t.-aspoontui m
cue/ pint P i. Sold every v. here, or sent by
mail for ”.r> r<s. in stamps.
We furnish it in ‘A
rt>. cans, price $l.nu by mail, si.L'O.
'. 3. Johnson & Co., boston, Mass,
>

lyrlfi

*■u* ■

a

Infants
Without

and

Morphine

AVhat Kites our Children
What cures their fevers,

——a

Children
or

Narcotine.

rosv cheeks.
ma es them

*Tis

sleep;

OnMoria.

When Babies frel, and cry by turns,
AN hat cures their colic, kills their w
orms.
But. Castoria.
What quickly

cures <

SourJStomach, Colds.
Farewell then
Castor Oil and

to

.'onstipatinn,

Indigestion ;
But Castoria.

Morphine Svrups,

Paregoric, anil

Hail Castoria.

Centaur Liniment.—An absolute cure for Rheumatism,
Sprains. Burns, Galls, &c., and an
instantaneous Pain-reliever.

_ly_|
Mrs. C. W. Chamberlin

(and lie has had more of them than
be can well remember) look back
up n their soioiirn with him as on** uublessed by kind words
•r deeds. I contend that that man has not been
'iiere'sfu!
[Arthur Helps.

<’(>., ; f 1h«> S’. n;.\nri<’ American*, con’,J. vt •-oil. rs I«.i* !
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MU'
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<*••! I’i.iny, etc.
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Keckwith, Vinton, yuartley, Anderson,
Lungren.
Story-telling in thesmoking-room was an unfailing amuse-

to which the marine artist contributed the following narrative: “You
must fancy I’m Mr.
Washington News and Notes.
Jones,” he said, “a
whaler’s mate, spinning yarn for messB- taliaton legislation is
some
C011by
urged
xi("inen against Fram e and
Cermany, owing mates. He shifts his (|uid and begins:
" the action of those
“W e wuz all feelin' sort
(ioverunients against Amo’grumpy, for
■rican salt meats.
thar hadn't been no kind o’luck, when
Congressman Buckner, of Missouri says the tile lookout cries, ’Theershe blows! ’—so !
national banks must go. He is the Chairman ! goes
up to Cap’ll Simmons an’ sex 1,
>f the Committee on
Banking and Currency,
did Mr. Carlisle said that the business interests ‘Cap’ll Simmons, she’s a blower, shell !
lower ?’
jf the country were not to be disturbed.
"Sez he; ‘Mr. Junes, she
may he a
Senator Sabin, of Minnesota, ( liairman of the
National licpubliean < 'ommillee. expresses the blower, but I don’t sec fitten fur tu lowIpinionthat a hill materially reducing (lie tariff er’’.,
a ill he
“Then I goes furrud, and the men
reported from the" Wavs and Means
ommittee and will pass the House,hat will he aloft
sings out again, ‘Theer she blows!
lefeated in tile Senate.
The Post Office Department is notified that
he business of the dead letter office will he
nucli increased by the undelivered ( hristmas
ireseuts.
Advices from Chicago show that
nore than linn packages will lie sent from that
•ify alone to the dead letter office, detained cihcr for insiillieient postage or for want of ailIress.

ment.

—and she’s a spermer!’ So 1 goes
agin
to Cap’n Simmons an’sez
I,‘Cap’n Sim-

mins, she's
1 lower V

a

spermer an’

a

blower; shell

be: ‘Mr. Jones, she
may be a
spermer an’ she may be a blower, but /
don’t see Iitten fur til lower; but if so be
yon see iitten fur tu lower, w’y lower
The Democracy is disposed to lie on the defensive as to the organization of the House. away an’ be ’tarnally dashed tu yer.’
-So 1 lowered away, an’ when wo come
Nearly all the Democratic members of the Ways
uni Means Committee hat e been interviewed. to about fifty yards o’ the
critter, sez f, j
Pile inference from their expressions is that
by ‘Hold on, lmys. fur I’m death with the
•evenue
reform they mean a warfare upon
!' An’ I struck her
fair, an’ we
manufactured goods, and that New Kngland is harpoon
towed her alongside the ship ; an’ when
mu of the sections to winch
they will cspeciI come aboard Cap’n Simmons stood in
dly direct attention.
■f. it. Dodge, the statistician of the agrieultur- the gangway, an’sez he, ‘Mr. Jones, you
air an officer an’ a
d department, has just completed
gentleman, an’ there’s ;
preliminary
■stimates of the principal crops of the country rum and terbackeer in the. locker—an’
’or the year Ins;}. 'J’hey show that potatoes, that of the
very best quality -at yer
is well as all other roots and oats, have
grown
durin’ this voyage.’
uxuriantly and yielded abundantly. The service, sir,
‘‘Then sez I, Cap’n Simmons, I'm a
iverage yield of corn per acre for tin* present
tear is nearly 2;i bushels, 12
per cent, less than man as knows his booty and does it, an'
he average yield for a series of t ears, or a all I axes of
you is servility—an’ that of
otal yield of 1,551,000,8X1 bushels. "The wheat
the commonest, dog-goned kind."”
•rop, Mr. Dodge says, is. as before stated,
■lightly in excess of 400,000,000 bushels, and
lie cotton product, as showed hv the December
Brother Gardner’s Philosophy.
•eturns, is about 0,000.000 bales’.
“It (loan' look zactly right fur one man
Judge Buckner, Chairman of the Committee to have a
big brick-house an' another a
"Sez

j

i

Banking
Washington

and

Currency, according to a
paper, denies that Speaker Carlisle exacted any pledges from him. Buckner

on

denies that

which was not affirmed.
The
State and Ark St., Springfield, Mass. Her Good, statement was that
Speaker Carlisle talked
with Buckner and Bland before appointing
Kind Words will do Much for the Afflicted.
them to the Chairmanships of the financial
Mrs. Chamberlin is the wife of C. W. Clu.mbercommittees of the House, aud was satisfied
lin, an employee in tiie I'nited stales Armory at that they would do
nothing to disturb the
Springfield, Mass, she says: “Every Spring i have business Interests of the count rv; for this reason
been, for some time past, more or less troubled with ; he put them in their positions.' But a friend of
nervous debility and weakness.
Some years I’ve Carlisle says to-night that the Speaker is surprised and annoyed at the character of the pubbeen completely run down.
My physician has ! lic
interviews of Bland and Buckner on finanrecommended various strengthening and blood
cial questions.
medicines, but J never received any permanent
One of ltandall’s principal supporters said
benefit until I tried Dr. Kennedy’s FAVORITE
“The Administration of the House
REMEDY. It was recommended to me by Mrs. recently:
is
already on the run. Everybody is apologizXewcomlx*, on State St. I think it a wonderful
for
it.
The Speaker states that he has
ing
medicine to give one strength and enliven a permade arrangements with certain dangerous
son.
I have recommended it to family after family
niv
acquaintances in Springfield, Mass., and Chairmen whom he placed in charge of the
among
FAVORITE REMEDY has done a great deal of Finance Committees that they should do nothgood wherever it has been placed. I have a sister, ing to disturb the business interests, but these
Mrs. Harmon, 2h Tremont St., Lowell,
Maijs., who Chairmen say that no bargain has been made
was troubled with nervous weakness and loss of
with them. Everybody is talking too much
strength and appetite, hut by using Dr. Kennedy’s
FAVORITE REMEDY her health was c< >mp!etely ! aud is apologizing. The Democratic organizrestored. 1 consider It an excellent medicine. Dr. ation (if the House has already arrayed against
it all the bunks, all the railroads, all the manuKennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY is used exteu
sively among the Armory men here.”
facturing interests, all the enterprises which
are dependent
upon the prosperity of the
No, Sir!
A Scotch minister once said no woman con'd country; everything except the whisky organbear pain as well as man. This is not so. The fact ization, and that will be defeated. There will
Is generally the other way. Mrs. Edward Meyers, be warm talk wheu that bill comes up. The
of Rondout, N. Y., submitted to the operation of otily
safety now for the Democratic party is in
the removal of her hand by amputation, without
the reaction which
come when the party
taking ether, or moving a muscle or uttering a leaders outside of may
Congress see their danger
groan. I)r. Kennedy, also of Rondout, X. Y., who
and
force
the
party everywhere to place itself
the operation, said he never saw such
performed
heroism. The lady’s disease was erysipelas, and upon the rejected Ohio platform.” This is a
afterwards the Doctor gave his FAVORITE REM- specimen of the candid talk in which some of
EDY to cleanse the blood. Mrs. Meyers is now the Kandall men
indulge, aud it is a good index
well and strong.
Im52
of the want of harmony in Democratic circles.

rough bo’d shanty, but ’long ’bout tax
time dc man in de shanty kin sit on de
fence an' chuckle over de fact dat he
haiu’t rich.
“It (loan’ look zactly right to see one
man go pushin’ an’ swellin’ an’crowdin’
everybody else oil' de sidewalk to let de !
public know dat he am a king lice, but
such men have to carry de anxiety of bein’ in debt to the tailor an’ of dodgin’ de
of subscribin’ twenty-five
grocer an’
dollars to build a church widout a’hope
of bein’ able to pay ten cents on de dollar.
“In fack, mv friends, dar am heaps an’,
heaps o’ things dat (loan’ look ’zactly
right to us at fust glance, hut when y'e
come to figger it up an’ divide an’ subj
tract we’ve all got a heap to he thankful
fur an’ to encourage us to git up airly in
de mawniu’. A man kin brace his legs
an' lay back like a mule, an’ kick at de
bull world an’ bate everybody an’ be
bated in return, or bo bin pick up sartiu
criinis o’ consolashun, crowd inter a seat
in do back eand of de wagin, an’ take a
heap o’ comfort, knowin’dat somebody is
wuss off dan himself.
Let us accumulate to bizness.’

lion. Bradford Miller was elected Mayor of
Topeka, Kansas. He is a Prohibitionist, and,
anticipating active warfare, several of the
liquor dealers have dosed their establishments.
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After two years of thorough testing, the IIVKTFORD stands without u fault, and it Is safe to suy
llca-l < olds, Watery Discharges from Liu* Nose
j that it Is the best large arm sewing machine ever
am! lOyes, Ringing Noises in the Head, Nervous I
Headache and Fever instantlv vdieved.
produced. It combines
Choking min us dislodge.!', membrane cleansed
and healed, breath sweetened, smell, taste and
Simplicity of Mechanical Construction !
hearing restored, ravages cheeked.
Durability !
Cough, Bronchitis, Droppings into the Throat,
Pains in the Chest, Dyspepsia, Wasting of
Fase of Movement !
Mrength
am! Flesh. Loss of Sleep, etc., cured.
Perfect in Stitch amt Tension !
One bottle Radical Cure, one bo\ Catarrhal Solvent and one Dr. Sanford’s Inhaler, in one
package,
Perfect Balance !
of all druggists, for $1.
Ask for > vnfokd’s r uucal CntK. a pure distillation of Witch lla/cl. \m
Noiselessness
Pine, Ca. Fir, Marigold, Clo\er Blossoms, etc. ]N>| !
Parties wishing a new machine should not fall to
TKK Dltn; ANI) CIIKMK'AI, ( «»., Boston.

SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE.

examine ihe

HARTFORD al

READ & CARTER’S,

lilts & Steam Fitters.
dealers in

Machinists’ Supplies ant! Steam

MARK ON PlRl’OSK,

Fittings.

No. 14 MAUN STREET,
Mistakes (?) Which arc Wore Frequent than Prntliablc.
It E L FA S T, MA / XE.
"Whv, mv child, tlds Is not TiENSt )N’S ( \ pciNE
POROUS PLASTER,” said a father to Ids little'
All kinds of light and heavy work In our line
daughter, after examining a package she had iii-t
brought from the drug store.
done at short notice and reasonable prices. Rolt
“isn't it. Papa? I’m sorry, hul I asked the man
for Benson’s—I know I did, and he took the twen- Cutting from 1-8 of an Inrh up to 2 Inches. Steam
ty-live cents you gave me to pav for It with,” ex- titling, pipe rutting and llirradlng. lirass castclaimed the child, positively. “Maybe the drw man
ings made to order. Patterns for eastings can be
made a mistake.”
procured of us If desired.
"I’ll KO ’round myself and see,” was the gentlelyrl.'S
tine of Those

O. T. HEAD.

C.

If. 1\ CARTE It.

P. LOMBARD.

DENTIST
Corner of Church and Hpring StN.» Belfast.
Itf

professional
Belfast

an

I

•ieinitv.

Jmfl*

one

of the

1

Block, Custom House Square.
Besidence—Corner spring and Cedar Streets.

Bill re- -llaradinN

Dr. F.

w
||"

Bepubiiean Journal.

New Barber

In

the State

Phillips

W ilton

for Its neatness and

excel-
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A
\\r
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That most excellent -yes, the best weekly paper
Maim*
the Belfast Journal.
Somerset Reporter.
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and

better than

ever

before.
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JOURNAL.

a

favorable time to subscribe for

This year

lield and another

a

State election will be

Presldental battle will be fought.

oilier to be well informed of the preparatory
Movements in the campaign, which will be neces*
‘ary to

a

full understanding of the Issues and po-

Itlcal situation after the nominations are made,
hose.who desire the JOURNAL should subscribe
It

without delay.
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Kit, late of Belfast,

IE subsiTibeVs here1 y ci\e public neiiee to all
concerned, tbat they have been duly appointed
md taken upon themselves the trust
Executors
d' the last w ill ai d testament of
DANIEL KACNcE. late of Belfast,
n tlie County of Waldo, deceased by civilly bond !
is the law «tireets; they therefore request all perj
ons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to I
nake immediate payment, and those who have any ;
lemands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
I o them.
ASA FA CME.
WM. (.. MARSHALL.
JOHN II. OI'1MBY.
3wfl2*
«

rYPE

ii 1.•: 1

lih

nake immediate payment, and those who have any
lemands thereon, to exhibit tin- -aim* for settle,
WILLIAM I
themMITCHELL
lillUHtiK F BUI LB.
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Machinery.

METAL, the best anti friction metal for
lining: machinery boxes, for sale at
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preferred by tlie elite. Sales IsH and 1SS_\'l.ono.oun
cakes, sold everywhere.
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DISEASE

TK I HA Hemkdiks an- infallible.
Cuttcura ltesolvent,
new Wood
Diuretii and Aperient, expels disease germs from
the blood and perspiration, and thus removes the
cause.
( nn
ua, tlm great Skin Cure,
instantly
allays 1 telling and I nil am mat ion, clears the Skin and
Sea Ip, heals. 1'1-vrs and sores, restores the (
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vi’, an e\i|tiisite Skin lieautitier
and 'toilet ib-ijuisite, i.- indi. peii-able in treating
skin di-ea.-cs. and for rough, chapped or gn-a.-v
skin, blaekiieads, blot' lies and babv humors, errtcruv ItKMKDiKs are the only infallible blood
puritiers and skin beautitlers.
( lias. Houghton, Esq., lawver, 2" stale street.
Hoston, reports a cu.-c ot "alt Rheum under bis ob.
servation for ten years, which covered the patient's
body and limbs, and to widen all known methods of
treatment had been applied without tienelit, which
was completely cured solely by the*
net ka IJi.mI l»li s. lea’- jug a clean and
healthy -kin
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Stcbblns, tudeiiertown,
Mass, write- Our little boy was terriblv alllietcd
with Scrofula, Salt liheuni and Krvsipelas ever
since lie wa< born, and nothing we could give him
helped him until we tried ( tktuv Hkmkdm-'.s,
whieli gradually cured him, until he i- now a- fair
as any child.
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Psoriasis or Leprosy, of twenlv wars’ standing, by
Ct nmtA 1’k.mki*iks. The nio’-t wonderful cure
on record.
A dustpan full of scales fell from him
daily. Physicians and his friends thou-lit lie hum
die. Cure sworn to before a justice of the peace
and Henderson’s most prominent citizens.
Sold by all drimyists. t t tktka, *»ii cents; ItK
soia f.NT, $1 ; Sow, '!'> cents.
Put Fit 1 >ut <; am*
CllFMK ai. Co., Boston, Mass.
Send for “How to Cure Shin Diseases.”
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brain of morbid fancies.
Promptly cures Rheumatism by routing it. Restores
life-giving propert i- s to the blood. Is
guaranteed to cure all nervous
disorder;?. C ^’"Reliable when all
opiates fail. Re.
freshes the mind and Invigorates the
Cures

dyspepsia or tm< >ney refunded.
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home is not alwavs the best
test <>t m.nt, but we point
proudly t.» the e t
that no other medicine has vvo'u for itself
such universal approbation in its own eity,
state, and country, and among all people, as’
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He picked it up hurriedly aud
Health is Wealth.
thrust it in his vest pocket, not thinking
It i- worth more than riches, for without it riches
1 had seen it.
The letter must have cannot he enjoyed. How
many people are without
made him nervous, for on leaving the health who might regain il by "using Kidney Won.
i!
upon lie Liver, Bowels and Kidiiev.-, (•Ican.house he dropped it. My curiosity was ingacts
and stimulating tin m tolieallhy action, it cunaroused, and I picked the letter up and all di-orders ol lliese imporlant organs, purities
the blood and promotes the general health, sold hv
read it. It was from his brother Charles, all
druggists, see advi.
aud he said he enclosed a tin-type of his
Oscar \N ilde has written an ode to the .-tin. Thai
little hoy. When Robert returned 1 ask- is the reason the
sun has been blti.-liing -u much reed him to let me see the tin-type.
After cently.
urging he did so, and 1 saw at a glance
New Bi.oo'a ii.i.n, Miss., .Jan. J, 1,-so.
that the child was not white. Noticing
1 wish to say to you ttiat 1 have neon
silliering lor
the last live y ear- w ltti a -e\ ere ileiiing all o»cr. 1
my surprise, he said the child is a little have heard ol
II .p Bitter- and ha veil led it. 1 haw
darker than the children in this part of used up tour bottles, ami it has done me more good
the country, owing to the warm climate than ail the doctors and medieim that they count
use on or with me.
1 am old and poor but feel to
of South Carolina, where the child was ble-s
you lor such a relief by vour medicine and
horn.
He finally confessed that the from torment of the doctors.' t have had liHeen
child was a mulatto and that he was of doctors at me. * hie gave me seven ounce• of solution ot arsenic; another look lour
ol blood
African descent. I was mortified beyond lrom me. All the, could ted was quarts
Ui.it it was skin
sickness.
alter llie-e four bottles of your
expression, and we at once left Castine. medicine, Now,
my skin is well, clean and smooth a-ever.
We lived at Middleport for some time,
11KN it V K Not 111-..
aud then went to Washington.
There I
After a matrimonial infeiicitv. Fogg savs the
met his brother, who was a very light women ought to make the lirst overture.lor'peace,
mulatto, as was iiis brother’s wife. His because most women make up so well.
brother was employed in the Treasury
With Fly’s Cream Balm a child can In- liv.'ted
pain or dread, and witli perfeei .-any.
Department, and they treated me very without
I ry the remedy.
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1.).. the cause. Routs bilious tendencies and
makes
clear complexion. Equalled by none in the
delirium
of fever. A charming resolvent and a
matchless
laxative, it drives Sick Headache like the
wind.
Ci?“C'ontains no drastic cathartic or opiates. Relieves
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ugly blotches anti stubborn blood sores. Eliminates
Iioils, Carbuncles and Scalds. ^^-Permanently and
promptly cures paralysis. Yes, It is a charming and
healthful Aperient. Kills Scrofula and Kings
Evil,
twin brothers. Changes bad breath to good, reniov-
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minister in Castine.
Searching for happiness wouidn’i be so unsuc•At the end of the first year a little cessful if you wasn’t continually finding fault.
No sufferer from any scrofulous disease, who w ill
girl was born to us, and a prettier babe
fairly try Ayer’s .Sarsaparilla, need despair of a
was never seen.
The baby died when cure.
It will purge, the blood of all
impurities,
only ten months old. One morning be- thereby destroying the germ- from which
-« to l'ula
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fore her death Hubert received a letter
developed, and will infuse new life and vigor
the whole physical organization.
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from Washington containing a tin-type
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She fee!* a little hand slip into hers.
And iitlle lingers clinging to her gown.
And in In
heart a tender memory stir*.
Gf Vinlet lids by early lealli shut down.
And as she lifts tic* little hillderer up.
i drink.” sin erie*. ••at least from love’s full
cup.
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Ynd of its endless tasks so mean and small.
I long to mingle w ith the world outside.
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